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The King of the Detectives.
By OLD SLEUTH.

•

CHAPTER I.
THE BEAUTIFUL PRISONER A.T THE TOMBS.
BRANDON, the handsome deter.tive, strolled
one morniiig into the Tombs Police Court.
.liis first glance rested upon a harrowing
sight.
.
Sitt.ing before the judge as a prisoner was the
most lovely girl he bad beheld in many years.
The prisoner was not more than eighteen: a
wealth of hair rained down upon her beautifully formed shoulders, as her head was bent
forward in a listening attitude.
The detective passed to a position from whence
he could have a better view of her. face_
His liveliest interest was aroused instantly.
Tb.e maiden was wondrously beautiful; her
features were classically regular; her complexion
clear and dazzling, and illuminated by eyes of
·
purest blue_
1f innocence was ever stampecl upon a human
face, it sat there enthroned.
Biandon was an old l!abitue of the court.room. and had seen many beautiful women arraigned on various charges, but never before
had his interest l)een aroused as upon the occasion of which we w rite.
ln the witness-chair sat the accuser.
The latter's face, under the keen gaze of the
detective, was not less remarkable than that of
the accused.
Cruelty and cunning, and steadfastn~ss of
purpose, were plainly depicted as characteristics.
He was a man apparently above fifty; handsomely drnssed, and outwardly bore the stamp
of great respectability.
A mere glance is sufficient for a man like
Burt Brandon.
Within an instant an experienced and rapid
thinker will weigh a thousand possibilities.
·T he detectiVe's immediate conclusion was
that he bad fallen upon a single incident in a
real life drama_
The old story of • the fierce wolf and helples<>
lamb.
A. few inquiries revealed the tact that · the
beautiful prisoner was accused of the grave
crime of burglary.
She had pleaded poverty and inability to pay
:for counse;.

Butt Branclon stepped over beside her, and
H6 was known as a kind-hearted, generous,
bending upon her a kindly expression, said , in and brave man.
Burt Brandon had earned a fortune in his
a low voice:
" l am Brnnrlon, the detective; I know you profession, and it was generally understood that
are innocent; do not be afraid, I will protect you he would only undertake a " big case."
an cl see that justice is done!"
The examination of the accuser had but· just
A.n angel trom Heaven could not have brought commc1rced, when Brandon S{lOke to the ac•
a more precious message.
cused, Renie Ruthendale.
T.be . poor girl tact been dragged to prison,
Immediately atterward, \he detective signaled
then into the court amidst the usual crowd of to a lawyer to approach.
heartless rounders ever to be found there.
A. whispered conversation followed, when the
:Not a single ray of hope had dawned in her lawyer, addressing the court, said:
heart.
"Your honor, I have just been retained in
She had a fearful tale to tell, but, alas! she this case, and request an adjournment; I also
knew that none would believe it.
desire to ofter bail for the accused."
She knew well the pm pose and intent. of her . The judge was only too glad to observe the
deadly foe, her accuser; but who would believe different aspect of lbe case, and asked:
it possible that her extraordinary disclosures
" What security can you offer?"
were true?
Burt Brandon stepped forward, and said:
Black despair ruled in her heart.
" "Your honor, 1 will go bail in any amount. »
A fearful resolve only gave ber ·strength to
'fhe judge conferred a momeut wilh the as.stand the passing ordeal.
sistant dislrict·attorney, who was present in the
Death, like a black pall, hung over her when interests ot the people.
a single ray ot hope was aroused by the words
An amount was agreed upon, and proper
bonds prepared.
,
ot Brandon.
Sh~ had uever seen the detective before, had
The accuser would have protested, but his
never heard his name mentioned, and yet there counsel knew that a protest, under the circumwas a magnetism in his very presence that ab- stances, would prove futile, and restrained him_
sured her that H eaven, at the last critical moBayard Knight lookecl like a man who had
ment, had sent a friend to her succor.
suddenly beard some dreadful news, when he
A flush came to her lovely cheek, and a glad saw the turn affairs had taken.
light to her eyes, as she looked frankly and
":Who is that man ?: ' he inquired in a whisboldly in the face of the detective, and an· per ot Ids attorney, pointing toward Brandon.
·
"Brandon, the great detective!"
·
swered:
· "I am innocent! and Heaven will reward
Bayard E:night had heard of this wonderful
you!"
man, and inwardly trembled; but, for the time
A.ll the officials in that court knew Burt Bran- being, he was helpless, and, after hearing when
don.
the case would be called up again, left the courtHe was a man who in the profession had room with his counsel. Once outside he said:
" What is the meaning ot what has occurred?"
earned a reputation that made him respected by
judges and feared by rogues.
'' The girl's beauty has touched Brandon; she
In criminal affairs he was the great authori ty. has found a friend wh9 will stick to her through
No ordinary case claimed hi& attention.
thick and thin; you will have to make a case
It was only when some great and extraordi- . dead against her to convict, with that man at
nary mystery was to be solved, that bis counsel her back."
was sought, and then never in vain.
Bayard Knight's face assumed a sickly look
liis performances had won tor him the sobri- as he answered:
·
quet, " King ot the.Detectives," and he had well
" Curse that man! He shall not get her free.
I'll spend a fortune first!"
earned the title. .
None envie:l him his honor.
The counsel fixed an inquiring look upon the
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accuser; the gleam of a smld en suspicion flashed
" I believe he was one or the men who stole oped into terror, minglffi with hatred ; she
through bis mind, and he 1>aid :
me from the home or my infancy. I had been could not dispossess hersett of the impression
"Be careful what yon do; unless you have a trained by him to do p erilous teats with him- that, in :;ome way, he had been instrumental in
·
her abduction from the home of her infancy.
good, sure and honest case, stop where you are; self."
" Re was an actor?"
Bayard Knight had continued his declarayou will never beat Brandon otherwise; I tell
you, he's lightning!"
" Yes."
lions ot deep pa1:1Sion, when, in a rash moment,
" You tound yourself in his possession when Renie had declared that she .knew more of her
" You appear to be under the influence of this
villain, Brandon. I will pay you for past serv- you returned to consciousness, after having been foe mer life than be dreamed, and faintly sugkidnapped ?"
gested that he was criminally connected with
ice and secure other counsel. "
" I did."
lhe wrong that had been done her.
"As you please," said the lawyer, who hisd
but slight acquaintance wilh Mr. Knight, and
" vY ell,. go on with your story."
In relating the scene to Burt Brandon Renie
" My duties as a performer always left me, told the extraordinary effect her words bad hsd
who had only been engaged for the nonce.
Kni11ht paid the lawyer's demand, when the child as I was, in an exhausted condition; an<! upon Bayard Knight.
latter said:
when this man Bayard Knight came into the · His face assumed the hue of death; then
" We are quits, Mr. Knight, and yet 1 will, in greenroom tent I had just come trom the ring." curses long and deep burst from bis lips, tol·
n friendly spirit, give you a little good advice. . '· Whom did Knight first address, you or your lowed by threats against her, too horrible lo reDo not ' buck' against Brandon unless you reputed fath er ?"
peat, if she even hinted to others the charge she
" My reputed tatber ; I had lain down on a had made against him.
have a righteous cause, for within twenty-four
hours, that man will have your history from the mattress, completely exhausted, and would have
His conduct confirmed Renie in her suspihour you were born I He's lightning, 1 tell fallen asleep had not I been aroused by the cions, and led her to believe that there was a
you !"
words ot the man, Knight. "
most horrible mystery connected with her early
" I am not asking for any more advice than
" How old were you at this time?"
life.
·.. 1 remember 1 was advertised in the bills as
After the scene described, Bayard Knight 's
what I have paid for!"
" All right, you may remember my wor<la the wonderful baby Emma, only ten years old." whole conduct changed. Re tried by threats to
" Ho"I' long bad you been with your reputed force Renie to consent to become his wife.
some day, and come to learn that it was the best.
The voor girl at length knew that the hour
advice you ever r.eceived, although it costs you father at this time ?"
nothing."
" A number ot years, 1 know not bow many." had come for her to escape.
"Do you remember the conversation between
Accordingly, 8he gathered together such arti·
Having thus delivered himseit, the· lawyer
cles as really belonged to her, and quietly Jett
--;yalked away, rejoiced to have been discharged Koi ~ht and your reputed father ?"
"Every word. ''
the house.
-irom the case, as within half an hour he 11ad
-come to believe that Bayarct Knight w~s a vii"Repeat it."
Her desire was to. leave New York before her
.Jain.
"Knight came in, songbt out my reputed enemy could discover her.
As ~he was returnin g one night toward her
lu the meantime, Burt Hrandoo 1!11d accom- tatber, and said: ' You v1lla in ! I have found
;panied the prisoner from the court-room.
you at last !' :My reputed fath er was known as hum6le lodgings, she met Bayard Knight face
The detective bad a private otllce, and once Leon Leonardi.. and when thus addressed, he to face.
The girl uttered a suppressed scream and fled,
without the court he invited Reni e Ruth eodale turned pale and trembled from head to foot.
Bayard Knight pointed toward where I was ly- and reaching her home without having been
to accompany him there and tell her story.
'A few moment~ and the detecti ve and bis ing, and added : 'You scoundrel ! I 1ecogoize followed, as she supposed, cougratulated herself
that child, and shall hand you over to the de- upon her escape, and resolved the next day to
chosen client were seated vis-a-vis.
fly th e city.
"Now, then, my deur young lady, tell me the tectives, who are with me, at once !' "
Burt Brandon leaned forward, and straiue1l
Alas ! she had but fallen into the meshes.
whole huth; tell me your history from the beTwo days passed, and she had not succeeded
ginning ; speak to me as freely as you would bis ears to catch every word ot this extraordiin getting away, when one night a man entered
were 1 your only brother; for as Heaven is my nary tale.
" What reply did Leon Leonardi make ?" her room. The intruder commenced a search
witness, I shall act as a 'Jrotber toward you in
asked the detective.
of her rooms, and found a number of arti cles in
this case!"
"An ioco'hereot cry for mercy, accompanied her trunk that she could have sworn she had
Hente's eyes were fixed upon the frank,Jlandsome tace of the man who was making to her by a declaration that he had had nothing to do never seen there in sll her life before.
·
At once she was arrested on a charge of burtuese kindly assurances in the !lour of her great- with the abduction.
est neecl.
"' Will you surrender the child ?' asked Bay- glary, and taken to prison, when the events
She beheld a handsome mun not more than ard Knight; and Leon Leonardi quickly agreed tollowed that have been heretofore recorded.
When Renie had concluded Hurt Brandon
three-and-thirty. There was a rich melody in to do so, provided he should not be arrested."
his voice, and a generous looll:. upon his counte·
"Did Bayard Kuight assent to his proposi- said:
tion 1"
"I believe every word that you have told me.
nance.
" Re did on condition that Leon Leonardi It's a neat job that has been ' put up ' on you; -She had never seen him before the moment he
had come to her rescue lo the ·court-room, and would surrender certaiu clothes and trinkets." but have no tears, I'll have the truth out of the
"What clothes and trinkets?"
matter in a manner that Will astonish Mr. Bayyet she felt that she could trust him as she
'.' 1 am not certain, but 1 have always sup- ard Knight : but now, my dear young lady,
would have trusted a father or a brother.
·;resides, in all the world she had no other posed that they must have been the articles that answer me one queslion. I eee, by the court
friend ; but a most bitter foe, who had but re- 1 wore at the time I was abducted from my records, you gave the name of Renie Rutben·
cently been unmasked: and, still further, her home. "
dale?"
"Proceed with your story. What W11S your
" I did."
beauty had run her into many perils. In
experience with Bayard Knight ?"
"What claim have you to that name, er is it
tremulous tones she told her story.
" Re spoke to me kindly, claimed to be my an assumed one?"
mother's brother, and said that be would take
" Betore Leon Leonar<li gave me over into the
me and care for me as lendt:rly as though 1 were possession of Bayard Knight, be slipped a writ·
CHAPTER Il.
his own child." _
ten note into my hands, whispered to me to
AN E XTRAORDINARY ROMANCE.
"Did he keep his promise?"
conceal 1t about my person, and some dar when
"I HAVE but a faint recollection of once !iv" During the years or my childhood he did ; l learned how to read, minrl well its contents. "
i~ g in a g.r and home, surrounded by every lux· I was clothed_handsomely, placed at a fashion"Did you keep the note ?"
ury and elegance.
able boarding-school, where 1 remaiued for
" l did."
" l 1emember a handsome man whom I called eight years, and where 1 received the very best
" W bat was written in it?"
' papa,' and a beautiful woman whom I called instruction."
"But a few words. lt \vas merely a warn' mamma '-and I was a buppy child!
"Did Bayard Knight visit you often ?"
iog that if ever l was thrown upon the world
"I remember once wandering alone in a great
"At>out once a year. "
alone, to assume the namr. ot Renie Ruthen_ipark that surrounded the home of my iufancy,
"How about this charge of burglary he now dale."
when two men suddecly leaped from behind a makes against you ?"
" My dear girl, Leon Leonardi did yon one of
" About a year ago Bayard Knight took me the greatest services ot your lire when be gave
hedge, something was thrown over my head,
and I became unconscious.
trom the school where l had lived for eight you that note !" said Brandon, in a thoughtful
"From that period until another· epoch in my years, and brought me to his home in New tone.
York; a woman whom he claimed was his sislife. all was a blank.
" ln fact, it w a~ not until years afterward, ter was his housekeeper, and to her he introthat the taint remembrance that 1 still possess duced me as his adopted daughter-. "
CHAPTER lll.
Burt Brandon's brain was busy at that modawned in my mioa."
GETTING DOWN TO DEAD LEVEL.
" In plain words, " said the detective, "you ment, and yet he managed by a number ot
lN answer to the detective's remark, Renie
are satisfied that you were kidoupped in your questions to develop the following revelation.
infancy from your real parents?·'
Bayard Knight had brought Renie Ruthendale said:
" Of that 1 am satisfied," ans wered Rente, and to bis home, and had treated her with the ut" Do you attach any great importance to the
the tears welled to her beautiful eyes, as she most tenderness, until one d!!Y when he sudden- name?"
added: "i:lince, mine has beeu a life of misery; ly declared to her his passion. Renie hatl re"I will tell you some day, after I have studnow it seems as though I had been snatched cotled from him at the bare su~gestion of his ied up certain matters that are not perfectly
t rom Paradise, anc1 plunged amidst the horrors love, and taxed him with being her mother's clear to me now ; but answer me one question.
of bell itself !"
brother. lt was th3n that he threw aside his mask When did you first assume that name ?"
" When I fled from the house ot Bayard
" What part has the man Bayard Knight and proclaimed that he was not related to her at
played in your career?"
all. He prott>.sted that be hail been charmed by Kui~ht. "
•· I was performing, when but a child, with a her beauty as a child, and had resolved to rescue
" Did you ever mention that name in his pres
circus company, when this man .Baya1d Knight ·her from the lite she was leading, and educate eoce?"
c ame one night into the greenroom tent and her to become his bride.
" i neve1 did."
sought out the man who claimed to be my
Renie had always felt a strange and uoac" Be heard it as applied to you in -court ?"
father."
countable repulsion toward the man, and dur" He did."
" '\\'ho was the man who claimed to be your ing the fP.w months that she had lived under
" Were you observing hfm at the time ?"
f ather?"
the same roof with him, this feeling bad devel·
" 1 was. "
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" Did he exhibit any surprise when he heard
the name ?"
" The •ame deathly hue came over his face
as upon t\le occasion when 1 first asserted that 1
bad vivid reco!lections ot my early lite."
"I thought' so," was Brandon's quiet colllment, in a very .suggestive tone. The de
tective had been study mg the play of every featme of the girl sitting before him, as he listened
to her wonderful story.
He noted closely every little. peculiarity in her
personal appearance.
He did this from habit, little- dreaming how
soon he would be called upon _to testify to what
he now learned.
Renie Hnthendale possessed most peculiar
hair; 1t was luxuriant and beautiful, loug, and
of a singular shade.
Burt Brandon, as he sat and watched the play
ot ker beautiful features, experienced stranger
feelings thau had ever hefore ngitated his heart.
I:le had never bceu in love. Ilis experience
had been amidst scenes too exciting to allow ot
his rndulgence in any tender 5entiment.
He boasted ofttimes that he was pi·oof against
female fascination, and yet in a ·very few
moments a deep impression had t>een made upon
his heart.
He had seen the girl before him less than two
hours, and yet was compelled to admit to himself, that she had created an interest such as he
had never felt for any living being.
· "You must return to your lodgings, 111.iss
Ruthendale," said Brandon.
A shadow fell across the maiden's lovely face.
Braudon noted the change in her countenance,
and said:
. ,
" 1 nave a purpose in having you return to
your former lodgings; and now listen to me, 1
have undertaken your case; from this forward
1 am devoted to the solution ot the n:::.ystery of
your life."
· " Oh, no; you must not pledge yourself to
any such undertakin g I" exclaimed Renie in a
deprecating tone.
"My dear 1ady , you can not drive me from
my purpose. 1 um ut leisure now!"
" But 1 have no means to pay you for your
services.''
A strane:e expression shot across the deteccive 's face, as he replied:
·
" 1 am not seeking for money. "
A look of horror fell across Renie's countenance.
Again Brandon noticed the change of expression, and interpreted its meaning.
At once he caught her fair little hand in his
strong grasp, and fixing his .,yes upon her, said:
" Rente Ruthendale, listen; you musr never
douut my honor ; you and 1 have a great work
before us; you are the victim of some most horrible villainy. I am to be as a brother to you.
You can trust me!"
·
Renie felt that she could trust him.
"Now, listen again," said Brandon. "I-wish
to 'pipe' this man Bayard Knight. lf you return to you-r former lodgings he will come
prowling 11ronnd there, and 1 will have a cllance
to take his meusure.''
· " 1 will do us you say."
"And one word more, Miss Ruthendale ; excuse me for speaking right out plainly, but 1
must offer you money, an ct you must accept it."
Renie threw np Ler hands dep recatingly. The
color came to Iler cheeks, and her eyes fell as
she exclaimed:
"Oh, no! oh, no!"
" la deed, but listen! It ebull be but a loan,
on my l\onor! l will permit you to repay me
some duy! And now do not ofter any more objections."
The cletective succeeded in bis purpose, then
told Renie that she need have no fears for her
safety in her lodgings, as sue would be und er
constant surveillance against her foe.
At length Renie was dismissed, ancl Burt
Brandon sat down to think over the strnrige incidents that had been related t•> him.
He was still lost in deep thought, when there
came a rap at his office door.
A moment later a man entered.
One glance was sufficient. 'l'he intrnder was
Bayard Knight.
" Your name is Brandon?"
" That is my name."
"You are on the buil bond for a young woman
who committed burglary at my house?"
Burt Brandon fixed his keen eyes upon
Knight, and replied in a peculiarly s.trange tone:
" Don't fool, old man! come right down to
business!"
" What do you mean?"

"Don't chaff. 1 am only taking grain today."
' ' Please explain yourself!'' exclaimed Knight,
drawing himself up in an indignant manner.
"Well, you know that that young lady did
not commit any burglary at your house, and"so
do 1 know the same thing."
" If she did not commit any burglary at my
house 1 must be laboring under some strange
mistake."
..,
"Oh, do_ not e:ive us any more liquorice;
come right down to your cu1·base."
"You are talking in riddles."
" So are you."
" 1 asked you a plain question."
" You told me a plain lie!"
"How, sir?"

.

"You suit.I tllat 1 was on the -bail-bond of the
young ·1ady who had committed a burglary ut
your house; now, yon know, and 1 know, th.it
the young Judy did not commit i.ny burglary at
vour house.' '
~ "1 see what you al"e driving at," said Knight.
" Well, so much the better."
"You want me to fee you handsomely to get
out of th is case."
.
"Well , l would like to get a heavy stake."
•· That is what. you meant by business?"
"Maybe so."
" l understand you; and to save myself
trouble, it you will go and surrender that gir:
up again, 1 will give you two hundred and fifty
dollars."
" That is not money enough."
"I'll make it five hundred."
"Raise 1t."
"1 can not ~ive more."
" Oh! yes, you can."
"l'il malce it a thousand I"
" Lift it again."
" Not, another cent."
" .All right; 1 am the girl's friend."
" See here, you may run against a snag,
Brandon," said Knight, in a threatening tone.
"You have run against one, Kni¥ht."
"I see your game. I will g ive you five thousand clollars to clear out of this matter."
A strange smile came over Burt Brandon's
fuce, and he said:
"Look here, Knight, don't you see l've
dropped on you? .Row dare you_offer me five
thousand only?"
]):night's voice was husky, as he asked:
" Row <lo you meun ?"
"Ah! l've been studying into your past historv l"
Bayard Kni ght remembered the words or his
counsel: " Tlrnt man will have your whole history d.iwn, from the time you were a buby, in
twenty four hours."
"~ame bow much money you will take fo
return that girl to custody."
"1 will not rnturn her to cuslody even for all
the @tl)len Ruthendale estate!" •
A yell burst from Bayard Knight's lips. und
as his face became purple, he drew from under
his coat a cocked revolver; hut before he could
raise it Brnadon had a bead on him, and said:
"See here, my friend, don't raise your arm,
or you will go down!"'
Bayard Knight did not dare raise his pistol.
lie knew by reputation the man he was dealing with.
" Brandon, will you deal with me, or against
me?"
" Ah I ha I you have come down to ·a dead
level eh?"
" Ho~ shall it be?"
" I am going to play against you."
"Yo u can have a big stake." .
"I nm going to 1ight the girl !"
"All right! yo u are the king ot thfl detectives,
and 1 am ouiy ·Ra.vard Kni9ht, a plain citizen!
I will play against you!' And as Knight
spoke, he left the room.

"Did s~e say where she was gomg?" ·
"No, sir.' '
" What do you know about your yo·.i11g lad;y:
boarder?" asked the detective.
·
" Whal do I know about her?"

"Yes.''
" 1 know nothing that is bad, and everythin~ ·
that is good; she was as honest and viJtuous as ·
sh e was beautiful, and as kind and generous as
she was accomplished."
The landlady 's tone indicated tlJat she feared
the aetective was one of her late boarder's enemies, and laid greater stxess upon her woi :ls in
consequence.
"Madam, I believe every word that you say.
1 am Renie Ruthendale"s friend. I went her
bail yesterday."
'
•·Oh! you are that wonderful man, Brandon,
the detective!"
·
" 1 am Brandon , the detective."
"1 know you, sir, although you may not remember me: my son was once nccusecl ot robbing his employer; you were employed upon the
case, vou questioned my son, satisfied yoursell
that he was innocent, and told him you would
prove it."
" 1 dig as I promised?"
"You aid, sir; and you snvcd that young
man,'s character."
"1 remember the case, it occurred ten yeurs
ago. "
•
·
·
"Ye&, sir, and my son is still in the employ
of the men who were his accusers at tnat time: ''
"1 am glad to hear it, Mrs. Marion. 1 re-member you riow; and now tell me have you
any suspicion as to where Miss Ruthendale
went? · 1 am gotng to Sf.Ve htr from false.
charges, as I saved your son."
"Mr. Brandon, 1 do not know where she has,
gone. r have passea a sleepless night waiting·
for her."
"Have you entered her room?"
"-1 have not."
"Will you permit me to makea search there?",
. -•
" 'l'he door is locked. "
"N11 matt er, 1 can open it."
" lt would not be right to enter the room during her absence."
"Madam, Renie Ruthendale has a bitter foe ·
who, 1 am satisfied, would not hesitate to mul
cler her; we inay save her life by taking instant'
measures to find out wnere she has gone."
" Come this way, sir."
The house where Miss Ruthendale hart lodged
was a small, two-story brick, in a ;ilam neigh.;
borhood.
The young lady had occupied the second floor
bedroom.
Burt Brandon drew a curious little instrument
from his pocket, inserted it in the keyhole, and.
by a dexterous twist, sprung the lock.
. ·
'l he room was plainly furnished, but in most
perfect order.
• The bed had not been slept in.
The officer went to tlie closet, and found her
little stock of clothing hanging on the pegs.
"When she went out, " he said, "she meant
to return, us she has taken none of her clothing."
la a husky voice the landlady asked;
•
"Could she have gone to drown herselt, sir?"
" 1 think not. Do you remember what time
she went out?"
" It was about nine o'clock in the evenine:."
"Did she say anything as to when she would .
return ?"
'"No, sir."
" Did she receive any notes or letters, do you.
know?"
~
, "As I remember now, about dark a messenger
boy did bring a note !or her."
"Who delivered it? ''
" 1 did."
"Was there a uy answer sent back?"
"No, sir."

"Did she make any remark?"
No, sir. "
But Brandon commenced a most thorough
search of the rooms.
After a while he said:
" She must have taken the note with lrer."
"Have von looked in her trunk?"
"l have looked everywhere but in that nre
grate," answered the officer, and he stepped
across the room, and in an Instant exclaimed:
'' Here it·is, and the mystery is solved! Treachery hRs lured the girl trom her home, and ere·
this she is in the hands of her assassin I but as·.
there is a just Beaven ahove us I will discover
and save her, or bring her murderer to justice,
though the pursuit occupies the rest of my
days!"
41

CHAPTER IV.
'l.'HE MYS'l'ERY OF THE 'FLOATING HEAD.

BURT BRANDON smiled in a quiet manner as
Bayard Kni ght went out.
Upon the following day, the detective called
to see Renie Tiuthendale.
Her landl ady informed him that the girl ban
gone out the night before, and had not returned.
Burt Brandon was not a man who could easily
lose his nerve, but, when be received tnis intelligence, a cold shudder ran over his frame.
He positively told Renie not to ieave her
apartments until h., had given her permission.
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The note the detective had found ran as
follows:
"Miss RUTHENDALE,-lt is necessary that I
should see you at once! Meet me at the corner
of - - Street at ten minutes past nine; do not
fail, as the establishment of your innocence de pends upon your meeting me. You will run no
_..., risk, as 1 will see you are protected.
_...:
"RRANDON."
"The detective scanned the note critically, and
·muttered to himself:
"The scoundrel used my name _to lure her
from her home; a cunning trick. The corner
where she was to meet him is but a lrnndred
yards_.from the river! My God! 1 hope lam not
t oo late. nncl only vengeance rtmains to me."
- The detective left a few directions with Mrs.
Marion. and departed
For five days our hero searched high and low
for some clew thnt would lead him toward a
solution of the fate ot tlie beautiful Renie.
Re shadowed Bayard Knight morniug, noon,
and night.
• He questioned the residents or every house
along the route the missing girl would most
likely have taken in going to the corner named
in the note.
.
Not a single person could he find who had
caught even a glimpse of any one answering
Renie's description.
Burt Brandor.. did not. despair.
He had undertaken harder jobs, and after
months of patient " piping," had run down lo
the truth.
He har{ the river dragged along tbe front near
where the supposed meeting took place, hut_the
waters gnve nothing forth to reward him.
Two other bodies were found, but not the
beautiful form of the missing·girl.
It would naturally be supposed that Brandon
could have taxed Knight with knowing something concerning the girl's tale.
Such a mode, however. was furthest from his
thoughts.
He clid not let the man know that he was
.sea rching for th,e lost one.
·
All his inquiries were secret and on the quiet.
There would be time enough to tax Bayard
Knight; and when Bmt did tax h'im, it would.
be when he knew well his premises.
The detective did not doubt for one mom ent
but that Knight was at the bottom of the girl's
disappearance, and he was determined before
he got through to get the upper stroke on the
villain.
A month passed.
Brandon bad discovered nothing-not the
faintest clew; and yet every morning he started
to find a tresh trail, and spent his_ nights in
weighine: every possibility.
One day, as usual, he took up the paper to see
what the previous day had discovered in the
way of mysteries.
Not a female body had been taken to the
morgue but hati undergone his insp~ction.
One glance at the paper s~nt. a cold chill to his
heart.
A most terrible crime had come to light, but
tf1e manner in which it had been perpetrated,
was a most awful mystery.
Two boys had been boating, and toward night
ba<l hauled their boat into the shore at the base
of a ledge of rocks.
A conduit from the hills above opened ·into
the river just where the boys landed.
lt was not yet dark, and one of the lads had
foaped from the boat, and the other was about
to follow, when he saw something tloating just
at the mouth of the conduit.
A cry burst from his lips, and he called his
companion's attention to it.
The second lad's face blanched, and in a
husky voice he exclaimed:
"It's a human head!"
The bllys did not dare touch the ghastly ob.
ject, but ran up the bank to where some men
were at work.
To the latter they told what they had diecovererl .

The men hastened down to the place, and
there, sure enough, lay the ghastly object in the
incoming tide.
One ot the men reached torward his hand and
drt>w the object fro'm the water.
A. cry of astonishment fell from the lips of
all gathered there under the glare ot the red snnset.
lt was the head of a woman; long, rich hair
fell down more than thirty inches as the man
held it aloft.
The features were not distinguishable, anti yet

that beautif ul head of hair would serve to identity its owner.
The eye~ had been gored out, aE though the
assassin had intended to Clisfigure the lace beyond identification.
The nose remained intHct, and the beautiful
penciled eyebrows about l he eyeless sockets.
The mouth was disfigured, but two rows of
pearly teeth remained.
A search had ,been made for the rest of the
remains, but up to the tinrn the paper had gone
to press they had not ueen discovered.
A wild gleam settled in B•11 t Brandon's eyes
as he concluder! reading the horrid account.
"Bayad Knig ht," he mutlered, " you have
played a desperate game, but Burt Brandon is
on your track!"
'I hat same hour the king of the detectivee
started tor the scene of the tragedy, and during
the following day laid together a number of
clews leading to the - development ot a most
wonderful chain of circumstances.
-

CHAPTER V'.
THE DETECTIVE ON AN EXTRAORDINARY TRAIL.
IT was but one hour's ride from the city,
where the floating head had been found.
The ghastly reliCT was in the bands of the
county justice, who had the matter in charge.
When Brnndon reached the court-house hP.
found a large crowd of people gathered round,
anxious to see the object, .and discussing the
probable circumstances ot the horrible tragedy.
A constable was guarding the entrance to the
building.
Brandon advanced, and showing a shiel1l, requested to be admitted.
The constable, who was an ignorant fellow
suddenly clothe,d in ·a " little briet authority,"
ordered him bacK, uenyin[ him admission.
"Do you see 1 am an omcial?"
" l do not c;are who ycm are; yer cannot come
no fire-badge dodge on me. ! lets no oae in
this 'ere house, do you mind?"
" Why, you old goose, don't you see that is
a police officer's insignia?"
"l don ' t care whose sign it is. I've got
charge here, and 1 am too smart to let a city
chicken come any gum games over me."
" You're a born fool!"
"Look here, mi•ter, don't give me any of
your slack because l don't lei yer iu, or I'll
just lock you up till you cool c>fi:."
"For two crackers I would tweak your
nose, you ignorant puppy!"
At that mornr.nl a gentleman approached toward whom the constable showed considerable
deference.
The new-comer glanced a n:oment sharply
at the detective, and exclaimed:
"Is not this } r. Brandon?"
'
" That is my name."
" Good, sir; but you of all men are just the
man we want here at this moment. Come this
way."
' The constable stared while the detective
passed him and tollowed the gentleman, who was
the county's prosecuting officer, into the building.
" One moment, !Vlr. Anderson," salt! the detective. " 1: ou must not agaia call me by
name, or revta-1 my identity.''
"Ah! l understand, 1'11 call you Mr. Smith."
"Any name will do; and now show me the
obiect. ''
The district attorney led the detective into a
side room, where several meu were assembled
around a table standing in the ceuter of the
floor.
A while cloth was thrown over the table,
which bulgefl. in the middle, i:ev-ealing to the
eye, aided l,)y the imagination, a most hideous
outline.
:Mr. Anderson raised the cloth, and a most
horrible sight was presented to the starting
eyes ot Burt Brandon. A most beautifully formed human head lay
up.in the table.
The detective approached, and fixed his eyes
upon it.
It was a head of most exquisite contour, and
the most extraordinary matter was that telltale wealth of auburn hair.
Burt Branclon possessed a wonderful eye,
and a most remarkable mem ory.
During the long interview lle had held with
Renie Ruthendale he had clornly examined
eyery feature of her face.
He had not done so from any premonition of

what was to follow, but in accordance with a
habit that had grown with his profession.
One glance was suflicient; the hair, in its
peculiar beauty, pronounced that he was gazing
on the bodiless head of what had once been
Renie Ruthendale.
In his own mind he was satisfiad; but a head
of hair, no matter how peculiar nor how IJeautitul, was not, in itself, a sufficient identifica·
lion.
Burt Brandon took the head in his hands. and
carried it to the light, and his eyes fell upon the
two rows of pearly teeth.
Muttering to himself, he snid: " Her teeth!
And there are the peculiar little freckle marks
on her temple!"
Those assembled in the room had come to
the conclusion thr.t the detective was a ;elative
searching for a missing one, and watched
anxiously his every movement.
Still more closely did the officer examine the
ghastly relic, and his eyes, aided by bis acute
memory, discovereCl other little marks in the
disfigured face tllut convinced him that a most
fonl murder had been perpetrated, anrl that he
had recognized the victim.
The district attorney came toward the detective, and asked :
"What do you make out?"
"Nothing!" was the curt answer. Brandon
was not the mau to give any suspicions; he only
opene(l his head when he had bare facts to establish. " Whel'll are the boys," be asked,
"who found this head? "
"I can produce them at once."
u Do so. "
The boys were held nuder bail, and were
~umrnonec! .

The detective tqc,k them in a room by themselves, aad qi;estioned them closely.
They hat! little to tell more than had already
been made public.
They had been fishing. and ou returning had
tound the ohj ~c t floating tn the wate1 as described.
" Was the tide running in or out?"
"Runuing out.''

-

"You are sure?"'
'' l ... es.''
" Aud yon found the head just at the mouth
of the conduit?"'
•
''Yes, sir."

"You did not notice anything else?"
"No sir "
"I>id yo~ look ?"
"Yes.''

" Will you go and show me ju~t where you
found the flllaling heaCl ?"
'fhe boys agreed.
" Go to your horn!<, and, within half an hour,
e:o separately to the place; do not tell any one
where you are goiag, and 1 will meet you there,
and 1 will pay you well for your time, on condition that you keep close months, and do not
whisper to a living soul where you are going."
" Oh, we can c:et down there by the river
without any one's knowing it."
" Do so; and wait until 1 come."
An hour later the detective met the lads on
the river shore.
They were cute anct intelligent, and again
described all the incidents of the discovery,
and pointed out j ust the exact spots connected
with it.
Brandon took the bearings, and dismissed the
larls.
That same afternoon no less than ten difi:erent
persons visited the court-house, anxious to inspect the portion of the remains that had been
found.
Onr hero had stationed himself near the table,
and was preseI\t as each one of the searchers
came in and mad e their examiuation.
Some most sud lite experiences were revealed.
The old story of a dozen mysteries came to
light through this one discovery.
Late in the afternoon a veiled woman entered
the room.
She did not remove her veil at first, but gazed
through ila folds on the hP.ad.
A moment and a great sob burst from her
lips, and she would have fallen to the .floor.
The detective caught her in hiR arms, drew
her toward a window, tore aside hE-r veil, and
removed her bonnet to give her air.
A startling sight was revealed that almost
caused him to drop -the fainting woman from
his arms.
A wealth of hair as peculiar in its color, as
long and as rich as the tresses on thii dead head
floated forth.
lt chanced that at that moment no other per-
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son save himself, the faintmg woman, and the good opportuuity to test his suspicions, through
another's acuteness.
district attorney were present.
Both men exchanged significant looks -is
The district attorney glanced over the writ-every means were used to restore the woman to ten description of Renie Ruthendale, and then
made a comparison.
-co n ~ciousn ess.
They at le!lgth succeeded, when the detective
As he proceeded, exclamations of astonishment burst from his lips, and at length he exsaid:
claimed:
" Throw the cloth over that tl!inq!"
The woman, alter a time, fully recovered and
"That description was written by some one
<Commenced to moau in a low, agonir.ed man- who has seen that hrarl !"
ner, while tears flowed ireely down her cheeks.
" On my word of honor, that was written
The detective was 11 patient man, and kindly some weeks ago; it ;s a description of a living
.and sympathizing in his manner.
11erson. "
He had studied the woman's face.
"Great Heaven! if you speak trul y the mysShe was not handsome, aud did not bear the tery deepens; that woman with the similar hair
:Slightest resemblance to the missing Renie must be a trauil."
" Not necessarily so."
Ruthendale.
The only remarkable feature was that strange
" Then your description was of her sister iu
life."
lfich wealth of long auburn hair.
.
The woman was fully thirty years of age.
"No; it was of a person who could not posAfter her emotion had somewhat subsided, the sibly be that woman's sister."
detective asked, in a low, kindly voice:
" I shall order that creature's arrest for at·
"l\iadam, do yo u recognize tb.e remains ?"'
tempted fraud."
"Not so fast ."
"1 do! oh, yes, it is tlie head of my mur"You lll'tonish me beyond measure. "
dered sister!"
" By what means do you identity it f"
"You may yet be more astonished, that
" Ber hair."
woman may be perfectly honest. We shall
"Do you suspect any one -who would have a find out by and by, but the fi r~ t thing to do is
to discover the body from which that head was
motive for murde1ing your sister?"
severed.''
"No one on earth. "
"Your sister is missing?"
" 'rlial 1 do not believe will ever be accom" Since ten weeks."
plished.''
"When did you last see her?"
"I think it will, and in the meantime k eep a
" 1 have not seen h~r in life for a year past." shadow over that woman, say nothing to ber of
"Was she a married woman?"
our suspicions, and keep silent, concerning
"No, sir.,,
anything that bas .been said between us. l may
"Under what circumstances did she live have startling naws for you by morning."
w hen last you ~aw her ?"
The detective went to the depot and found
" Ah, sir, do not compel me to confess a that his trunk, whicb. he had ordered sent after
him, had arrived.
:familv sorrow-a family shame!"
" ~iadam, a great crime has been committed;
By arrangement he took lodgings at the
that gentleman there is th e prosecuting officer house of the sqn ire.
of the coumy; we are asking these quest ions in
.ibout midni g:ht a man dressed in the garb of
a .boatman, or comn1on river man, left the
t he inte1est of justice."
house of the squire.
With a terrible sob the woman gasper! out:
"My sister was led astray by au evil man.
He .proceected directly to the river, 'and fol -and l fea r, when cast off by him, tell into evil lowed the shore toward the point where the
floating head bad been fo und.
ways, untl tlJis is the end! "
" Have you no otlier war ks save the hair lo
As he walked along he glanced round, and
seeing th at no on11 was near, indulged in a little
jdentify your sister?"
. "Yes, yes. 1 am sure it is she. I recog- audible soliloquizing, a: common habit to keen
nized the· head Rt the first glance: I could lrnve ancl thouglltlul meu.
identified it had the rich long hair been miss"1 believe ti.Iat woman was honest; if the
hearl is not that of her sister she is deceived; 1
1ing. "
" How old would your sister have been?"
do nol believe she is a fmud. 1 don ' t think
that false gri ef can be played upon me. I'm
" Two-and-twenty."
' 'Madam, there is i:rrnve reason to think th at 100 old a bird. The clothing will settle the
:after all you have ma'cte a mistake."
matter. I must find the balance of the rem ai ns,
and l' think that one part of the mystery will be
solveJ."
Thus muttered Burt Brandon. as he stole
along 'toward the entrance to the conduit.
CHAPTER vr. ·
The latter was a broud subterranean passage·
" PIPING " FOR STRANGE GAME.
wav, for some distance ot sufficient area lo ad·
BRANDON arranged with the lady to see her at mit the pas&age of a boat.
When the detective reached the place he
:another time, and . after another e:lance at the
head and an outburst of grief, the woman de- leaped into a boat that he bad !•ad anchorect
near there tor the purpose he had in view.
aiarted.
Once in the boat he sealed himself and drew
The district attorney said:
from his person a pair ot revolvers.
" I believe the mystery is solved!"
These he caretully examined, and, after reThe detective smiled grimly, and answered:
"lt has but deepened; that woman is mis- placing them, drew forth a large bowie-knite
which was submitted to a careful scrutiny.
taken "
" 1 guess all is right," he remarked. and
" Iler identification was positive."
" Yes; and you may yet witness a dozen taking an oar, he forced his bo!)t through the
mouth ot the conduit.
-positive identifications."
Once insirle, he drew forth a lantern, lighted
"Is she a trautl ?"
it, placed it in tne prow ot his boat, and com" I have not decided. I will test her."
" ''\That object could any one have to make menced forcing his WRY forward.
He thus penetrated tor some hundreds of
oSnch a claim?"
- There are strange people in this world; inno- feet, when he came to the end of the tide level.
Crawling from his boat he took his lantern
-ccnt men have confessed murders; honest
women have proclaimed themselves courtr.sans; anrl prepared to penetrate still further by crnwl·
11nd I have known good men to glory in the iiig on his lumds ann knees along the damp,
acquaintance of expert burglars. This woman muddy passage.
He had p1oceeded but a few feet when his
may he a sort of odd person, who recognizes a
good chance to win a little notoriety, and pos- eye rested upon an artir.le lying in the mud that
caused him to utter a peculiar cry.
£ibly a little substanlial sympathy."
]flashing the light of his lantern upon th e
"But the hair-the similarity of the hair ?"
" Ah, there's the rub , and there's the mys- article he reachtd forward hi8 hand, and drew
from
the mud a handsomely carved and. cut
tery. I know another person who has not only
recognized the hair on tilat poor head, but woman's hair-comb.
"By heavens, l am on the right track!" he
-other minute and tell-tale marks."
muttered, and was proceeding on the investiga"l did not know that!"
" I have a written description there; you take tion when he heard the plash of an oar.
"What ! have I been followed?" cried the
it and compare it with that ghastly object."
The detective had written down in his note- rletective, in a low voice, as he sl id the mask of
book 11 description of Renie Ruthendale, within his bull's·eye lant ern, and strained his eur to
ten minutes after she had left him, the day he list en.
A moment passer!, and he felt assured that he
:had gone her bail.
Ile had forgotten the circumstance, but re- detected the sou ntl of human voices.
Be walked back toward his boat.
.called it afterward, and he now thought it a
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Again he listened, and most certainly heard
the plash, plash of a boat as it cut through tb.e
thick water.
A moment more and he saw the 1ed glare of
a light, and, watching, became satisfied that it ·
was placed in the prow of a boat thut was
being oropelled through th e passage.
Burt Brandon Imel a ga me of his own to play
-a discovery to make, in which be did not
desire to lrnve anyone join him.
The men in th e boat were most likelv on the ,
same en and a~ himself.
··
They were rongh. nnconth men , as he over- 1
heard them cursing arno ag themselves
'l'he men in the boat had 1eached lo witliiu
twenty .feet ot where the detective wtts stand- '
ing, when su1ldenly a pistol flash illuminated
the darkness ana broke the stillness.
The detective had fired a shot hoping to fright·
en the men oil.
As it happened, they did not @care so easily.
Instead of pushing their boat on a backward
course they commenced blazing away towat'd
the poiat where the detective stood.
The latter was compel1ed to drop face for- .
ward in the ~and, to save himself being riddled
with bullets.
He was in a tight spot.
Branaon remembered t!?at a reward had been
offered for the discovery of the balance of the
mutilated remains, and concluded that the men
in the boat were on the same errand as himself.
But the conversation, which now reached
his ears, unde~eived him.
"Blast mj eyes, lads! if there wns any sucker
trying lo gi t in ahead of us yer, 1 reckon he his
quietus has got."
" Who do ycr think it is that's got ou to the
little drop?"
The detective strained his eo.rs, and a look of
singular intelli!!:ence flashed across his face.
That one expression of one of the men had
offered a whole mine of clews to him .
The men in the boat were not after the rewarct, although they might be after the muti- _
laterl body.
If such were the fact they had been sent.
The detective was in a l! trange dilemma.
H ad he been in any other place than this
three-feet-high passage be might have known
just what to do .
The men still continued their conversation.
"What do yer tbiak, 1 g uess we've rnn him
out whoever Le wer'; we just had him like a
weasel in its hol e."
.
" There's one thiag, boys, I told yer, as we
were pullin' across the river, that 1 seed a light
in th e month of the hill's gut."
"That ain't here nm: there; the question is,
what shall we do ?"
The men lowered th eir voices, and no one but
a man with ears as keen as the detective could
have overheard the details of their plan.
As it was, Brandon did hear it, and arranging his bowie-knite, prepared to play 11 desperate game.
CHAPTER Vll.
A COMBAT IN A SEWER.

' l T was evident tbat the men in the boat Were
satisfied that there was a chance that the man
they had been blazing away at had escaped
being hit.
•
The seeming leader of the gang said, in a low
voir.e:
"Tom, 1 dirln't hear no groan, and it's a
queslion wh ether we upset th'.l covey who let
us have the first bang."
"Gu e~s that he's caved in, sure; but, howsomever, it is just as well to be on the safe
side."
" One of us harl better take a sticker and
crawl forward; the apartments are gettin'
kinder narrer around b.erc."
"All right! who'll sail ahead 'c"'
" Well, 1 guess yer might as well hire that
job out to this 'ere covP.y."
"Go it, Bob, you were always good at findin'
corpses."
Burt Brandon drew some distance back, and
calmly awnited the corpse-finder's approach.
.tie did not have long to wait. Re heard a
slight splash in th e water, and a second later
managed to discern a dark .body crawli ng toward him.
'Twas an awful moment, and an awful place
for a hand-to-hand conflict.
The detPctive did not wish to kill the man if
he could avoid it, but he held his own life,
under the circumstances, as more precious than_.
that of his un knoll"n foe.

'
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Not the least clew could Ile .disco:ver to aidl
The fellow had approached so near ln the his boat hiy, and soon had the gllastly object. in
him in trailing toward the point from whence·
darkness that the detective could have extcncled the bottom.
his hand l\nd placed it on his head.
Re found bis prisoners ly~ng quiet and snug the body liar! been cairied.
. A& he returned toward the villap;e after the
" See- lrere, boys," called tlrn man, coming ns he baa left them.
.
to a halt; "1 just reckon tllat there's no corpse
He put them one after another into his boat, search he muttered to himself, .. l'm only
llaffied tor a while! 1'11 run the thing down.
up this way; so ·be prepared for squalls in a an:i puslled out toward the entrance.
moment."
He was compelled to shove the boat belonging yet!"
TbP. man evidently began to weaken.
to the prisoners ahead of his own, and in such
-.,
He knew that, in case the unseen chap who shape glided out under the bright starlight on
CHAP'l'ER Vlll.
bad fired the pistol were on the outlook, the to the river.
·
,.,_ advantages lay on hls side.
Taking his own boat he ran it asho e, securerl
THE DE'l'ECTIVE ' S DEA'!'H TES'!',
His companions evidently took his remark as it. and then led bis prisoners on to the beach
a sign of weakening, as one of them called out:
Here he tied them together, and removinp;
A FEW days passed and no new developments:
"Do you want to let out the job, my covey?" the gags from their mouths, ·ordered them to were discovered.
"Not much!" answered the man, and be march
The stomach of the dead girl had been sent tocommenced to crawl forward.
•
" Hold on, boss. What are you going to do the city to be examined for poison, and, after
One more stretch, and he would have been with us?''
photographs of the llead llad been made, tlle reright on top ot the detective.
"March, and say nothing!"
mains were turned over to the woman ""llo had
'l'he ·moment had come for the latter to act.
" lf yer think we hag anything to do with claimed that the viclim was her sister.
The p u blic aud prel'S were allowca to think
lie reached out his hand, and knew just the murder of that ere gal ye have in the boat
where, with fearful precision, to land it, which ver are mistaken!"
that the identity ot the murdered girl llad been,
was upon the mau's tllroat.
- "March!"
established; aurl the only question lllnt remained:
His vise-like fingers closed with 1mcb a power'' We were only h unlin' for that body to wns, who llad llad a hund in the murder.
The three prisoners had been kept in close·
:ful p;rasp so suddenly that. his enemy was secure the reward that we knEw would soon be
confinement under tlle instructions of tile detecspeechless before he realized wllat llad oc· ofl:ered for the finding of it."
curred.
·•How did you know where to look for it so tive, ana had not been, in anv way, associated
witll tlle affair, ~o that t he outside public could
The deteclive leaned forward and whispered snug?"
in the fellow's ear:
" Well, wasn't it natural to think that the get a hold of it.
:Brandon had several interviews with the·
' "l\iake the least nrovement, and 1'11 drive body. would be found somewhere uear · where
veiled woman who had claimed the body, and
my knife throu gh your heart.''
the llead was found?''
,The mau migllt have made a stru.~gle, but
There was truth in the fellow's statement, had assured himselt that she was pet tectly
w1tt>in a second he had learned that he hau met and Brandon had already concluded that. it was llonesl in her belief, although he was satisfie~.
a foemau wortlly of llis steel, and he remained possible that llis prisoners had llad nothing to in his own mind that tlie mutilated remains were·
not those of her sister; and, in that be icf, llad
do with the murder.
perfectly quiet.
Brun don always went prepared for emergenThe men wern led to the lock·up; the jailer ofl:ered money to cover all her expenses, but, a,s.
<>ies. and in les8 lime tll:rn it Uikes to recora it, was aroused, t.he district attorney bent ior, and she assured hiru that she had abunctance of
means, he let matters take their course.
bad lhe man gag!!ed and handcufl:el, when he I.be men put in cells.
At the end of two weeks the expert who had
drew his body forwa1·d, and, in a voice imitative
l\'lr. Ander~on, the attorney, was greatly exmaae an examination of the stomach seltled the
of his vjctim ·s, called out:
cited:-and when a cllauce offered, Ile asked:
matter as to tlle manner of death, and confirmed
"l say, Tom, one of you bucks jist come thiH
"Have you found tlle body?"
way. I think J 've got my eve on the toad!''
"Come witll me," was the detective's curt the !JUSpicious of the doctors that Ille head llad.
been severed from the body after death.
••All right, my covey!" came the unsuspi- reply.
The matter had about qnietea down, and the'
"The prisoners-are they the assassins?"
cious response, and. in a second, Bmndon became aware tllat fellow numtier two was crawl"I cannot tell yet, although 1 should not be public were prepared for soDJe tresh 15ensation,
ing toward llim .
surprised if they were innocent ot the mmder. wh(lu Brandon, who had beeu waiting for such.
The same scene followed.
I have a test for them that will tell the story," a result, set out to run the matter down.
and the detective proceeded and related· the
He went to the prison 1 aud wheu alone with.
T he detective ha~ secured two ot the chaps, circumstances uniier which the men were capone of the men whom he baa captured, ananrl but one remained.
nounced, abruptly, that a man named Bayard
.' He now changed his tactics, aud became the tured.
" And you captured those three villains alone Kuigllt had come forward and offered to go·
aggres~or hy crawling toward the boat.
in that horrid place?"
their bail.
When. under the bow he d1ew llis lantern,
The man answered by asking, witll an oath,. ·
sl,id the uask. suddenly ros€ to his feet, and · "Well, yes; and 1think1 could havtr frozen
.
on a dozen more.''
who Bayard Knight was.
fl11shiug the light in the remaining man's eyes,
.. No wonder you are called the king of the
The detective had been watching the fellow,.
p111 a r evolver to his nose and commanded him
and was satisfied that he certainly did not know
to surrender.
detectives, M.r. Brandon."
· Tlle man uttered a cry both of surprise anr1
" l llave yet to sustain my claim to that title; tlle man named.
lie put the same test to each of the others.
a larm. and made a movemet as though to lift we are just at the beginning of tlle developments in this tenible mystery.''
separately, and was convinced t hat tlley had
hi~ . pistol ; but a . smart bl DW on the temple
Brandon led the district attorney down to noth ing to do with the man Knigllt.
kt!eled him over in the boat, and in a moment the boat where tlle ghastly rem~ins lay.
The establishment of this fact was a stronghe was bound as securely as his companions.
Wllen Ile drew aside the covering and ex- point iu their favor, according to the detective's.
Burt Brandon had accomplisned a goodly posed the body M.r. Anderson recoiled with a conceived theories, and after a caretul search
jnb, and chuckled to h1ruself as he proceeded cry ot horror, . and would have fallen to the in various d"irections, Ile ordered the men di&t<? make his prisoners secure against any at- j!rouud in she€r fright, if the detective had not charged.
tempt at .escaoe.
C<nught llold ot him.
.All the incidents had passed from the public
Then he had an opportunity to renew his in, . We must carry tlle body to the court- mind wheu Brandon xeturned to the city.
vestigations.
home.'•
Like a shadow he llovercd on the track of
He was qu ite. jubilant, feeling assured tint he
" We!" exclaimed M.r. Anderson, with a Bayard Knigllt, but in such a disguise that bis.
hiul-not only comb upon the body, but secured slludder.
man never recognized llim.
the perpetrators of the llorrid deed, catching
" yea."
One night Bayard Knigut was in llis parlor.
them in their own trap.
"Never! 1 would not pnt my hand on thal when a servant annonncell that an old mano
Again he commenced cn,wling through the object for a thousand dollars!"
wished to see him.
watercourse.
" Wllat sllall we do?"'
"Show him in!" was the command.
lie had advanced about twenty feet beyond
"You remain here and 1 will go and send
A moment later and an old man; dressed in
1lle point where he bad had tlle encouutel' with down Mu rray, the sexton and undertaker."
the garb of a plain termer, was showu into the·
tlle men, when, in reaching his hand forward.
" All right! go and send him clown. I did presence of Bayard Knight.
it came against something cold and stifl: that not wish a third party into the matter until
The latter surveyecl his visitor from head tc
caused him to withdraw it as suddenly as you and 1 had made an examination, but it foot, and, in a stern voice, demanded llis busi·
though he had laid it on the shining body of a does not make much difterence. "
ness.
piosonous serpent.
Murray the undertaker was aroused, and re" 1 have · brought you a letter," said the old
Iiis coutusiou lasted but an instant. Bring- moved the hoirid object to the back room in his man.
ing his light forward, his eyes fell upon a sigllt shop, and tliere at midnight, under the glare ot
" From whom?"
that caused a shuddel' to tremble over his frame. many lamps, Brandon made a most tllorough
The old man looked round in every direction,
Tl.tis man, wllo, but a few minutes before, examiuation.
auc stan::.mered out that he did not dare to tell ~
faced death on his own account. did not tllen
He could not find a single wound upon the if there was any chance that the name would':
sh?w half the trepi~ation caused by the ghastly ·body.
be overheard.
ob]ect reve1;1led tu ll1m.
.
.
A doctor was summoned and a superficial
" You need not fear listeners llere," answered
Before !11m. smeared with mud and slime, autopsy commenced, but the physician was Knight, who was perplexed by the old man's.
lay ·a headless_trui;ik.
compelled to admit that Ile could not discover str&nge movements.
Close ex11m1l!at10n. revealed the fact that the anything that would indicate the mode of death.
Bayard Knigllt was ostensibly a broker, and:
body was clad m a simple wrapper.
'!'Ile following day the uews spread tllat the living in handsome style, was supposed lo be a
Brandon· com:nenced a thorough search for balance of the body llad been found, and the man ot wealth.
other articles of clothing.
usual excitement followed. associated with a
" Are you sure no one is l!stening?" asked the
lt was upon the discovery of the latter that thousand and one ditlerent rumors.
old man.
he depended for a more complete assurance of
Brandon made a second visit to the conduit
•' Come, old friend, you must do your busi ·
his identification of the dead girl.
where he llad found the body.
ness and be gone; if you have a letter to deliver
· " lt's strange," Ile muttered, "that I sllould
He took an assistant with him, and with to me, do sol"
1ind that bonnet, and yet discover the body in p'.lwertul lamps mude a most thorough search
The old man drew a letter from llis pocket
this shape "
·
for some signs of a struggle.
aurl with a trembling haml passed it over t<>
The search, however, failed to reveal any
Re found none, and was forced to the con- Ji.night.
additional clothing.
clusion that the body had been brougllt and
The latter ~tepped to a center table on wllich:
a student's lamp stood, and thrust the letter
The detective drew the body toward where deposited in the conduit after death.
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!Under the clear ligllt, to glance at the writing
·On the envelope.
Over the mantel was u large mirror.
Bayard Knight chanced to glance in the mir·
;ror, and caught u reflection of the old man's
.face.
The reflection shone out in clear, bold relief
-the old man -was leaning forward with his
.eyes fastened upon Knight in the most fixed
a nd startling manner.
'l'be man Knigbt proved bimsclt a cool bead,
ana a man of most excel lent nerve.
He ditl not betray by look or movement bis
discoveries, but. his suspicions were aroused,
-and be was on his guard for some startling devr.lopment.
Coolly and deliberately be opened the letter,
;and as he glanced at the contents not a muscle
•of bis face moved.
Turning around after reading it be said, in
:the most cool and commonplace manner:
" 1 can do nothing for Miss Ruthenrlale, shr.
-has fled from my protection; besides, she robbed
me, and did 1 know her whereabouts l would
:prosecutP. her for the theft."
Not a mu cle in his face betrayed the slightest
.emotion, and there was not the least sign of
trepidation in his voice.
'· Then you can do nothing for her ?"
" Do you know the contents of this note, old
man?"
"l do."
" \Yell, never m ind, l will read it to you,"
:and in a quiet, steady manner, be read as follows:
" DEAR GuARDY,-1 regret having fled from
:your kind protection. I have m et with nothmg
but sorrow and suflerin).(, and 1 do pray that
.JOU will seud me some money by !Jearer, or
what is better still, your permission lo return
-0nce more to your care and loving p1otection.
" RENIE RUTHENDAJ,E."
When Bayard Knight had fini shed reading he
-asked :
" Wh r re is this young lady? To what ad·rlress shall ! send a note. in case I wish to do

so1"

" 1 am not at liberty to give her add1 ess."
" Who are you? What is your name? How
·Can 1 communicate with you?"
"My name is Brown, Jabez Brown. A letter
·sen I to the general post-office will reach me."
Bayard Knight held the letter in his hand,
1lncl stepped toward the visitor, remarking:
"I: our name is Brown, eh? Jabez Brown?"
Suddenly Knight sprung forward, but a blow
planted square between his eyes sent him reeli ng across the room with great force against the
-0pposite wall.
ln an instant, and as soon as he recovered
.himseli, he drew a µistol; IJut the old man
followed him up and, before he could shoot,
·wrenched it from his grasp.
"That won't do, sir:" said the old man.
Bayard Knight j!;rated bis teeth, and his eyes
·!lamed anll blazed with furious wrath as he
hissed:
"Your name is Brown, eh? Jabez Brown?
'You deceitful, disgusting, lying villain! l
know who you are, and you shall suffer tor
t his outrage!"
Bayard Knight had suspected a disguise, and
·when he leaped forward it was his intention to
tear the wig and other talst: signs trom the
iiretended old man and expose him then and
t here.
The manner in which tis little maneuver was
·frustratP.d convinced him that his suspicions
were well founded.
When he exclaimed, "I know your game!"
the seeming old man replied:
"I stopped yours I"
"Mr. Brandon, 1 do not know your purpose
in stealing into my house in this guise, bringing
·-a forged note with you; but aJ!;ain 1 tell you,
you shall pay for this outrage! 1 have money
-and inflnence sutticient to protect me against a
repetition of this conduct."
"You may need all your money and influence, Bayard Knigh.t, or, rather, Thomas
Kron burgh!"
Upon the mentioq of the latter name a spasm
shot over Knight'R face, but in a steady voice
' be answered: '
"You must go somewhere else to find a man
to answer to that name. It is a new one to
me.''
· " Before you and I are throuii;h with each
-0ther, :Mr. KronburJ!:h, you may recognize it
.better. Good-nigl.tt. sir."
"You had better not seek to cross my path,

Burt Brandon; it may prove dangerous in the
ead!"
"Murderer) poisoner ! secret assassin! I am
on your track until 1 run you to earth!"
"Leave this house!"
"1 will leave simply because 1 am through
with my business to-night ; otherwise l would
remain a week! "
"Leave now, or 1'11 send for tile police, and
see whether or not yo u can thus int.rude into
the private residence ot a citizen."
" Semi for the police, but mark me, if you
do, ] will aid them to solve the mysiery ot the
floating head."
Bayard Knight laughed outright, and answered in a sneering tone:
" A.ha! that's your lay, is it? Well, work
your ravels, old man, 1 am open as a book; I
see your point, and l thank you!"

CRA.P'l'ER IX.
BRANDON'S TES'r NUMBER TWO.
BoRT BRANDON moved toward the door backward, Keepin g his face toward Knigbt, until he
was well out of the room, when he said:
"Don't follow me, at your peril!"
" 1 am too glad to get rid of you, you scoundrel, to call you back!" was the defiant nnswer.
Once out in the street, Burt Brandon cliuched
his hands, beat his head, and gritted his teeth in
sheer aggravalion.
" Hang the rascal!" be muttered, "1 was
worsted in that little affair, but 1'11 get the
string on my man yet before he is much older."
As the detective walked along he thong-ht matters over in a pretty thorough manner .
Re bad struck upon certain developments
that had bothered him considerably.
A wo1d that tell from his lips betrayed the
tnrn of his thoughts.
" By H eaven!" he muttered. " that fellow is
the coolest and strongest.· nerved rascal on earth,
or else Renie Huthendale lives and breathes at
this moment!" And again: "I would bet ten
thousand dollnrs that she died at that fellow's
band! l'm bothered!" was Brandon's concluding expression, as be leaped upon a downtown car.
The one point that the detective wished to es·
tablish was the connect ion of Bayard Knight
with Renie .Kutbendale's deatlt.
Ile was morally sure that the girl was dead,
and yet th€1'e were other proots necessary.
lt was not evidence for the public the keen
officer was seeking tor; it was proots sufficient
ror his own mind, when he would start an extraor<linary system of trailing that could bul. result in one way .
Upon the following day Burt Brandon was
exceedingly busy.
He hall cletermined upon a deep game, and a
very ingenious one.
lt is a true saying that " conrcience makes
cowards ot us all," and detectives have always
found the superstitious fears of ·criminals a very
sate matter to play upon.
lt is a fact that the most wicked and godless
people are at heart the most snperstitious and
fearful of the appearances surrounding death. ·
lt was through Bayard Knight's fears-his
snperstitious fears-that .l:lrandon calculated to
work.
He bad bad good evidence that the man was
too cool a hana to be caught napping through
ordinary tests.
A more cunning test to elicit eome sort of
betrayal could not be conceived than the one
the detective had already tried.
The presentation of a letter in life from the
victim of a murder to a murderer ought to have
brought rome sign, but as it proved the garr e
was a miserable failure.
Two nights following lite scenes described,
Bayard Knight was walking on Broadway.
lt was early in the evening, and the man VI-as
proceeding at a slow pace, when suddenly an
elegantly dressed woman, with her veil lowered,
touched him on the shoulder in a nervous manner, and inquiled in a tremulous voice:
" ls this Mr. Anthon, the lawyer?"
'· No, madam."
" Ah! heavens! sir, excuse me, but you . re~emble the gentleman!" and the lady sobbed,
at 1tlie same time raising her veil to put her
handkerchief to her eyes and disclosing a face
of rare loveliness.
Bayard Knight's curiosity was at once
.
aroused, and he said:
" Can 1 be of any service to you, madam?"
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" Ah! sir, 1 do not know what to do. 1 am
a stranger in New York, and 1 need an adviser
whom I can trust, as my whole fortune is involved.''
The word fortune was a magic one for Bayard KniJ?:ht, and at once his cunning mind suggestecl tllat there might be a chance for a man
of his &tyle.
" Can ! assist you in finding Mr. Anthon?"
" Oh I 1 have not the time to look for him!
What shall! do! what shall I do!"
" Cau 1 be of any assistance to you?"
"Ah! sir! if 1 could only be assured that you
were a gentlemi.n who would aid me in a most
critical moment! I have not time to look for
Mr. Anthon, and 1 am a lone woman, a stranger
in New York!"
"Madam, you can rely upon my services. I
am a well-known gentleman of wealth, and
would most gladly aid you, it it lay in my
power."
" Oh. sir, if l felt that I could really trust
you; excuse me, but you are a stranger, and the
circumstances are so peculiar!"
· •You can trust me, madam: and now let me
know your difficulty, and I will speedily tell
you if 1 can aid yon."
"A hundred thomand dollars in re!!istered
bonds have been stolen from me! 1 have
traced the thief to New York; should 1 go to
the police 1 would never recover them; it must
be done by shrewd stratagem I"
"1 will aicl you, mad.a m; let me know all
the circumstances."
" Will you come to my hotel?"
" Where are you stopping ?" .
The !adv named an up.town hotel.
Baya1d Knight hesitated a moment.
He was too old a bircl to be caught napping,
and he well knew that a little game might be on
the tapis.
Quickly he revolved mRtters in bis mind.
He remembered that he was well armed, and
resolved to take the chances.
" ·Madam, you can command my services. I
will accompany you!"
" Had we not better stop at police headquarters, and secure the services of a detective?
Now that you are to act as my adviser, it might
be as well lo r.all in police aid, and have it
ready.''
This last request removed the suspicions that
had arisen in Knight's mind, and he was the
last man to advise the calling in ot a detective,
when he bad such a nice game in prospective
tor himself.
"As you choose, madam, but I think the
police should not be called into a delicate matter until the last moment; you know it is said
that they are great compromisers with rogues."
" Aud yet we may need the strvices of one."
" If we do his services can be easily secured
at the last moment."
"lf you think. we can summon one if need
be, all right!"
" Shall we call a cab?"
" No, we will walk."
During the walk to the hotel the woman
talked along, telling a very curipus story.
Bayard Knight's curiosity was aroused.
. ln fact the man was in a very tight place.
He had an expensive law-suit on hand in a
matt er which will be duly revealed in the course
ot our tale, and which was a motive matter in
his dealings with the beautitul Renie Ruthenllale.
Already he WRS revolvin.<i: a plan in bis mind
to aid his strange acquaintance in a most singular manner.
ln due time they arrived at the hotel.
The lady kd the waf to a room in one ot the
upper floors.
lt was a respectable house, and yet Bayard
Kni§!hl's suspicions began to return: and he
was on his guard.
The room into which he was shown was
plainly furnished.
ln one corner was a traveling trunk and other
articles that might be supposed to be a part of a
lady's lraveling kit.
Bayard Knight was invited to seat himRelf
at a table, and the lady removed her bonnet,
disclosing a remarkably band80me face.
She then sat down and related a long sto1y.
Bayard Knight listened attentively, and at
least half an hour bad passed, when suddenly
the gas went down as though it had been turned
low.
"Heavens!" exclaimed the woman, springing
to her feet in ill-disguised terror.
"It's nothiqg. madam; it will come up
again!" said Bayard Knight. The man's
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Tl!e apparition h ad vanished, hut the instant
"I remember all the circumstances now, "
the woman made an outcry, two men rushed remarked Lady Kate.
into the room.
"Now, I have two strange facts to tell you.
One of tlt em clapped a bandkerchiet to Bay- Bayard Kuight is tile mun wbo claims to be the
ard Knight's mouth and nostrils, as Uie otller son ot old Rutheudale. He is living here in
caught the pistol from his grasp.
New York uuiler au assumed name. He has a
Half an hour afterward, when Bayard Knight suit pendinir against tile estate."
returned to consciousness. he tound himselt
"Wbat! does he want the widow's share?"
wandering tllroug h Union Square Park alone.
"Not exactly; a second will was produced,
The mun gazed about for a few u.omen ls in a the orre advanced by Bayard Knight being de·
da7.ed sort of manner, unable for a time to re. nounced as a forgery, and the suit as to the
call the events that I.lad occurred.
authenticity of the two wills is in progress."
ln a few moments, however, he recovered
"Wilb the chances in tavorof whom?" asked
fully, and in a low, fierce tone he exclaimed, as Lady Kate, in a pec uliar tone.
the recoUectiou became more vivid;
" The chances would all be in favor of the
"Ahal Burt Brandon , l know your game widow, but tor one fact. "
now! anrl I know just wllat you suspect! Well,
"And that fact is what ?"
well, l'll favor your suspicion; if l can not play
"The widow is supposed to be dead; muragainst you and win with such odds in my dered, possibly, by the scamp, Bayard Knight."
favor, I had better sell out the jou!"
" Well, in case her death is proven, what will
The incidents throu gh whicll Bayard Knigllt follow j ''
found himselt wandering in the Park alone after
" There being no other heir, the chances are
tllis singular adventure were simple enougll.
tlrnl in the end Bayard Knight will come in tor
The incident described was a second test that the whole estate."
the king of the detectives had subjected Knight.
"Luck always appears to favor JUSt such
to, in order t.o satisfy himselt conr.erning the rascals, " remarked Lady Kate, in a musing tone.
murder uf Renie Ruthendale.
"Yes, but 1 am on that fellow's track, and
The whole matter had been arranged, and !he by Heaven, it l live, h e shall never get a dollar
lady who had figured in the affair was a skill- of that money."
ful lady detective, who, on several occasions,
" How can you prevent it?"
had paired with Brandon on a close " pipe."
"By bringing him to the p;allows."
VI' hen the denouement came, the two men
"Nonsense! they can not ·trya man twice for
rushed into the room, chloroformed Knig ht, his lite when once acquitted."
CRAPTER X.
and kept him in an unconscious condition,
•' I do not propose to try him twice for tbewhile th ey hurried llim between them down - same offense. "
THE SHADOW ON THE WALL.
stairs, into a coach and away to the park, where
"But if you will remember, he was tried for
the murder of old Ruthendale, and honorably
"HEAVENS!" screamed the woman; "the they left him.
lights are out !"
Within an hour after tl!e little adventure, acquitted; not tile least particle of evidence was
"Don't be afraid, madam, I will light the Burt Brandon and the lady detectiv~, wlio was ever produced against him."
gas iu a moment."
known in the profession as Lady Kate, were
" That is all right, but I have unearthed
another secret."
Th.e man rose to his feet, drew a match from consulting together.
his pocket, and sought to relight the gas, but
" Did you have your eye on him when the
" What secret have you unearthed ?"
tailed.
floating head first appeared?" asked Brandon.
" The child that was found in the 19.ke was
Tjie woman had but partly told her story, and
''I did."
not the child of old Rutllendale."
her companion had heard just enongh to make
" And he did not show any fear at all?"
A strange look came over the face of Lady
him desire to hear more.
"Not he; on the contra1y, it was ev ident that, Kate, and had not the detective been busily en"Haug the gas!" he muttered; "it will not r:om the start, he dropped to the _e;ame."
gaged thinking over certain matters, he would
light ! but never mind, madam, conclude your
The detective asked a number of questions, have noticed it.
story. F'rom what you have already related, it and then relapRed into a fit of cleep thougllt.
In a husky voice Lady Kate asked:
would appear that instant action is necessary to A.t length he remarked:
"Have you absolute p1oof of what you aE ·
recover your PJOperty; we cun do without the
Lad.v Kate, l'm bothered-in fact l'm at sea sert, Burt Brandon?"
light."
worse than 1 ever was in any case J ever set
"I have, '.' answered the deteetive; and as lie
spoke, he observed the extraorClinary change
Strangely enough the gas appeared to be out to work up ?"
burning well enough in tile hall, and a reflec"Where li es the mystery ?"
that had come over the face of his companion.
tion cume through the fan-light over tile door
"Well, I'll tell you: I am as dead certain
The detective was a man tllat could not be
s ufficient to maim it easy to discern things that the floating head was that of "Renie Ruth- fooled .
In a low, meaning tone he said:
wllhin the room.
endale, as 1 ever was of anything in my life;
The woman exhibited considerable trepida- and yet I cau not get the least confirming evi"Lady Kate, you know something about this
tiou; and prctendea to be unwilling to proceed. deuce from that chap Knigllt."
matter; you have a strange, deep interest in
.Rnight urged her that the extiuguishment of
" Could she have been murdered by any one what I have been telling you. "
"1 have."
the gas was but a mere tritle, and at length slle else?"
.
resumed her story.
"No; as no one had a motive but that man
" A.ucl yet you told me that you had forgotten
Suddenly the room appeared to be illumined to murder her."
.
all about the Ru4hendale mystery."
by a strange, weird bluish light.
"Wltat was bis motive?"
" Well. we all have our secrets."
Aguin tile woman began to tremble, and mur" Well, Lady Kate, 1'11 tell yon; w0men are
"Come, my dear, ·good friend, Jet me in lo
murcd:
sometimes cuter than men on certain points. yours."
"What is about to happen? lteelsostrange. " Do you remember the Rntllendale poisoning
" Oh! it is not much of a secret.; but on one
Baynrd Knight was somewhat astonished at case that happened about fourteen years ago ?" collllition, I will tell you something."
the ~ iugular phenomenon, but llis avarice over"I do not."
" Name your condition."
came every other feelin g, and he again urged
" \\' ell, I will recall the facts. Up in onfl of
",I'nder no circumstances whatever must you
the woman to proceed witll ller story.
the interior towns of this State, there used to identifv me \'Vilh this affair."
Sue did so in a trembling and husky voice, "live au oid man with a ·young wife and one
" I will not."
when suudeuly upon the wall appeared a strange child.
" You remember that atter Bayard Knight
aud startling apparition.
" 'l'his old man, Rutheudale, was very was acquitted of the murder, suspicion ran
A floating head with beautiful tre@sea.of hair wealthy, and bad a young man living witll strong against a woman as the murderess?"
"1 remember; and the woman my8teriously
llariginl( down to where the shoulders ought to him, a sort of protege, who, lie claimed, was
have been, moved before the eyes ot the startled an adopted son. "
disappeared; and you, Lady Kate-"
"I am that woman !"
persons in the ·room.
"l begin tn understand what is to come,"
The face of the singular apparition was not suggested Lady Kate.
revealed at first, but after a moment it turned
"This old man died very suddenly; j ust atter
around, disclosing the bloody and mangled face the death and fun eral of his only child."
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of the ghastly relic that had been found by the
"1think1 begin to remember some of the inS'l'ILL
SEEKING 'l'O IDEN'fIFY.
two boys some weeks before at the mouth of cidents."
the conduit, up tbe river.
"Possiblv you do, as they were very strange
Bun·r BnANDON did not exhibit any very
BaytJ.rd Knight watched the stran.~e thing a and startling. The child was supposed to have strong emotion. He was used to strange demoment, lJut showed no signs of fear, nor ut· fallen into tile lake in the park surrounding the nouements and sudden surpri8es, and in a calm
tercd any exclamation of astonishment.
house, and was drowned. "
tone he said:
Suddenly, however, he passe1l round the
"Yes, I remember ; and her face was muti" tou were nurse to the child who was suptablc at which he and the woman had been lated in such a manner as to be unrecogn izable, posed to have been drowned?"
seated, and catching her by the throat, hissed and Jed to the suspicion that she had been mur" The woman who disappeared was called
i u her ear:
dered."
the child 's governess, you remember ; but I was
"I sell your game, madam I Now, on your
"Exactly! that is one part of the mystery! really the child's nurse."
life, tell me who put up this shadow trick on and, as you remember, shortly after the child's
"Aud you possess a secret?"
1 rlo. t t
me?"
lleath the father also died very suddenly."
The woman struggled to tree herself from his
" I rr.member; and it was charged that he had
"You never believed that the body of the
g rasp when he clapped a pistol to her torehead, been poisoned by the adopted son."
drowned child was the daughter of old Ruthenand again whispered in ber ear:
"Frecisel.v so; and when his will was pro- dale"I"
" Make the least outcr.v or resistance, and I ducerl it was di scovered that he had left his
" I knew it was not his daughter's body."
will bury a bnllet in your brain at any hazard!" wife but a small share ot his estate, and the hal" Why rlid you not proclaim your suspiTlle woman did struggle, however, and man- ance of his vast property tq the adopted son, cions?"
aged to free herself from the -clutch upon her who, in the ·will, was proclaimed to be his real
" I had tbe most potent reasons for not doing
throat sufficiently to utter a low cry.
son by a former wife."
so?"
words proved true, and the lady resumed her
seat and her story.
ln a few seconds the gas commenced to lower
again.
.
There was b11t one burner alight in the room,
aud it seemed singular that it should go down
that way.
"I har we shall be left in total darkness,"
said the woman, in an anxious tone.
"Oh, I guess not; it will come up again in a
moment."
" What do you think it can mean?" asked
the woman innocently.
" Oh, there are a dozen reasons to account
for it. J have known the gas in a public building to sutldeuly go out."
"Mercy! l hope our li ght will not go out.
Bad you not better open the door leading into
t-he llall ?"
lt was not a part of Knight's plan just at that
moment to have the door opened.
He had come to believe the strange story the
lady had told l!im and saw a cllance to make a
grand haul, and he was jnst the rascal to do it.
Little did he dream as to the identity of the
person he was dealing with, or what a trial his
nerves were to be put to.
The lady resumed her story, when suddenly
t.he gas went out entirely, and the strange wom·
an and her guest were leit in total darkness.
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"What were your reasons?"
"The child's safety."
" How?"
"Hall it been proved that the supposed body
was uot that ot Ren ie Ruthendale, the assassins
who had tile child jn their possession would
have committed a second murder, and the last
victim would have been the real child."
A most startling suspicion flashed across Burt
Brandon's mind, but he kept it to himself and
remarked:
" Are you certain thnt you could have identified the body of Renie Ruthendale ?"
" Beyond any question of doubt. I knew of
a mark of identification, known to no other living soul, save tile doctor who attended the
child's birth."
A moment's silence followed this declaration,
broken at length by Lady Kate, who said:
"}'ou have declared tlrnt you kue1v it was a
false body bmied from .tlexander Rutllendale 's
house fourteen years ago; now tell me how you
came to know that fact?"
·
"Not now; at some future time you shall
hear tlic strange story; hut Lady Kate, yon and
I have vrork to do, and we must act at one~.
but in a careful manner; our movements must
be like those of an apparition, noiseless and
shadowing."
·• Will you not tell me your story no1r?"
"Not no,v."
"When ?"
"Within forty -eight hours you shall hear all
I know, and within tbat time you and I shall
both know more than we do now; but answer
me one question, was that identification mark
on the J:ipdy ot tlie child R enie Rutheuclalc of
such a ual ure that it woula enable you to identify her after she had grown to be io woman t"
" 1 could identify her did she live to be a lmn
dred years old!"
" Could you identity her body, were she
dead ?"
"I could identify her body, -:vere it cut into
bits, if so 1 could lrnve all the parts."
The suspicious that lmd crossed Bu.-t Brandon's mind became fully confirmed, but he kept
his own counsel.
Some further eonversation passed bet ween
Lady Kate and our hero, and they separated.
There was n g1e11t m~r stery surrcv:indiug the
singular woman who was known to a few
members of the detective torce as " Lady
Kate."
By some she was called "Silent Kate," o.viag
to the fact that when not actively interested in
some immediate subject she always appeared
silent and abstrnctc,d.
She lwd won the nanw of "Lady Kate,"
from the fact that, comhin<"d with the moot bea utiful person, she possessed all the yualiflcations
of the most cultured lady.
·
lit fact she. was queen-like in her manner and
bearing, and as she appearerl to possess ample
means, and was surrounded by a shadow of
mystery, it was always believed that she had
entered upon the duties of the protession in
order to gratify au eccentric tas te.
It had at Jirst been whispered that she was
the heroine ot some strau~e ron~ance, and it had
been expected that 3ome strange denouement
woud be developed; but as the years rolled away
and the denouement came not, all speculation
ceased. nod the !ltrange Lady Kate becallle an
accepted tact in the profession, where, despite
all the circumstances, she was regarded with
the highest respect.
Burt Brandon was for a long time lost in a
deep reverie after his talk with Lady Kate.
Be had always suspected that she hail a history, and a strange one, and he was now satisfied that he bad found the key to the mystery.
Upon one occasion the detective had met
Lady Kate when she was !or the time being
acting under an entirely different role thatJ that
oi a lady detective.
He had never spoki:n of the circumstnuce, as
at the time he supposed that it wa§ a character
assumed in a professional manner.
The circumstance, however, in view of later
development<:, confirmed him in a certain stu1tling suspicion.
It was this su&picion that had prevented him
from telling her the story of Renie Rntheuclnle.
Ile had spoken of a murd er and a mystery,
but he had spoken of the victim tmder an assumed name.
The day following the interview recorded,
Burt Brandon made an excursion to New Jersey.
He had a long interview with a certain lady,
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and subsequentl.v with the sexton of an humble
country clrnrch in the village.
Both parties were enjoined to silence, and a
certain plan was pnt in progress.
'l'hat same night the detective met the mysterious Lady Kate.
The latter importuned him to explain how he
"ame to suspect that the child w hicli had been
buried as the daughter of the millionaire, old
Mr. Ruthenclale, was a spurious corpse.
·•Madam," said Brandon, "you hav9 .assert·
ed ll~llt y~u could identify the real heiress, dead
or ahve?
"1 can.,,
"You certainly can identify her, although
now a womau grown?"
Lady K ate's face assumed a ghastly hue, and
she betrayed excessive nervousness, but she answered promptly:
'· 1 cou ld identify her were she one hundred
years old!"
" 1'. ou could identify the body ?"
Lady Kate stepped across the room, laid her
white, tremblinp; hand on Burt Brancton's arm,
ancl snid in a husky voice:
"You ao not suspect that R enie Ruthendale
was the vi<.:tim of the tloating-head mystery?"
"1 have not said so. "
" But the drift of your question would so in dicate. "
"Frankly, the suspicion that there is a possibility that such may be the fact, has crossed my
mind. "
Lady Kate tell forward, and had not Bran·
don caught her in his arms she would have
dropoed to the floor.
Tlie detective saw that she had been stricken
to insensibi lity.
Burt had been in a similar situation dozens of
t imes, and knew juEt "'bat to do toward restoriup; her.
In lime he succeeded, and when Lady Kate
was fully revived he whispered :
.
"Yon must be strong and brave; a terrible
ordeal is before you!"
" The announcement came so suddenly, 1.
coulcl not withstand it; but one word more. Do
you think the man Bayard Knight was at tile
bottom of the murder?"
" We will suspect nothing until after we have
made sure of a certain point. There may yet
be hope tor you."
" ·what do vou menu?"
" I meant tirnt there is a bare possibility that
you may not identify the body."
"Am I to see the bocly?"
''Yes."

"When?"
" This very night."
.
"Oh, heavens! l can not stand the ordenll"
"Show no weakness! everything depends
upon the identification. "
" Burt Brandon, I knol'i you WP,ll; you could
not possibly be deceived. I need not go to i1lentify that body. You know too well what discovery awaits lllel"
"Madam, in our business we ·have to en co unter too many wonderful denouements to ever be
s ure ot anything; and again, in this very matter 1 liave heen led to suspect that a supposed
sure thiog was the most uncertain matter I ever
handl ed."
" Yon think there is a chance that you may
IJe mistaken in rega rd to the identity ot the victim of th e floating-head mystery?"
" I do."
All this lime Lady Kate had labored under
tlie greatest agitnti()n.
Usually she was a cool, reserved, and remarlrnbly nervy woman ; but durin!! the interview described she I.mu seemed to ·lose all her
self-possession.
'' When am 1 to see the ghastly object? "
" To-night."
"Why do we not start? So ghastly a job hacl
better lie ended as soon as possible."
" A carria7e will be here presently to take us
to the depot. '
"Burt Brandon," suclder>ly exclaimed the
mysterious Lady Kate, " I know yon tu re an
honest man!"
"Thank you!"
" 1 have left a letter to be mailed in r.ase I do
not return to my lodgings ut a certain tim e."
"Well 'I" ejac ulatP.d the detective in an in ·
tenogative tone.
" That letter is addressed to yon; it coutaius
certain directions in case of my dea th."
"Why do you take such precautions against
your death? Do you imag ine you arc in peril?"
"No; but I may be dead before morning."
" I do not understand you ''
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" You can p;uess."
"1 can not."
"1 will tell yon: If 1 succeed in identifying
the l;ody to-night, l s hall be returned with it-to
the grave it is taken from,"

CHAPTER XlI.
A SElllES OF 'ffllUJ,LING ADVENTURES.
"PROMISE

me to do ·nothing rash ?"

"1 am not set upon doing anything rash; I
have calmly thought matters over and determinetl upon my course after the calmest reflectiou!"
·
A suspicion passed through Brandon's mine!
and he said:
'
"Do not fulfill your determination until
your identification is established beyond any
quesiion."
" 'I'here can be no mistake in my identification ; it it is the body of Renie, I shall know It;
there is no possibility ot a failure!"
At that moment a carriage rattled in front of
Burt Brandon's office.
"Come, we will go," he said.
Lady Kate had to a certain extent recovered
her usual firmness, ttnd followed the detective
down to the carriage.
A short ride and they were at the depot.
Both were in disg uise.
lt hacl been uecessBry to tnke certain long
chances, and risk the appearance of a criminal
proceeding in their undertakin g in order to
avoid the sensational notori ety ot nuother
course.
They were ~oon whirled to the station, where
the grave-yard was situate<l in which the ghastly
Inspection was to take place.
Burt Brandon had just alighted Crom the
tra in.
lt was nea r midnight, when suddenly be
caught a glimpse ot a face that caused him to
involuntarily utter an exclamation of astonishment.
The station light, with its bright reflector,
shot a hright ray of light along the station p: >1tform, and just for an instant, gleaming under
that ray of light, he had seen a head of hair, :i
perfect facsimile ot that upon the .tloatiug heaa.
It appeared to pass across the ray of light and
disappear.
Burt wns not a superstitious man, and yet for
the instant his blood ran cold.
"Stancl here a moment," he said to Lady
Kate, and ran along the platform in the direction in which he had momentarily seen the
startling apparition.
He looked around in every direction, but saw
nothing.
'l'he train moved on and Burt met the stationmaster ; of the latter he asked: ·
" Did you see a lady here at the station?"
" There has heen no lady here lo· night except
the one standing below there who just got off
the train with a gentleman."
"You saw no young lady with bright curls
streaming down upon her shoulders?"
" I did not."
Burt returned to his companion who asked:
"What started you off so suddenly?"
"Well, I hardly dare tell you; my imagination
has played me a strange freak, or else the grave
has ~en forth its occupant."
" vv !Jat do you mean? "
"As I live 1 saw the form of the owner of
the floating head, or my imngiuatiou is strangely overheated and has played me a most singular
tricl;: I"
• At tbis moment a lady crossed ' the streak of
light and came toward them .
" That explains it!" exclaimed Burt., au<! he
went to meet the new-comer.
"Ah! I have hail such a fright !" exclaimed
the lady, breathlessly.
·• 1urleed! so have l !" answered the-detective.
"Indeed! what Clicl you see?"
"Well , a moment ago I saw you and your
heacl of hair, which bears such a wondrou s resemblance to another, I hat for the moment I
thought the grave had given up its dead!"
The woman's face became ghastly as she
murmured:
" Ah heavens! tllen you saw it too!"
As onr readers have surmised, the Jacly "·ns
the veile1l wournn whom our hero hall met iu
the room just after th e discovery of the fioa1iJ,..head, am! who had claimed to be a sister of th~
murderctt girl.
When the woman gave utterance tu the re-
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" 1 am atraicl that the matter is already virtumark, "Then you have seen it, too!" Brandon J "Go away and let me alone!"
.
was impelled to ask anxiously:
An idea suggested itself to our hero's mind. ally settled."
"Brandon, you will remember certain in.. Were you not here a moment ago?"
He had met with so many strange adventures
• · l have just this second arrived."
that he was at nil times prepared for any sort structions yon received from me?"
"My dear madam, you can uot go through
" Were you not here before the train went of curious development.
on?"
Brandon's keen eyes scanned the crouching with this affair unless you make me a sacred
·
" l was not."
girl's face, and he observed a strange, wild promise."
" What right have you to dictate to me?"
·'Then the mystery remains unsolved!" said look, as though some fearful determination had
"The right of hmnanity, and you must on
Burt.
become fixed in her mind.
"Yes, it is a mystery; thiij nightl saw my
"You must come with me from this awful your sacred honor swear to do yourself no
harm Ibis night should certain discoveries be
sisLer's ghost!"
place!" he said, in a firm, decided tone.
"Your sister's ghost?"
The girl rose to h.!!r feet as though to dash made."
" I shall make no promises."
"As sure as l live."
away.
"Then you mu~t return with me to New York
"Bow long ago?"
The detective reached forward to seize her,
" But a few moments ago."
when sudd1mly from the folrls of her dress she without entering that chapel."
" 1 will take no oaths, and 1 will not return
" Where?"
drew a pistol and presented it at his tace.
"As I came along the road toward the depot
A man less used lo facing cocked revolvers to New York until I have entered that chapel!"
"You know me, Lad.YKate; I am not a man
would have recoiled, but quick as a flash, Bran·
l met it over there by the church."
" Your imagination has pla:v ed you a trick." don seized the weapon _anrl wrenched it from who threatens and fails to execute."
Lady
Kate appeared to appreciate that Bran"On my soul, no! l saw it as plainly as I her grasp, and the nex', moment he caught her
don meant all he said, and after a few mosee you at this moment."
firmly in his arms.
"Will you accompany us to the church?"
"Ah! ruercy! mercy!" pleaded the struggling ments' thought, she said:
"1 will swear! "
" l will."
girl.
Besirle the main church building stood a
The church was but a short step from the
At that moment a most singular interruption
small chapel.
depot.
occurred.
Toward the latter building Brandon and Lady
The party passed along through the darkness,
Kate walked.
and had proceeded but a ·Short distance, when
UHAPTER Xlll.
A dim light gleamed through the rear win•
a dark figure was seen in advance of them.
A SCENE IN A CllURCH CRYPT.
dows, and as they stepped upon the porch the
The woman caught Burt by the arm, and
A SHRILL scream raog out npon the night- detective said:
whis~ered in a husky voice:
"Remember your oath!"
air, and the girl, who had beeu wrestling to free
" 'l here it is I"
"l will! " was the response, and .T.ady Kate
"w·hat?"
herself from the rtetective, ceased her struggles.
"Oh, mercy!" she murmured," that voice.I" passed into the builaing.
"My sister's ghost."
At the tar end ot the building stood a litter,
At that moment Mrs. Bonnel, pale and trem" You remain here, and I will go ahead and
bling, came forward, and with straining eyes and upon the latter rested a coffin.
see .what this thing means.''
Lady Kate reeled toward the coffin, and upon
The two women stood together crouching in gazed at the girl held in Bran~on's grasp.
"Hold you tlesh and blood?" she gasped, reaching the platform seized the lamp Jett for
the darkness, close under a tree that grew beher use, and advanced beside it.
side the road, while the detective advanced to- addressing the detective.
A horrible sight met her gaze.
ward the dark figure stancling in front of the
"1 do."
The ray~ from her lamp fell upon the already
church.
"Heavens! it's my sister!"
blackened form of the headless corpse. ·
" So I am assured."
As he advanced he saw the figure move.
Here for a few moments we leave her stand"The bodyl the headless body in yonder
lt i::assed through the gate leading into the
church-yard, and ran along close under th., vault!" murmured Mrs. Bonnel, aR she rushed ing heside the silent dead.
Without, upon the porch, stood ~randon, the
shadow of the church.
forward and grasped her sister in her arms, and
detective.
.The detective started upon a run, and soon showered kisses upon.her.
Rigid and immovable as a statue, with folded
gained upon the figure, when he called to it to
A moment and the violence of her caresses
abated, when Brandon said:
arms, he waited.
stop.
His ears were strained, as he anticipated each
The figure paid no attention to his call, and
" The mystery of the headless trunk reinstant to hear a cry of anguish, and he was premains."
Brandon continued the chase.
The figure passed beyond the church, and
"Yes, yes!" exclaimed Mrs. Bonnel, and she pared to li:ap through the door and hasten to the
down in the shadow among the trees, at the related to her sister the story of the ghastly rescue.
At least ~n minutes passed, and no sound
tragedy, and told how she bad claimed the body,
lower end of the lonely church-yard.
Suddenly it disappeared.
and mourned her sister as dead.
Callie from within, and the officer muttered, in
'l'he detective was amazed.
The sister's story explained how a real an apprehensive tone:
" Can it be possible that she has disregarded
·His present experience was ilifferent from any tragedy had been averted.
he had ever ·before encountered.
/ It was a sad story 1old by Aletta Gregory. her oath!"
He strnck a light, lighted his masked. la!ltern, Like many a poor girl before her, she had
His hand was upon the knob of the door,
and commenced a most thorough search.
trusted in man's honor, and had been deceived. when he heard a slight noise within.
Re bent forward and listened.
At length he came to a monument, standing She had read in the papers the account of the
white and ghost-like, and at the same moment floating head, and tow the ghastly body had
Re was not deceived.
he discovereu a dark object crouching behind it. been identified by her sister.
.E:Je heard the sounil of approaching footsteps.
As time passed on she felt a desire to visit her
He closed in upon the object, when-a voice,
He was rightl Lady Kate had passed the
tremulous and sweet, asked:
sister anrl tell her the truth; but at length a fearful ordeal, ancl was on the way to rejoin
" ln mercy's name, why do you pursue me?" great sorrow had come upon her. Her mind, him .
... ln mercy's name," answered the detective, from dwelling upon the boay that had been
Brandon's heart trembled, and as !he woman
as he drew nearer, " what are you doing in this buried as her own, I urned, and at the time she stepped forth, he exclaimer!:
place at such an hour?"
"You have acted nobly!"
was discovered by Branclon, she had visited the
" l am doing no harm."
church-yard, determined to take her own life.
"What a fearful sight! Ah, Heaven! I know
The detective advanced and flashed his light
A sister's loving voice and forgiving love not how I gazed upon it and lived!"
upon a pale, beautiful face upturned toward turned her from her fell purpose, and soothed
" 'Tis poor Renie, though?" sairl the detecthim, and around ihat fair face clustered ring· her until her mind was restored.
ive, in a matter-of-fact sort (lf l'l'Uy.
lets the same as clustered around the head that
The party walked through the church-yard
"No; it i3 not the body of Renie Ruthenwas found floating in the river.
toward the i:ntrance, where Lady Kate was dale!"
A cold chill trembled around the brave man's standing.
"Not the body ot Renie Ruthendale? " alheart.
Before joining the latter Brandon said, ad- most shouted the detective.
A suspicion ot the truth flashed across his dressing :Mrs. Bonnel:
" lt is-not her body!"
mind.
" 1 hope you · will not disturb the headless
"You are sure?"
He was gazing upon the face of Aletta Greg- dead?"
"lam sure; assureaspositivefacts can make
a certaintv .. ,
<>ry, the living woman who was supposed to
"No no "
have been buried in that very church-yard.
"No~ Jet it be known beyond the circle of
"Then.Renie lives!" exclaimed Hiandon as
"Your name is Aletta Gregory?" said the 'Your immediate acquaintance, for the present, a feeling of gladness swept over him.
officer.
that your sister has been tound alive?"
" H that loathsome obJect within there ts ti1e
" What matters it to you what my name is?"
Mrs. Bonnel promised, and aftP.r a few more only obstacle in the way of her being alive, she
answered the crouching girl.
1vords led her rescued sister away.
lives!"
Little dtd that poor trembling girl imagine
A fearful duty now remained to the detect"Come, let us go, Lady Kate; we have work
bow great a difference it did make to Burt ive.
before us. lf Renie live..«, she is in the power
Brandon.
The finding of the living AJctta Gregory had of that wretch Bayard Knight!"
lf Aletta Gregory were living, one fact was settler! the identity of the headless remains be"Ahal l see it nil now. You suspected that
sett led beyond aU possible chance to the contrary yond all question.
man ot murdering Renie?"
.. l did. "
•
-poor Renie Ruthendale was the victim of the
lt seemed a night fraught with tragedy.
river murder.
Brandon had good reason to suspect that Lady
" A.nd you say Renie is in his power?"
"You must come with me!" said Brandon. Kate would identify the remains, and what he
" l am f!ertain of it."
"Why must I go with you? I have com- feared was that the mysterious woman would
"Then truly we have work to do, aud our
mitted no crime."
encl her own life over the ghastly corpse.
play is against one of the most desperate men
" Your sister, Mrs. Bonnel, awaits you outHe approached Lady Kate, and in a low, ex- on earth!"
side the church-yard."
cited voice said:
"You will find me a match for that man,
" 1 do not wish to see my sister."
"We will finish our errand and be gone!"
and if l<enie lives she is sate at least for a sea"l'ou must come with me!"·
"One moment," said Lady Kate; ' · the sup· son."
" l will not!"
posed dead has been found alive!"
" That. man may murder her at any mo, " Why have you come here?"
"Yes."
ment."
''I can not tell.''
" And that settles the matter concerning the
" He will not dare to harm a hair :lf her
" You must have had Rome reason."
body within there?"
head, now that he knows that 1 suspect him ot
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having murdered her but a more terrible fate
may await her than even dealh itself."
It was far into the morning when the man
and lady detective started trom the church-yard
toward the depot.
lt will be sufficient to explain to our readers
that Brandon had arranged with the church
sexton for the exhuming of the headless body,
and for all preparations, so that Lady Kate
could make the required examination.
The detective had secured sufficient facts to
discern, to a certain extent, the plans of the
man Bayard Knight .
lie knew that he must act surely and quickly, and find Renie, now that he was satisfied
that she was still living.
Arrived at the depot, the detective learned
that there was a freight train through for the
city that stopped at a station two miles below.
11. was too late to secure a team, and Lady
Kate proposer! that they should walk to the
other station, and save the three or four hours
in time.
Together they proceeded along the country
road, and were crossing a bridge, when suddenly the sharp report of a pistol rang out upon the
night-air, and a pistol-ball glalilced by Brandon's he!ld.
·• Down, madam!" be exclaimed, and as the
woman obeyed, he also dropped fiat upon the
floor of the bridge.
He was not a moment too $OOn, as a secovd
and third !lash was seen, and two more bullets
came whistling over them.
Brandon bad seen the tlashes, and in u trice
let drive two or three answering shots.

CHAPTER Xl V.
THE PISTOL SHOTS ON THE BRIDGE.
THE fact became assured that be and his companion !Jad been dogged.
But one man bad a purpose or motive in
"piping" his movements.
The moment the detective fired the answering
shots, the assassins ceased filinl!:.
Thti detective cautiously crept toward the
place whence the shots had come, but diet not
see any signs of the would-lie murdeiers.
After waiting a reas.:inable time he rose to bis
feet, and walking forward, pistol ill hand, made
a close examination, but his a~sailants had made
themselves scarce.
Heturning to where Lady Kate 'l'I' as, he said:
"We will proceed; the rascals have been frighten<·d off."
Without further accident they reached the
depot.
Fortunately, Ibey were just in time tor the
train, and soon reached the city. ·
The next dny a man, dressecl as a sailor, might'
have been seen hanging aroand the house w!Jere
Bavard Knight lived.
Hours passed, and yet the sailor every once
in awhile sauntered past the house.
At length Knight came forth, and started
down the street.
'J'hc sailor was al bis heels, but kept at a safe
distance, and concealed trom view.
Bayard Knight walked along tor scvcrul
blocks, and then entered a prominent corner
drinking place.
A reasonable time passed, an<J the sailor followecl into the same place.
Knirrht was standing at the bar, engaged in
conversation with a rough-looking man.
As the sailor entered, the stranger was just iu
the ar.L ot shoving a roll ot bills in his vest
·
pocket.
A strange smile played over the sailor's lace
as be '1\-ent to the bar, called for a cignr, and
turned to go out on the street.
A few moments passed, and Bayard Knight
came from the saloon and sauntered back toward his home.
The sailor did not attempt to follow him, but
bun~ around the saloon until be saw the roughlookmg man, who bad been stowing the money
in his vest pocket, come forth.
'l'he sailor tollowed the latter, who walked
"leisurely down the street to 11 car route.
The man hailed a car and boarded it, and was
followed by the sailor.
At the City Rall the man alighted, and took
his course through l<'rankfort Street toward a
section ·of the city where respectable men selclom
go. except during the hours ot broad daylight.
The man soon stopped in front of a house
having a very dirty and dilapidated appearance.

For the first time he gave a sign.
The sign that the sailor had been waiting for.
He cautiously looked uo and down the street,
and then entered the house.
"Aha!" muttered the sailor; "my covey,
you feared being followed, eh? Well, we sllall
see," and tile speaker sauntered down past the
house the man had entered.
An examination revealed the fact that it was
a sailor boarding-house, and on the lowest floor
was located a fi1thy-lookiug bar-room.
Into the latter place the sailor entered, and
going to the bar, called for a drink.
A womnn-a rough-looking creature-was in
atleudance at the bar, and passed over a bottle
containing the vile liquid.
A few casual words passed, and the sailor
drew a pipe from !Jis pocket, filled it with tobacco, lighted the latter, and commenced to
smoke.
The woman hung around tor a few moments.
and then entered a rear room, leaving the customer alone in tile bar.
A mean- looking mirror !Jung against the wall,
in the frame of w!Jicil was stuck a number of
bnsiness cards.
The sailnr rose from his seat, crossed over to
the miror, and pretended to be all miring his tacc,
while at the same time he managed to shove a
carte de visite, representing a very handsome
young woman, in the looking·glass frame along
with tile business cards.
Returning to his se11t, be took up a daily paper
and pretended to be n:ading.
A few moments passed and a number of
sailors came staggering into the bar-room.
Seeing the disguised detective, one of them
called out:
" Come, mate, take a smile with us."
Brandon was waiting for jW!t such a chance
in order to throw oft suspicion from his movemeats, and he joined the men at lh!:: bar.
Over an hour passed.
The men drank and tb1ew dice, and finally
proposed a game of cards.
The detective bad acted bis part well, as nooe
of the men "dropped" to the fact that he was
aught else but a sailor.
The men weie seated at a little table.
Our hero had been- invited to join in the
game, and did so.
While the game was in progress, the party
standing around watching the play was augmented by a man who evidently bad come from
upstairs.
One glance was enough for the detective.
The new-corner was the m~n who !Jarl received money from Bayard Knight.
The man stood for some time watching the
game, but at length began to wander rom1d the
room in a listless manner, gazing at the various
pictures that ornamented the walls.
The detective pretended to be intently interested in the game, but his eyes were constantly
on the man he was " piping."
The latter at length stopped in front of the
minor where Brandon bad placed the carte de
visite.
Suddenly the fellow uttered an exclBmnlion
ot surprise, nod caught the photograph in his
hand and examined it in a critical manner, all
the time uttering suppressed exclamations of
amazement.
A pleased look shot over Brandon's !ace, and
he marle a proposition to withdraw from the
game of cards.
Be had been losing right along purposely, and
as the sailors wllo were playing witil him bad
what is termed a soft thing, they objer.ted to
bis leaving.
The detective insisted, and as the men were
full of liquor, angry words followed.
One of the men drew a sheath-kuife from bis
belt, nnd burying it, quivering, in the table, exclaimed fie1cely:
"Look here, pard, you just keep your seat.
and go on with the game, or you will get hurt!"
Brandon quickly drew a pistol from his
pocket, clapped it against the sailor's cheek,
and said:
" Look here, mate, hide your knife, or l.Jy
Heaven I'll make a hole through your head
large enougll to haul a gaff rope through you I"
The sailor saw that he bad met a square
match, burst into a boisterous laugh, raised his
knife, offered to shake bands, and all was over.
Brandon ottered to treat the crowd, and peace
prevailed.
All !Lis time the man hnd stood gazing in a
dazed sort of way at the photograph.
The detective came along behind him, and
looked over his shoulder, anti said:
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" Hello, pard, taking a squint at the face 0£
your sweetheart?''
The mau clapped the photograph in his pocket, and answered, in an angry manner:
" Mind your own business, mister."
"Mind there, mate, tlrnt's just w!Jat l 'm doing." .
"What are you askinl!: me saucy questions
for if you are minding your own business?"
"One question is as good as another. What
are you shoving that picture in your pocket
for?"
" It's mine."
" Hold on, mate, you just took that picture
from the mirror, there."
" That's my business."
"Rasy, my man; whut right bad you to shove
the thing in your pocket?"
"ls the picture yours?"
"·well, yes; l reckon it is."
" Where did you get it from?"
"Well, now, wouldn't it be as well for you
to take a little of your own sauce, and mind
your own business?"
" I'll take that back, my friend."
" All right, just ban ct the pictme l.Jack and
you and I are square."
"You can't hav3 that picture back."
"I can't eh?"
.. No."
" Then you will tell me by what r!ght you
keep it from me."
" l'll buy it from you."
"Not much."
The man started lo walk away, when Bran·
don caught hold of him with a strong band, and
said:
" Hold on, mate, I tell you you have got
something that belongs to me."
" I found it in the rack there. "
"No udds. l tell yo~ it's mine; I put it io
the rack."
" Why did you put it there if you value it so
highly?"
" That's my llusiness."
" Do you know the original¥"
" I reckon 1 do, or I would not have the pict.
ure. ''

The man hesitated a mon1ent, and tlten said:
" Corne to my room; I want to talk with
you."
CHAPTEI-t XV.
STARTLING INTERVIEW.
BRANDON was nothing loath lo follow the
man to bis room. In fact, the plan suited the
dPtective tixact!J'.
The man led the way upstai1s into a small
bedroom, locked the door behind lliru after both
bad entered, and pointed for the detective to
,
take a seat on a trunk.
Brandon took the scat, when the man drew
the photograph from his pocket, aud, holding
up, asked:
.
·
"Did you put that picture in the mirror?"
"l did."
"You say that the original is alive?"
"Yes.''
·• Where is she?"
" What is that of your business?"
"See here, my man, I'll give you a ten-dollar
note to tell me where l can find the original of
that picture."
"You're very kind, but somehow it strikes
me you're t\)O anxious. I don't think I'll tell
you."
"Don't attempt to tritle with me," said the
man, and a look came over his fnce that showed
!Jim to be a rlete1mincd and clesperate customer.
" l reckon I'm not fooling. I know of no
law that would make me answer your questions."
" I know a law."
" Well, you had better go to Jaw, then; you
can get no answer out of me by trying to sc:arn
a fellow."
The man drew a cocked revolver from his
coat-pocket, and, bringing it to a level with
Branclon's head, said:
" There's a little law here will serve my purpose. Open your mouth, or I 'll silence your
tongue forever I"
"Murder a man in open dny!" exclaimed
the detective, recoiling, and pretending to be
fearfully frightened.
'' I caie nothing about open dav or dark night r
I am a man who can never he balked when l
start tor a thing."
"But you will be hung ii you murder me!"
exclaimed Brandon, in a tone as though be wai;
frightened half out of his wits.
A
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" I'll take all chances on banging."
" 1 want to g9 out of this room."
" You can't go out until you have answered
my questions."
" What question do you want me to answer?"
asked the detective, in a trembling voice.
" l want to know where 1 can find the original
of that picture."
" l can't tell you."
"You mean you will n"' -.. 11 me? "
"1 did know where I L1 _; irl was; 1 do not
know where she is now."
" Will you swear you do not know?"
"See here, boss, Jet's travel on the square.
You just tell me why you are so anxious to find
out about tl111t gal."
" She is my daughter."
A strange light bro4e in npon Brandon's mind.
He had " piped " down to a fine point, and had
struck a most valuable trai I.
" Your daughter !" he eicclaimed, in an astonished tone.
" YeS", my daughter."
"Well: it's a strange tatber does not know
.where to find his own daughter!"
·· If you don't come down to business, my
man, I'll let a ball find its way into your head!"
" Why are you so rampageous against me? I
don't know anything about your daughter."
"Where did yon get that photograph?"
"A young lady gave it to me."
"What young lady ?"
'' Tbe young lady it was taken for, ot course."
" When did you see that young lady last?"
"So she is your daughter, eh?"
"That is the picture ot my daughter."
" She don't look much like her daddy, does
she?"
The man showed signs of great rage, and a
murderous liirbt gleamed in his eyes.
'l'he detective dicl ~t know what peril he was
really in just at that moment.
The father, however. appeared to change .his
mind; and, in an humble and petbetic tone, he
s:1id:
" Listen, my man. 1 am a poor man, but 1
am not the first poor man who has had a handso me dauii:bter."
"But J~our child don't resemble you one bit."
":Never mind. When that chilcl was about
nine years olcl she was stolen from me; and I, a
poor, heart-broken man, have bean searching for
h er high and low the world over."'
"And she was really your own child?"
" She is ·really my owu child."
" 1 do not helieve it!"
The man's mimnP.r changed again; and, advancing a step nearer the detective, he said:
"By Heaven, l'll kill you!"
'I'be detective all along had acted in a simple
m anner, and as though be was greatly frightened.
t:luddenly, however, bis whole manner
changed, anci. in a tone as fierce as the man who
was intimidating him, he said:
" Uome, mister, put down that pistol; it might
go oft !"
The man noticed the sudden change in the
pretended sailor's manner, and asked, in astonisnment:
. " '\'ho are you?"
"Don't you remember me?"
''No."
" Well, then l have the advantage of you."
•· The advantage of meY"
"Yes."
The man turned pale, and a fit of trembling
seized him as he ask.eel:
"Who am l?"
" Well, it don't make much difference. 1 am
not bound to tell.''
The man shoved his pistol forwnrd, wh t n the
d etective leaped to his feet, seized the fellow's
wrist, and turned the weapon aside a~ it exploded.
Whether the pistol bad c:one oft through 11cci1lcnt or whether the tellow had intended to
murder him, Brandon did not know, but it was
a narrow ·escape at best.
" Leon Leonardi, do not try that again, or
you are SL dead man!"
At the mention oflhe name" Leon Leonardi,''
the man's face became ghastly, and, in a husky
voice, he exclaimed:
"S'death, man! who are you?''
"lt don't make any difference who 1 am.
But now, tell me what your business was with
Bayard Knight to-day."
" 1 had no business with a man named
Bayarc1 Knight. 1 do not know any such man."
" It will not do for you to lie to me, Leon;
J 've got you down fine. Bayard Knight paid
you money to-day;"

my oath, n~, sir."
Now, listen to me. You
know where that girl is at this moment."
" On my honor, 1 du not."
"Ou the bonur of a child-stealer- a kidnap
per, eh?" said the detective, in 1.1 significant
tone.
•·Ob, God!" exclaimed the man, ' has that
come l ome to me at last!"
" Yes; and. it you rlo _n ot make a clean breast
ot all you know, you '! ! hang'"
" They won 't bang men for kidnapping."
" You 'II hang for something else. "
" '~bat?"
":Murder."
'I be man dropped to the floor on his knees,
and protested in the most earnest manner that
he lied never committed a ruurder.
" It you do not produce that girl, yon will
hang for murder."
"l do not know where the girl is ; if I did 1
could make Bayard Knight pay me thousands
of dollars."
" Ah! you do know such a man as Bayard
Knight?"
.
·•The game is up; it's no use for me to try
the cover game. l do know a man w110 has as.urned the name ot Bayard Knight."
"Anrl he has a~sumed another na111e."
"What other name?· '
" Rutbendale."
"You have got things down fine. Who are
you?"
The detective was about to answer, when a
most thrilling and startling incident occurred.
" No,

~ir-on

"It won't do:

CHAl'TER XVI.
A FRESIT CLEW.

LEON LEONARDI hatl just uttered the words
recorded at the close of th€ previous chapter
when a great noise was heard overhead, and
men's voices mingled with cries ot terror and
protanity.
Leonardi turned pale ns he listened, but Brandon moved toward the door.
Be found it locked. and, turning to his companion, ~aid:
"Give me the key, quick!"
Leonardi banded over the key, and at the
same time a .wild cry of "Murder! murder!"
rang through the house.
Brandon opened the door and stepped out into
the hull. As he did so, th e form of a man came
bearllong down tne stairs leading from the upper
storv.
The man was covered with blood, and as the
detective leaped to Lis side, be murmured:
"My share! my share!"
Brandon bad just time to hear these words
when an infuriated mun, holdinii: a bloody knife
in bis Band, came rushing down the stairs.
The detecli ve discerned his murd~rous object,
and called out, in a stern voice, while still preserving his disguise as a sailor :
"Hold on, there, sbipruatel Don't you try
no knife practice!"
"I'll cut his heart out!" yelled the man, as
he attempted to spring upon the poor tellow
who lay bleeding al the foot of the &lairs.
Brandon seized huld ot him nnd held him
back, when the man exclaimPd, fiercely:
"Let me go, or, by thunder, 1' 11 give yon the
length ot the knife l"
"Take it easy, mate; you're mad! Take a
squint at this, and it will cool you oft a bit."
The detective held a ;Jistol 111 the man's cheek.
The latter proverl himself a dei.perate character, as be did not he!>Cl the pistol , and made a
fearful over-cut lunge with his knife.
A cool band was opposed to him, and before
the point ot the blade had done its work the
man's wrist was held in a powe1ful grasp.
A desperate struggle followed, and in the end
Brandon was compelled to beat the ruffian into
insensiliility with the butt of bis pistoi.
The row had brought a number ot excited beholders to the spot, but, as such Rcenes were
common in that house, no alarm was given, and
the police were not aummoned.
The detective etill played the role ot sailor,
and made it appear that be bad only interfered
to save a man's life.
The fellow who had been thrown down th e
st.airs wa& pretty badly cut, but. as the detective
discovered, after a rapid examination, not dangerously.
The Jagt ruffian and would-be nssassin was
carried away by some fri ends. while our hero
waited to attend to tne other mau.

lt appeured that the d~tective had slipped the
photograph into bis vCl!t-pocket, and the face
showed.
As he r11ised the man to assist him to a bed
while a pbysiciau was being sent tor, the fellow's eyes fell upou ti.le picture.
An exclnmatiou fell from bis lips, while a
strange look of astonishment shadowed across
his face.
Brandon noticed the change in the man 's
countenance, and also the direction of his eyes;
and, glancing down, saw what had occasioned
it.
A nrnn like Brandon thinks quickly, and J!Uts
little g limpses of clews together, in the formation of a chain of evidence, in a flash.
Ile ditl on this occasion.
He remembered the man's murmured words
as he fell, and, coupling that with the recognition ot the pictm e, a strange suspicion flashed
over his n1ind.
He said nothing, however, but assisted in
plating the poor fellow on a bed, and in the
meantime a doctor ltaci arrived-or, at least, a
drunken sort ot chap, who claimed to be a physician.
Brandon cotild bide his time, and during the
whole excitement be had not lost sight of
Leonardi, and at once returned to his room.
The mau had rem arked, just as the exciteme1!t arose, that Brandon had things down fine.
The detective took up the vein of conversatiou just where it had been broken oft.
The whole aspect of affairs bud changed.
The. fellow Leonardi had been the mnster
Rpirit during the ea rly part. ot the interyiew;
but atterward the detective became the captain
of the quarters, and held bis companion a cuwed
and humble man.
"8ee here, my man." said Brandon. "You
admit that Bny&rd Knight paid you money;
now, then, tell me for what purpose that money
was paid."
"Tf>ll me first who you are."
"Well, l 'm the devil!"
"That's just what l was thinking. 1 never
saw you before, aud y€t you've got me and
l'.ayard Knight down fine."
"And if you rlo not come right out with your
story, I'll have you in jail!"
" 1 tumble!" exclaimed the m11n, as a look of
intelligence fl.ashed over his tace. " You 're a
cop-·a dcter.tive?"
"Well, have it any way you like; but answer
my question, or you will find yourselt in
trouble."
" Well, boss, 1 aiu't got no question to answer."
"You want me to assist your memory ?"
".May be so."
"Well, you were employed years ago to steal
a child."
"lt's fHlse!"
" You <lid sleal the child; and, in order to
cover your tracks, you murdered au11tber
one, and threw it iuto the Park mere, with the
face so disfigured that it could not be recognized."
" You are telling what is false!"
"You were an actor with a circus, and you
took the child to teach it yom· trade."
" False! false!"
"Bayard Knight atterward cnme and claimed
the child, and since then you have been blackmailing him, lJromising all the time to squeal
unless your demands were satisiied."
"The latter part of what you say may he true.
but l had nothing to do with stealing the child."
" 1 see you are determined to be hi.nged. "
"It 1 am hanged for wllat you charge, I will
die an innocent man.''
·
"Now listen to me, Leonardi. How much
money do you receive from Knight?"
"You know so mucll, you ought to know the
amount be pays me tor ms silence."
" lt will pay you to iuform me."
"How?"
" ·well, I'll tell you, my man. I'm on the
track of that girl. You can assist me. Come
over to my siile-or, rather, her sicle-aud you ·
shall receive more money than Knight pays
you."
.
"He don't pay me much."
"Tell me ubout bow much."
"Mavbe he's let me have about three thou sand aftogel her since 1 turnerl the gal over to
him, and 1 could have made ten times that out
of her if 1 had kept her in the business."
'" You are tellin g me ttie truth ?"
' 'Yes!"

.

"Well, if you will assist me to recover that
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girl, you shall l!ave five thousand dollars
down, "
"l'n:i your man!"
"You shall receive five hundred if yon will
tell me the true story as to how the girl came
into your possession ."
·• l ' ll do it."
· •Mind you, it will be no use to try a
trumped-up story on me. l 've got you down
fine, and enough of the true story to know when
.you get to romancing."
,. 1'1•e no purpose in rom ancing. Knight
hasn't acted on the square with me, and I would
be g lad to give him a nip up."
•·Well, tell your stol'y."
"The gal was brought to me by a man called
Bruno."
" llow did he come to have her in his posses:sion ?"
·
" 1 ran not tell you; but I shouldn 't be surprised if he was guilty ot· wh at yoli just accused
me."
"Wo.1ld vou know this Bruno it you saw
him again?"..
'' Lik e a book!''
" How old a 11.1an was he ?"
"About thirty at that time, 1 should say."
"What countryrnau?"
" A Spaniard or a gypsy."
" ile brought you tile child. What clothing
d id she have on?"
" Old clothing."
" Then you got no lit tie article that would
ser ve, in certain events, to identify her ?"
"Yes, 1 did."
""'.VI.lat? "
"A locket."
"How did yon get it ?"
" 1 bought it from Bruno."
" You I.Jave it yet?"
"Yes."
" Where is it?"
The man put his hand in his pocket, drew
iorth an old pocket.book, aud from its greasy
depths extracteu a l.Jandso me jeweled locket.
Brandon opened the locket, and uttered a cry
of astonishmeut: at the same time a look of
great satisfaction came over his face.
" I see you arc telling me a t.rue story."
"I am; you are not tl;.e kind ot chap tor me
to deal double with."
" You will find it the best job in your life.
And now, mark me. Here are five hundred do!Jars. You mnet run Knight for more money,
.and stand true and firm, and you will be a rich
man. 1 want you to appoint a meeting with
Knight at some place where I can ov:erhear the
-conversation."
"I'm in your hands, boss. I 'll do just as
.you say. "
An arrangement was completed for an interview between Knigllt nnd Leonaroi, when the
detective Jett him, aud paid a visit to the room
·where the man lay whose life he had saved.

CHAPTER XVII.
A VILLAIN IN A TRAP.

THE man was sick and feverish, and not in a
-<:m1dition for q ncstioning, so Brnnclon detern1ined to call and see him on the following day.
Upon the following morning tlie detective was
-on ham'!.
He found thP. wounded man so far recoverea
.fl3 to be out ot bed.
Rntering the room, the officer said:
"You had a narrow squeeze of it yesterday,
Bruno."
"Who are you?'' growled the man.
"That's a nice way to receive a fellow who
saved vo ur life, mate."
The· detective was in the same disguise as on
the previous day.
"Ab! you're the chap that saved me from
'being ' double banked "i"
"I ' m the man."
" Well, l ' m much obliged to yer; but et l
hadn ' t been taken unawares, Gimpy wouldn 't
have got the better ot me the way he dill."
"You're coming around all righ t, though,
J:Sruno."
" See here, what in thunder do you call me
Bruno tor~ My name's Blakie."
. " Oh! the otller chap in the man named
Bruno?"
"No, it ain't; we call him Gimpy. But it
.kinder strikes me that the third chap in the job
was called Bruno."
'fl.J.e rletective smilerl grimly, as he saitl:
"Wllat job ?"

I
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' 'Well, the little job that led to the racket
•· Well, boss, 1 can't tell yer exactly; but I
yesterday."
kin tell yer the 'jig' he's workin'."
"'fell us about that job, mate. "
' What's bi~ 1>1y?"
"You're a green un."
"He's B blackmailer.''
"Not much."
" How is he pushing it? "
"Yes yer be, to suppose l'd tell you about
"Well, he's got a gal, and comes the indecent.
any little racket 1 might be in !" and the fellow assault racket, and l've heerd he's pickin' up
laughed in an amused manner .
lots o' stamus at it."
" l' ou had better tell me about it. "
Brandon ;veil knew the game.
'See I.Jere, nobby, 1 <lon"t like your style. 1
It was a new racket on thepartofrogues, and
might be under a little obligation to yer; but had been pretty well worked by some of them,
change yer slack or get out of here !"
aud Uad proved very successful: and detectives
"I've got so mething to sllow you, Blakie."
bat! been tattled, owing to 1he !act that the
" The man's face changed at ouce, aud llis victims wou ldn't give the thing away, for fear
voice became husky ·as he said:
of compromising themselves by an unenviable
"That ere picter, eh?' ·
notoriety.
" vVell, yes."
That sume night the detect ive was on band
"See here. You're got up well, but I've for Leouardi's interview with Bayard Knight.
tumbled. My mouth's shut; mum's my doctrine,
Tile fellow was well posted for the 1·6le. he
boss. "
was to assume.
"Oh, 1 think you'll open when you find out
About ten o'clock our hero entered a wellhow tine I've got things rtown on you."
known public hotel, where private rooms were
to be had.
"You can't work me !"
"We'll see. In the ti1st place, Gimpy cheated
He passed to one of these rooms, and palientyon out of your rake, and that'1:1 what led to the 1y waited.
racket y es terd t~y ."
Half an hour passed, anti he became rntistled
Tl.J.e man's eyes opened wide as he answered: that two men were .cntcringthe ajjoining room.
"You've got that good!"
Brandon had things fixed, and, monz;ting a
" I 've more just as good. You were in with chair, he peeped through a little hole that en·
Gimpy and Bruno to kidnap the gal."
abl"d him to se<! and hPar what wns going on.
" Not by a long sigl.Jt !"
The two men who had entered the room were
"Easy, Blakie l've piped you close, and Knight and tile fellow Leonardi.
you've got first chance to ' blow.' "
Knigllt was the first to speak, and his tones
"I ain't no squealer!"
were fierce and angry.
"Then you don't want to go to the hospital?"
"Mind you, my man, l am l!:etting .1ired of
"Not much!"
your importunities, and this thing has got to
"We'll ride you over there if you don't open come to an end."
out !"
")'. ou can bring it to au end mighty quick.''
" Well, see here- all 1 did was to drive the
"Yes, but 1 am notendingthingsyourw:1y.''
coach.
"We can end it another way!"
"Bow ?"
,
"1 know th at; but you saw enough to put rue
on a dead t• ail."
"W~ll, the gal's mother is alive yet, an,d 1
"But I was beat out of my rake."
know JUSt where to tiud her. "
"Oh, that 's your racket?"
Bayard Knight did not start or show any sur• " Just a little."
prise or excitement, hut proved how deep aud
•· 1'11 see you if yoli come out square."
self-possessed and cunning a villain he was.
" How much ?"
In a matter-of.-fact sort of way, he answ ered:
" A lrnndred."
"That's no news; 1 knew the girl's mother
alive."
was
" And clear ot nil ' pulls '?"
"Clear of all ' pulls.' "
"Well, I can end the matter through her."
"How?"
" Well, we did smuggle the gal."
'l'he detective held up the carte de visite.
" By telling l.Jer all I know."
"You're a fool!"
" 1 es, tllat was the gal."
"Not much!"
"Wllat became other ?"
"1 cnn't tell yer, but l've my notion. "
"Yes, you are, to talk that way. 1 drop you;
" What is your notion ?"
you can't J!:et another cent out ot me."
, "1 can out or her, tllou gh ."
" They lD11de a ' stiJI ' of her.' '
"What makes you think so?"
" There is nothing you can tell her she don't
"\Veil , it's only a suspicion, but on good already know."
" Sl!e don't know it was her child that was
grounds."
found in the lake."
•' Open out cleau, Blakie."
"She does."
"Well, yer know, 1 saw a picter ot that 'ere
floating head."
"Sile don't know her child yet lives."
":Nor you, eitller."
"Well ?''
"Yea, 1 do."
·'It kind o' struck me it might be the gal we
" 'l'hen you want to break with me t'
smuggled. "
" If 1 do, l'Il go in with Bruno."
"Tell me the whole story.''
"Well, one night 1 was let into the game by
Bayard Knight at last made a break.
This last tl.J.rust went right home. His wicked
Gimpy. He said there were a gal to ride off:,
and 1 were told to have a carriage at a certain eyes burned with 11 murderous ligllt.
8treet. 1 got into the gu me enough to know
He ~as seated in such a way that Brandon,
that a note had been sent lo the gal, that were from his lookout, could watch every play ot his
to bring her to a certain point, where Gimpy countenance.
Tile bad looks lasted only for nn instant, when
and tile other chap were to ligh t on to her, and
a soft expression illumi~ated his eyes, and in a
I \\'ere to stand by with the carriage."
mild voice, he said:
'
" And the programme was carried out ?"
"You and 1 must not quarrel, Leonardi. "
"Just like a mice!" '
" What was the girl taken to?"
"A house up town ."
" Where?"
"I cau't ten exactly."
CHAPTER XVlll.
Brannon mentioned the localion of Bayard
A START ON A" DANGEROUS TRAIL.
Knio-llt's house.
"i guess th at were the place."
BrtANDON knew that his accomplice wns in
Thus far Brandon had been wondertully sue· greater danger tban when the fellow's glance
cesstul.
spoke open murder.
.
He had track ed down Leonardi , aud bad esAs events proved, it was lucky for Leonardi
ta\Jlishetl an important link. He had run down that keener eyes were watclling than bis own,
Blakie, and wns satisfred tllat he had traced the I aud that a cooler brain was on guard for his
girl to KJ1 ii;ht 's home.
protection.
His next " lay" was lo catch Gimpy 1md
"There will be no advantage in your quarBruno.
re ling with me, Leonardi," said ]\night.
The latter was the man he rno~t wanted, as
"1 do not wish to quarrel, unless you force
the tell ow could furnish th e only important link it."
ot the grea t chain of evidence necessary.
"Bere, man, listen . in a few days l will
Brandon was not only on tile "pipe" to re- have plenty of money, and you can have two
cover Renie Ruthendale, but he was gathering llundred and fifty."
evidence to defeat a great crime and do an act
"All rigllt."
of justice involviDI!; a million oi money.
"How did you find out about Mrs. Rutben·
"Describe the chap Bruno. "
dale nnd the man Bruno ?"
Blakic furuisl.Jed the required description.
." Oh, that must be my secret !"
"Where does I.Jc !inn~ out?"
"See here, my hi end, 1 have been !0r a Ion~
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time trying to convey a message to Mrs. RuthCarefully he had scanned the advertisement fixing her wally :l!andsome eyes upon him, siticl:
in a very pretty and bewitching mann er:
columns of the " H erald."
endale. Tell me where I can find her. "
"Ah, 1 am so glad a customer came to-day !' ~
"Not now."
He saw several advertisements where women
" Wby to-day?"
''Why not?"
advertistd to take in gentlemen·s washing.
" Because l spent the last cent of money r
" She may not like it."
· A grim smile played upon the fa!)e of tbe
"Tell me where to find that woman and 1 ki'lg of tlie detectives, as one certain advertise- had to put that advertisement in the paper."
"Are you so poor as that ?"
will give you five hundred."
ment met his gaze.
"Uh, yes, we are awful poor; and .l know a·
" Not to-day."
" l guess 1 will call. and see you, madam!"
nice, hauctsome old gentleman like you would
" Well, see here ; tell me where 1 can tind he muttered, and leU !us office.
Bruno."
Re walked across town, and halted before un not ohject lo give me a little money in atlvance"
to buy bre11d."
"When you give me the money, you shall alley-way that le<l.to some rear _houses.
" Have you children?"
have the in'tormation you want.. ,
Brandon recogmzed the locality as one of the
"Oh, yes!'t
"Sure?"
most dangerous in New York.
"Where
are they?"
ln fact, the court-yard in the rear had become
" Yes."
"At school."
" Well 1 want that information und 1 have known as " Murder Plaza;" owing to the many
''You huve children big enough to go t()
got five h'undred with me I was goi~g to use for ~unlers that had been committed there _during
another purpose; but you shall have it."
tights bP.tween the occupants ot the d1fterent school?"
"Yes."
"Give it to me."
tenements.
" Where is your husband? "
" Let me have tlie information first."
'I here was not an ordinary policeman in :New
York who would nttempt to go there alone to
The woman dropped her eyes in a timid man"No, sir; I can not trust you."
ner, and answered:
" And yet you wish me to trust you with make an arrest, even in open daylight.
Brandon was on a certain "lay," and, when
" He has gone out to lopk for work."
:five hundred dollars.''
"Well, I will pay yon for one dozen ot
"You needn't, if you don't wish to do so." lookiug over the advertisements in the mornin g
"Will you really give me the informlltion ?" paper, he knew his locality t.he moment he saw pieces;" and the detective took out a roll of
it was to apply at tht place near wl!ere he stood. bills, 1md selected a one dollar to give to the
"Yes.~'
·
·
_
innocent people in open daylight, knowing woman.
Knight drew forth five hundred dollars, and
nothing a.bout the place, would go tllere, thinkThe seeming old man's manner was perfectly
handed it to Leonardi.
natural and artless like; but in reality, while
Brandon had no tears as to the fellow's hon- ing it to he an ordinary tenement locality.
The advantage of t.he place for thieves and pretending to count his money, which he disesty, since he knew that a pair ot sharp eyes
general criminals was, th11t there was not a per- played so !reely, he was watching the we<man
were upon him.
Leonardi too it the money, put it in his pocket, son Ii ving thereabouts wllo would dare on their keenly from behind his spectacles.
He needed not to watch the cunning glance
livea to furnish any information to the police.
and said, coolly:
Brandon was a man who cared nothing for of her eyes, nor the strange look that came upon
" That's all right l"
her race at the display of money, to confirm his
locality.
"What's all tight? "
He would crawl through a two -toot tunnel first suspicions.
" The money."
underground with the certain knowledge that it
He handed the money to the woman, who took
"But the information?"
opened into a chamber occupied by a whole it, and exclaimed:
" Ob 1 you shall have it."
gan)!; ot assassi ns.
" 0 ! you vas such a nice, goot oldt man! al" Well, give it to me."
Re had once performed such a feat, and had ready l lofe you, you "l"OS so gootl"
" Some other time."
"You are a pretty woman, and I reckon a
captured his man.
.
"You're joking."
Be only stopped on the occasion ot which we good wom11n, " said the old gentleman, inno" No; 1 am in earnest."
write, in order to more certainly get the bear- cently.
"You're a fraud!"
" Yes; and in our country vhen we recei ve a
ings.
"You're another!"
At length he started up the alley-way, and, favor ve always like dat we kiss our friend. l
Some hot words now passed between the two entering a low doorway, ascendt:d a licl>.et~ vas like da\ 1 kiss you, you v<'s so goot !"
men, re(lriminations that betrayed Knight into stairway toward a room on the upper floor.
"Oh, dear, no ! oh, dear, no!" answered the
admissions that would hang him.
He was disguised as a respectable-looking old old man, in a peculiar, hesitating tone, an<l yet.
lt was to get the fellow in such a hole tllat ~entl ema n, with gray hair and spectacles.
displaying by manner that he would I!ot object.
Brandon had brought about the interview.
His walk was feel.ile, and his whole manner to a good, honest kiss from the pretty woman.
Knight suddenly dreo/ a knife, anct rose from indicative of a rnspectable, well-to do old man.
"Oh, I must kiss you!" exclaimed !he
bis seat, wllen Leonardi brought him back to At lengtll he rapped at a floor.
woman, and she suddenly threw herself upon
his chair by holding a pistol under his nose.
A shrill voice from within called:
the old man 's lap, cast her arms about his neck,
Bnyaid Knight calmed down. and asked:
and pressed her lips against his cheelr
"Come in!"
" Why cto you try this game on me? Why
'J ·he detective raised the latch, and stepped
At that moment the door opened, and a
do you lie to me'/"
across the threshold.
strong. able-llodied, villainous-faced m1m
"You owe me this money, and how many
A stral)ge spectacle met his J?:aze.
stalked into the room.
lies have you lold me in the past?"
An untutored visitor would l!ave been deWith n scream the woman lenped from the
"Well, we will have a drink, and talk the ceived, but the keen-eyed detective took the detective's lap, nnd, with a look of wild pasmatter over like friend8."
whole situation in at a glance.
sion and rage in her face, exclaimed, furiously:
"1 am willlllJ?:."
Little did that wom an with the shrill voice
" You old villain! you wretch I to dare take
Kni ght rang the bell, and when the waiter dream of the stran ge sort of angel she was enter- advantage ot a poor woman during lhc absence
came, ordered glasses an d a bottle of brandy. taining in disguise, nor did she dream that at a other husband!"
Knight filled a glass and drank.
glance the same individual had solved the deep
The detecti ve appeared to be terribly conf used
Leonardi followed suit.
mystery of her existence.
and 1rightene<l, and his fright seemingly inKnight pointed to a picture on the wall, and
creasetl as the man locke<l the room door and'
made a remark that distracted Leonardi's attendrew a murderous-looking knife from under his
tion.
jacket.
As the latter turned away. Knight dropped a
"Oh , you old wretch! " moaned th t woman.
CHA PT ER XIX.
liquid out of a vi al into his brand.v.
"My dear, _what has happened Y" asked the
AN
UNEXPECTED
DENOUEMENT.
Tile men then resumed their conversation,
man, in a stern voice.
and Leonardi took the glass of liquor in bis
"Oh, my dear husband ! that old villaint
AT the close of the previous chapter, we inti
hand, and was about raising it to his lips, when mated that Brandon, the detective, encountered that old wretch!" and the woman commenced,
, there came a sudcten pistol report, and the giass an unusual sight.
to so) and cry, while tear~ 1olled d•>wn her
was shatt ered from his gra3p.
To an ordinary observer th ere was nothing cheeks.
Bayard Knig;ht uttered a cry, and rushed from unusual, I.mt to the keen detective it was other"Tell me, my darling. what has happened ?:
th e room.
it he has insulted you I will kill him l" anct the
wise.
A moment later Brandon entered.
A woman, neatly dressed in very plain clothes, man cast a threatening glance towa1d th e seemIle founrl Leonardi standing and gazing in a and re1<embling in some respects a thrifty and ingly confused and frightened old man.
dazed sort of way at the fragmenls of the gluss. tidy laund ress, stood l>efore him.
..-Oh, 1 dare not tell you what he did !"
"Well, old man, you are surprised?" said
" You must tell me."
Alas! it was a prett y "make-up," but that
Brandon.
slender, well-rounded form was nevcr given to
" Oh , he said such awful things to me, and'.
"Did you fire that shot?"
standing over the wash-tub, and those delicate, offered me money I"
"Yes."
"Offered you money ?"
white hands, with their slender ti agers, were nut
"Wby?"
"Yes."
accustom eel to wrin ging the suds out or clothes.
"To save your lite!'
"What did he offer you money for ?"'
" ls this the place lrom which a lau ndress
" Save my lite ?"
" Oh! l dare not tell you for what! "
advertised?" askPd the detective.
··Y e&.''
"Yes, sir," came the answer, in n slightly
" I saw you on his lap.''
" How was it in danger?"
"Yes: he caug!Jt hold of me, ancl 1 beggedi
German accent. The latt er was a clever dodge,
" That glass of wine was poisoned."
him to let me go, hut he would not, and the old
as the German accent was only si 111ulated.
" Poisoned?"
" l am in St:!arch of a laundress," said the de- wretch, he in• nlled me!"
u Yes."
The man advanced towa1d the detective, and;
tective.
"Who by?"
" 1 am ready to take your clothes, sir ; times asked :
" What are you doing here?"
" Do you remember when Kni ght called your are hard, and my husband is out of work."
"I came to see your wile about doing some
" Ah, yes! 1 know timi>.s are bard, but 1
attention to tllat picture?"
u Yes."
hope you are an experienced lanudress, as 1 am washing for me."
"A 11 , yo u did , eh? And finding her alone
" lie took that opportunity to pour a poison very particular abo ut my clothes."
"Ah, yes, sir. I can make them white and and unprotected, yo u tried to take advantage ot
into you r liqnpr."
her ?"
beautitul ; but walk in , si r, and take a scat."
" 'fhe villain!"
" 1 did not! on my honor 1 did not!" anBrandon stepped across the room, and seated
The next day Brandon started upon a strange
swered the old man, in a tremhlfn g voice.
himself on a chair.
err11nd.
" 'fhat won ' t do, old man; I saw her in youi:The woman, who suddenly became very cool
Be had made up his mind to find the man
and self-possessed, took a seat llesic!e him, and, a;ms!"
Bruno at !lll hazards.
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" She came and sat on my lap."
" What! liow dare you ~ay such a thing
about my wife?" and the man flourished his
knife in the old man's face.
"Do not hurt me!"
"I wiil kill you I"
"Oh, no: I will cry murdel'!"
"Yonwill eh?"
''Oh! lel r:ie get out of here!"
" Let you get out of here, eh, after insulting
my wife? No, I'll kill you I"
Tlle man caught hold of the old man, and
swung his knife nlo[t.
"Oh, spare mel"
"No, you must die!"
All the time the man's manner was furious,
and his looks fierce and threatming.
"Do not kill me!"
"You must die; you insulted my wife!"
" Oh, my good woman, do not let me le
killed !" pleaded the old man, appealing to the
siren who had " put up " the job on him.
"Don't kill him, John I" begged I.he wiie.
"Yes, I will kill him, and yon, too !"
"Oil, have mercy ; he is an oid man!"
"But he insulted you; he has wronged me;
he must die !"'
" Let me speak to him a moment."
" Well, speak to him, aud then 1 will kill you
both I"
The woman stepped beside the detective, and
whispered in his ear:
" .M.y husband is awful poor: · o:d'er him
money, and he will let you off."
"I have no money." answe1ed the old man.
"Yes, yes; I saw you have plenty of
money."
" It is not my money. "
" No matter."
A.t that moment the man advanced, and,
drawing his wife away, exclaimed:
"It is no use to beg- I will kill him I His
time llas come! I will wait no ' longer," and
again hr. raised the knife.
''Oh, spa1·e mel "
" See here, old man , I 11.m poor; give me two
hundred dollal's for the wrong you have done
me, and I will forgive you, and let you go."
" I have no monev."
"Ob, yes, you hnvc !"
"No ; l have no money."
"1 saw y<m have a roll of bills."
'.' You saw me have a roll of bills?"
"Yes."
"1 can not give you any money."
" 'l'hen I ehall kill you!"
Suddenly the old man's manner cllanged, and,
in a calm, self-possessed tone, he repeated:
"lf I don't giTe you any money, you will
kill me, eh?"
The mun noticed the change in the old man's
tone, and exhibited considerable surprise; but
the next moment he ripped out a terrible oath,
and made an offer to catch the old man by the
arm, at the same time raising bis knife once
more.

The play, however, was coming to an end.
The detective sulldP.nly let up the muzzle of a
pistol right under the woul<1-be assassin's nose.
V\-ith a terrible oath the latter leaped back.
The wife also suddenly dropped her German
accent, and a serious look came over her face,
as in a tigerish manner slle exclaimed:
.. Murder him , John!"
"Now, see hem, my good people," said tile
detective, in a perfectly cool manner, "your
game is played!"
The man had drawn a pistol.
Before he co uld raise it, Brandon sain:
" Don't litt your • barkel',' Bruno; I 've got
you dead to rights I"
At the mention of th e name Bruno, the
woman uttered a scream, while th e man turned
pale and Jet the pistol tall from his hunds.
Suddenly all thegameoess had been taken out
of him.
UFlAPTER XX.
AGAIN CONFIDENCE PLAYEUS MATCHED.

" 1 HAVE been looking tor you, my man, and
I've ruu you down at laEl!"
The woman wns the fi rst to recover from her
terror and surprise.
She crossed the room aud whispered something in her husband's enr.
The man appeared to recover a little, and the
woman crossed the room to wanl the detective.
The latter was on his guard, but not exactly
prepared for the singular little scene thal followed.
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·with a bound like a cal tht:: woman suddenly
"No, but she is not in on any of my little
sprung upon the detective, and at the same time games; and it you !lo me .this turn, I'll he yourshe exclaimed:
friend Bruno's a hanl man, but a 11:ood friend
"Now, John, give him the knife!"
to one who does him a good turn."
They were dealing with the wrong man,
Brandon thought matters over, and coneludt::cl
however.
to lel the woman remain.
The detective did not attempt at first to throw
Going to her, he said, in a light, mockin g tone :
off the ti11:erish woman, but kept his pistol
"I'm going to be a real nice, pretty old mall>
around behind her, and said :
now; I'm go in!! to tak.e off your bracelets."
"Don't move, Bruno, or you are a de.id
The woman smiled, but there was a danger·man !" at the same moment Brandon <ll'ew up ons glitter in her eyes, nevertheless.
-Hel easi ng tile woman, Brandon led Brun~
one of his feet with tremendous force, and, get·
ting a brace, litel'ally pried the woman off his away.
body without having recourse to his hands at all. · The parting between the confederates in crime
As she slipped over and fell upon the fioor, was brief, bm the detective saw that the two·
Brandon sprung over her body, and, quicker wicked beings really loved each other. than a flash, seized Bruno, upset him, and had
lie baa met such cases before, where criminat
the bracelets on him in a jiffy.
man and wife had the greatest affection for each
'l'he jig was up.
othel'.
Bruno was taken to police headquarters, and.
'J'he woman made an attempt to pick up the
pistol that had fallen trom her huslland's grasp, put in a cell provided for "probationary" prisbut in a second she also was ornamented with oners; that is, arrested persons who are not
the bracelets, and the level -headed detective had turned over to a justice, but are held to abide
matters all his own way.
the arrest of a confede1a1e, or the collection of
"Now, my beauties, I've got you dead to more positive evidence.
Havi ng disposed ot Bruno, and gained just
rights. We'll talK a little business."
H11ndcufl:ed as he was, Bruno got up from the such infol'mation as he most desired, Brandon
floo r, and seated himself upon a chair, and as proceeded to his rooms.
i:lc had decided upon a desperate game,
he did so, he said:
"Wllat racket are ;you ' piping' me on?"
He telt satisfied that Henie was a prisoner in
" Well, I reckon I ve just got you on a nice Bayard Knight's house, and he had made up·
little racket, haven't l? But to come down to his mind to enter that house.
pan, I'm on you for a murder that took pince
Not with a search-wurrant, and by authority
here a few months ago, when your wife nere of law, but secretly, and on his own re~ponsihad other gamt:: than she had to-day."
bility-taking all chances.
Both man and woman were thoroughly subThe detective found a house on the street ill>
duecl no'"· and a ghostly expression came over tile rear of Knight's l'esidence, where th ey took
tile faces of bqth.
boarders, and, properly rigged out and p1ovided,
'' In fact,'' went on the detective, "I've got our hero engaged rooms there.
you down for two or thl'eelittle rackets; I reek·
At once be went to bed and slept after dinner
on your time llas corue. "
until midnight.
The man was silent, but the woman squealed.
At lhe hour named he arose and commenced
" 1 have only been in with Bruno during the preparations for the excursion he had in hand.
last few months," slle said.
At length he passed from his room, and Oll'
"Oh, that's all right, my lady, I've got you tip- toe stole down-stairs 'to the yard.
dowu fine enough! I've seen you in better togOnce in the yard, he climbed upon the fence,
gel'y than you have got on now."
and passed along until he came to the yard lie·
" You never sa-w me before."
longing to the house where Bayard Knigllt
" Well, maybe lam mistaken, but yon are lived.
not my principal game just now."
The detective was dressed in rough clothes,
Bruno now spoke up, and said:
and every way equipped like an experienced
" I had nothing to do with the liltle job that burglar.
happened here a few months ago. I was in
Alighting from the fence into Knight 's yard,
Philadelphia, in the lock-up there; got a square, he was stealing cautiously along when a gleam
honest alibi on that JOb."
of light suddeuly shot out from one of the
"1'.ou weren't in Philadelphia when you kid- lower windows.
napped a young lady under pay of Bayard
The detective came to a halt, and had his.
Knight a few months ago."
eyes tixed 011 tile window, when, to llis sur.. Ab! that's it, is it ?" exclaimed the crimi- prise, be saw the shadow bf acrouchinghuman
nal, with an expressive grunt.
torm cast upon the opposite fence.
"Well, we will op_en up on that little deal
Anothel' man was in the yard.
fil st, I l'eckon."
Brandon dropped on his hands and knees in
"Well, I had nothin);\' to do with that.. "
the darkness, and wat.ched the" other fellow.'"
" Ob, no, you and uimpy 1md Blakie were
It soon became evident that the chap was on
only on a lark when that Jillie job was put some secret errand.
thl'ough."
Possibly a common burglar and real thief.
"Gimpy's b~en' hocked,' and squealed, eh?" The detective was torced to indulge an inward.
"So must you squeal, if you don't want to chuckle at the singular situation. •
·
dance on a swing floor.''
The discovery ot the other fellow, however,
" Look here, are you heavy on finding that was only the first of a series of surprises.
gal?"
Through the window, whence the ligh t
"Oh! I l'eckon I 'm pretty close on to her gleamed, be could see the-slladows of difleren i
track."
men cast upon the white inside curtaiu.
"lt I give things dead sway, will you give a
"By George!" he muttel'ed, "my friend
lad a chance to light out?"
Knight appears to have company to-night.''
" All l cnn promise is to be easy on you."
The house had a back porch that ran clear
"You give a regular clearance ?"
across the real' of the house.
"No; you're in too deep."
~V-hilethedetectivewatched, he saw the other
" Then I 'm ruum I"
fellow crawl up the steps, and move, belly fash" Y 011 'will gairi ~othing hy being' mum,' ion, along the stoop to the windows.
an1l only make me more dead agninst you."
A moment Brnndor:i considered, and at length
"What do vou want to find out?"
mode up bis mind upon a course of action.
"Just where you took that gi rl to, the night
you ab1iucte11 her."
" You ought to llavc got that from Gimpy."
CHAPTER XXL
"Well, I'm lo111dng tor it from you.''
A MOST SINGULAR COMBAT.
"You will go light on me if I give that
away?"
BRANDON Juul decided to make a prisoner of
u"y·es."
t be " other fellow.''
"Well. we took that gal to the house where
Retiring toward the extreme rear ot the yard,
Bayard Knight li ves."
he secured a position from which he could
"ls she there now '!"
watch the man's movements t.nd then made 11
" Can't tt::ll you that."
slight noise.
"You had no hand in taking her somewhere
The man had just c1awled opposite one of
else?"
the windows, but when he heard the noise he
"No. sir."
rapidly crawled away, and <1escended the stoop.
"Well, how do you want to leave things?
The detective made another noise, ana could
l'm going to t:.ike you and your wife out walk- see that the man had ri~en to his feet, and was
ing."
peering through the darkness in the direction
" See hel'e; the first favor l ask of you is, let from wh ence the noise cnme.
my wife stay here."
"All ri ght, Johnny, l 'm here," muttered the
"To hatcll mischi ef ?"
detective, and Ile made a third movement.
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'l'he man advanced slowly and cautiously
toward the rear ot th e yard.
Brandon was bothered by the man 's boldness,
and equally as cu1ious concerning his motive.
There was a gmpe-arbor trailing over a rear
building, and the detective crawled through
the dense toliage, and, droppin~ upon his knees
and breast, laid himself on the grass plot ri~ht
in t)Je way ot the cautiously approaching man.
The latter advanced and baited., and then advanced again.
He was evidently on bis guard against a sur·
prise.
In fact, the greatest surprise n::mailied wil.J1
the detective, as be could not conceive the purpose ot the fellow whose movements were so
cautious, and unlike those of an ordiI\ary bur·
glar.
.
A man of the latter class would not have
stopped to investigate, but would have made a
hasty -retreat at once.
A momeut passed.
Not more than ten teet intervened between
Brandon and the other man.
Tile latter had come to a dead halt.
At length trom !Jis pocket. be drew a masked
lantern, slipped the slide mask, and flashed the
light around in difterent directions.
lt was a critical moment.
The ray of light might tall upon our hero, reveal his position, and the exposure invi te a bullet.
Brnndon crept forward a tew feet and then
sprung up.
Before .Ile bad time to speak the man leaped
forward, and the two strangers wue locked in a
deadly embrace.
. A terrible struggle followed.
Both men appeared anxious to avoid nnncces
sary noise, and yet each struggled vigorously
fQr the msstery over the other.
The men were pretty evenly matched, and the
struggle was a to.ugh one.
From side to side, and back ward and forward, they forced each other.
Both were powerful men, and both were well
posted in all the little tri.cks of a wrestle.
Both also appeared to hold the otlier so that
neither ooulli have recourse to a weapon.
At length Brandon got th e grape-vine lock on
his antagonist, anrl managed to throw liim to
the ~ro und.
The under man managed to secu re bis knife.
Brandon became aware of bis danger, and for
the first time spoke:
"Hold on, my man: don't try your knife, or
you are a dead man! Keep still, and you're
sate! "
In a tone of astonishment the stranger uttered
the na1.oe "Brandon!'.>
"Yes, Brandon-who in thunder are yuu?"
"Kepler."
Brandon at once rose from of!: the man, and.,
with a low laugh, exclaim,c d:
"B.v ginger, Charley, you gave me a tough
tus.sle!"
As th<'! man rose to his feet, he ,·aid:
"I'll be banged if yo11 ain't the only man in
New York could have got the better of me?"
Kepler was a detective. and a most intimate
fr iend, and at times side-partner ot our hero in
important jobs.
"What brought you here'/" asked Kepler.
"I'm 'piping' for a Jost Jamb, supposed to
be in that house yonder; and now what brought
:vou here?"
· •·I'm on tile lay for a gang of forgers. A big
johis on the carpet to swindle a big bank, and
it's my opinion the gang are inside laying their
plans."
The two gallant detectives had thus met in
the dark at the same place on different errands,
and in the gloom bad had a desperate encounter.
· Both telt that it was lucky that no greater
harm had come of the mistake. as both were
cool-headed, brave men, and at times very desperate and ready to fall back upon their weap·
ous .
.6randon explained his errand, and the two
men determined to .enter the house together, and
ldt l two birds, if possible, with the one stone.
•· We will go in .the house," said Brandon.
"l 've got no kit with me," answered Kepler.
"I have," returned Brandon; and be pieked
from the grass, where be had thrown it, a small
cirn vas bag.
The two detectives opened the bag; and, se-·
lecling such articles as they wanted, cautiously
moved toward the house.
They descen1led to the area, and soon succeerled in oprning tlw renr ha~ement door.
OL'ce within the house botu removed their

boots, took their pistols in tlteir hands, and aHcended the b:isement stairs to the parlor door.
Creeping alung they put their ears to the key·
hole an_d listened.
Within the room were five men.
They were flashy-looking fellows, all save
one.
The latter was a delicate-looking young man,
handsome and llaviug no appearance of being a
ha1dened villain like his older companions.
The mcu were gatuen~d around a tab le on
which were placed writing materials and 1lifferent colored inks.
The young man appeared pale, nervous, :ind
frightened.
Brandon had bis eye to the key bole, aud could
see aud hear all that was going on within the
room.
One thing astonisbcd him: Bayard Knight,
the owner ot the house, was uot present.
One of the men the detective recogn ized as a
notorious confidence mau.
The others were
stran gers to him-thieves or rogues from wne
toreign city, who bacl never before come under
bis obse,rvation.
A dead silence for a few minutes prevailed in
ihe room.
The four older men were gathered around the
younger man, who stood witll a pen iu his
hand, and on the table lay a check.
The little money token was duly made out
and signed, save one additional indorsement;
and it was evident that the you ng man was a
skillf ul penman who had been brought to do
the necessary and tinril manipulation.
He hesitated.
The silence was at length broken l]y one of
tl!e men, who said:
" Sip:n it, and you are worth ten thousand
dollars!"
The young man tO$Sed the :i:en upon the
table, and exclaimed:
"1 will not sign it! The tliiag won't go
through, and I will be ruinect for lite!"
"Sign it, l say!" said the man.
"I will not!"
The man raiserl a pistol to the youth's fa<::e,
and said, in a fierce, threaten it g ton e:
" Sign it, I say, or, by Heaven, I 'll send a
ball through your brain!"
"Would you murder me?"
"I will murder you if you do not write the
acceptance across the face ot lllat check! "
Brandon 's blood boiled; bnt the moment had
not quite arrived when it was time for him to
act.
.CHAPTER

xxn.

A GAME SPOILED.

THE youn.g man's face became ghastly, and
yet be made no movement to si_gn the check.
"Will you sign ?" asked the villain who held
the leveled pistol.
" I dare not sign!"
" Why did yon promise to sign, and come
here ?"
" I was w·ild with liquor. lt would min me
soul and body to commit that crime!"
The man drew bis watch from his pocket,
an<!, in a voice of terrible meaniu ~. said:
"I g ive ynG just three minutes to sign that
check, •Jr die! "
.. Ob, · Heaven!" murmured the youth, "is
there no deliverance tor me!"
" SiO"n or die!"
" I ~ill die then, in my sober senses. 1 will
never commit so great a crime."
" Il.emember, the three minutes are fleeting
awav. "
. .-you need not wait. Shoot! I'll not sign
that check!"
The youth spoke in a firm, determined 'toice,
like one who fully meant what he said.
A baffled look came over the tace of the man
who held the pi~tol.
He evidently realized that th e youug man was
made qf sterner stuft than be had judged.
A.t this moment one of the other men stepped
forward, and said:
.
"HJlrl. pard; you are not going to murder
the man?"
"I'll kill him, by Heaven?"
The other man drew a pistol, and exclaimed:
"You shoot., and I'll shoot too! I ain 't going
to stand by an d see a human being murdered in
cold blood.''
The two men exchanged glances.
t:luddenly there came th e report of a pistol;
but the ball bnriell itself in th e ceiling.
The arm of the pretended would-be asHass in
was struck up by the fellow who had interfered.

Another man than Brannon might have
rushed in to the rescue; bnt our hem knew
well th e game that was being played, and had
no fears concerning the youth ·s life.
The latter stood pedecLly still when the pistol
expl•>ded, and prnverl himself a nervy and
woudertully game youth.
A moment's silence followed, when the man
who had interfered, addressine, the youth, said :
"Charley, I want you to sign that check, but
l'll be han2ed if you are going to be harmed if
you don't."
"Thanli: yon," replied the youth, when the
man continued:
"Sei:i here, you want money. You know I ' ve
_got your finances down prett.v fine.· '
" l c.in not sign the check."
The man put his hand in !Jis pocket and drew •
forth a large roll of bills. Shll kin g the money
in the young man 's face he said:
"See here, sonny, here are five thousand dollars- enough to get you out of all ynur trouble,
and huy those diamonds for Em11ia."
A ::itraugc, preternatural light L?;leamed in the
youth's eyes.
·
It was evident that the money had a greater
influence over his will than the tear of instant
death.
" t:lign that check, and the money is yours."
The young man was seized with n tit of
trembling, while his tempter continued :
" You need take no chances; we will take all
the risk , and you make your divvy clean sure in
advance."
For the first time the youth spoke:
" How much money is there in your band ?"
"A cool five thouRand."
"And it's mine the moment the check is
signed t"
"Every ilollar: and you run no risk. There
is no man in this crowd to squeal, and you need
never know us after to-night. No one saw you
come here; no one will see you go away. You
stand a good character now; but, without this
money, you know, within a week all will be
blown-all is over with you. Emma will go
baci.~ on yo1.1, and you must fetch up in prison,
anyhow."
"Five thousand!" murmured the youth.
" Yes. five thousand; and freedom, honor,
and safety."
"By Heaven, I'll sign the check!" exclaimed
the youth, as he grasped the pen.
A look, significant and satisfactory, passed
between the forgers.
The youth made several scratches on a piece
of paper, and then quickly and dexterously
wrote an acceptance acrcss the face of the check.·
"It 's done!" be said, and there was a fearful
huskines& in his voi"ce.
"Good boy, Charley!" said the forger who
had held the n10ney, as he slipped it back in his
pocket while another took possession of the
check.
" Give me the five thousand," said the youth,
" and I will be gone."
"To-morrow," said the forger, coolly.
"To-morrow?"
"Yes."
" \'Vhat do you mean? You· promised me the
five tbousaust as soon as the check was signed. "
"You n:;.ust be out ot your bead!"
"And you won't gi\·e it to me!"
"Have yon got rats in your upper story?"
sneered the forger.
An :igonized look came over the young forger's face, and there was a wail in bis voice, as
be muttered:
"Sohl!"
"No, no, Charley, we will deal on the square.
You shall have your rake when the money is
fished upon thP. check."
"You promised the five thousand to sign!"
"Not much I"
Tile young man moved away from the table,
stepped across the room, took his liat from a
chair, and, in a pertectly cool and selt-posRessed
voice, said:
" Gentlemen, I will bid you good-evening."
" Where are you going, Charley?"
" 'I'o wait tor my rake in that check."
An idea seemed to cross the mind of one of
the forgers, and he said:
"Look here, Charley, no capers. By Heaven,
it you have made up your mind to squeal,
you'll only get yourself sent np! We'll all swear
against yon ."
"I won ' t squeal; but I will get square if the
money promised me is not paid within twentytonr hours!"
The two detectives were witne8ses to the
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whole scene and listeners to the whole convcr·
.sation.
As the young man moved toward the door,
Brandon whispered a few words to Kepler, and
both men passerl back toward the rear ot the
hall.
The y oung man left the parlors, and passed
out into the street.
One second later, Kepler the aetective followed out after him.
The youth proceeded up the street, and, when
.about two blocKs away trom the scene ot his
crime felt a heavy band upon his shoulder.
1 ha youth turned and faeed the detecli.ve,
Kepler.
" What do you want?' '
"l want you," answered the detective.
"Want me?" ·
"Yes."
"What fvr? "
"Forgery!"
The young man uttered an exclamation, supp lemented with the remark:
" So soon?"
" Yes, my young friend; punishment tollowH
like a shadow close on the track of crime."
"Well, I suppose the jig is up!" and with
the words the youth clapped a revolver to his
temple.and fired .
A fri endly hand, however, guided by a quick
e ye, saved .the would-be suicide from the feartnl conseq uences of his rash act.
Detectives are always on the look-out for just
such like attempts, and from what Kepler had
seen of the youth, he was doubly on his guard.
"See here, yonng man, that wouldn ' t have
m ended matters."
" I will do it yet.
Your arrest won't
amount to anything. "
"Oh , yes, it will! Now listen: I know all
the circumstauces under which you wrote that·
acceptance."
.. Tben you know how great a villain 1 am f"
"I do not consider you a villain, a nd 1 have
not arrested you to.ruin you, but to save you."
" Savl• me !"
" Y e~. "
" Fro m what?"
" F rorn the consequences of your last act,
a nd from becoming a rogue, indeed. "
"That's odd folk to come from a ddective."
" How do you know I am a detective?"
"Ali , tnat's easy! I'm an old New York
boy. "
"Well , it may be strange talk , but it's
~qua1 ·e talk, and now listen; yoli were compelled to sign that cbecK with a pistol at your
bead?"
" No , that didn't work."
" Well, it was tried ?"
"Yes. "
"'rhat 's all l saw-that saves you, and now
listen; I am on the track of those chaps who
got you into this deal."
'' W ell?"
"No harm shall come to you. They are old
11r nds at the busine8s; they would 'bilk' you
o uG of your share, even if their job went
through. "
" I know that."
"Yon intendea· to warn the bank of its danger, without any regard to the consequences to
yourselt ?"
The young man gave a start, nnd answered :
" How clo you know that?"
"I ' m right anyhow."
" W ell ?"
"You must not warn the bank,"
"You will save me that trouble, J suppose.? "
"W ell, not just the way you imagine."
" I slrnll do it myself."
" W ait. l'iow take things easy, and listen to
me. How much are you behindhand with the
hank? "
"Row do you know I am connected with a
Lank ?"
"Ah, that's all right; aud I know you are
behindhand in your accounts.
Now, how

" Are you on the square?"
" l am; and working in your interest."
"I am only a few hundreds behind at the
bank; but it's as bad as thougb it were as many
thousands, if they drop on it."
"I'll let you have tbe money to set your account square? '
"Why should you do thi$?"
"Well, I'll tell you some day, but now listen; you shall make your account good. I'll
cover your signing of the check by claiming that
you were acting as a decoy duck for me--in
fact, you unconsciously were, as 1 could have
prevented yon from signing, if I had cbosen."
At this moment two men were SP.en coming
down the street, and the detP.ctive drew the
young man aside.

I

mu c b ~"

" lt's none of yonr business."
" Yo u're a game 'un; but promise good, and
I am go in' to see you through. 1 like you; you
a re not a rogue at heart, and I've tnken a fancy
to you. I ' m bouna to save you, whether you fall
i u easy with me or not."
" You can 't fool me, You're putting up a
j oh,"
"No, lam not; and the proof that I am not
lies in the fact that 1 intend letting you go. I
s hall not r.rrest you."
The yo nn!!; man was silent a moment, bi;t al
length inq uired:

CHAPTER

xxm.

BRANDON PASSES 'fHROUGH FIRE.
AFTER the two men had passed, the detective

explained to the young man the whole plan.
Charley Brigllton was a shrewd young fellow, and saw through the whole arrangement,
and inwardly thanked a good Providence that
had saved him from the terrible consequences
of some months ot wrong-doing, into which he
had been led by fast company and fast Jiving.
In the meantime, Brandon was working his
little gan::e in Bayard Knight's house.
Our hero was not on the "forgery Jay." His
purpose was to recover the missing girl, Renie
Ruthendale, wlw, he had reason to believe, was
concealed in that house.
'
After the departure oi the young man,
Charley Brighton, the four forgers held a sort
of jubilee meeting, and Brandon picked up a
great many points for bi"S friend Kepler.
Atler halt an hour the men took their departure, and during tbe whole time Bayard Knight
hac not put in an appearance.
Brandon ·commenced a thorough search of
the house.
He proceeded upstairs, found the rooms easy
of access on the second floor, but did not enC()unter a single sign of Knight.
lt was a three--story house, and he proceeded
to the third flo.or.
Two rooms he found open, but the third was
locked.
Hope rose in the officer's bosom.
He had his bag with him, and, producing a
skeleton key, soon unlocked the door.
lie was in darkness, but a ready match soon
gave him light.
He turnert the gas on low, and commenced a
search.
He was speedily thrilled by a discovery.
On the floor Jay a dress. One glance was
sufficient for the keen -eyed detective.
It was the very dre~s Ren ie had on every
time he had seen her.
A further search revealed the hat shP. had
worn.
The question was, Where was the girl?
He had at least struck a trail.
A most thorough and careful search failed to
reveal anything iurther.
It struck the officer as stran_ge that he bad not
met a living Roul in the house, save the four
criminals whom he had " piped " down in the
parlor.
He descended a,Q'ain to the second floor .
Here he turned on the gas lower, and soon
made up his mind that he was in the rooll!_ occupi~d by the master of the house.
It strnck him then that probauly Knight had
sent all his people away, as he was playing a
masked game, and teared that, when the gambiers met in his house, some little point might
be given away.
No burglar ever went through a man's
efl:ects with more freerlom arnl u m g froid than
rt id the detective through the efl:ects oi the man
Knight.
He was hunting for clews, and his search
was destined to be rewarded in a most simple,
yet. astonishing and ·important manner.
Brnndon opened locks and drawers with perrect ease, and came across certain documents
that he knew would s1:;rve a good purpose at
some future time; but not the least sign could
he find leading to the wllereabouts of Renie. ·
lie found some clothing ir. a wardrobe, and
yet was his search unrewarderl.
At length he espied an old bundle lying on
the floor of a pantry.
Eureka! here wa~ something.
He undid the bundle, and a complete suit of
ragged old clothes. including slouched hat, and
all, roll «il upon tile floor.
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"A disguise!" muttered the detective, and
he commenced going through the pockets.
He found lots of little odds and ends, but n:>
clews.
He was about casting tile clothes aside in n
disappointed manner, when just the minutest
corner of a little printed c~rd peeped out of the
watch-pocket of the vest.
A glad smile came C>V'er the detective's face.
It was a little thing to find, and, to one less
keen. would hav<: proved meaningless· to the
deleclive it spoke volumes.
. '
lt almost told him, in so irany words, just
where to go to look for the missing girl.
It was the one half uf an excursion railroodticket to a town back in the J"ersey mountains.
The fact of finding the ticket wa~ not so much
in itself, but the finding of it in the disguis{)
cloth_ing was very significant.
The detective rolled np the clothing as he had
found it, restored the ticket to tbe pocket,
turned oft tbe ga~, and was just starting to
leave lhe room, when the darkness was illuminecl by a tlash, followed by a loud report, and
a pistol-hall whistled past his ear.
Down to the floor dropped the detective, and
then he commenced to crawl in the direction
whence the shot had come.
A second shot followed, but the ball went far
over his head. as the pistol had evidently lieen
aimed toward the spot where he bad stood when
tbe first shot was fired,
He had talwn a nasty survey of the lay of the
rooms, and, instead of seeking an encounter,
thought it betler 1or his purpose to escape without being recognized, it possible.
Ile crawled to the passage-way leading from
the front to the rear room.
He reached the latter, rose to his feet, passed.
out into the hall, and made for the bead of the
stairs,
ln the darkness he ran against a man .
There was no more chance for dodging.
One blow sent the man reeling against tb1
wall, and Brandon leaped down the stairs,
The man commenced firing his pistol, and, at
the same time, shouted in a most lusty manner:
"Tbieves, thieves! Murder, mnrder1"
At the foot of th!'l 3tairs the detective sprung
into the arms ot a woman.
The latter proved herself to be muscular and
game. She seized the supposed burglar, and set
up a shrill scream of" Murder! murder!" .
Poor Brandon found matters getting hot . .
All he could do was to seize the woman in
his arms and give her a wild toss throu~h the
parlor aoor, and away he sped down the kitchen
stairs.
llere again be met a woman, and ran clear
into the last as be had the first.
The bouse, which a few moments before ap·
peared to be deserted , had suddenly become
alive with people.
The last woman, however, fortunately did
not stop to show fight, but ran screaming away
into the basement, where she tbrnw herself upon
the floor, and lay and kick'ed and screamed.
'I be detective at lPngtb made the yard; but,
alas! the alarm had been g iven, and a cop was
at his heels.
lirnndon leaped the rear fence, but had hardly
touched the ground when a burly policeman
came tumblin.g after him.
A grapple followe<l.
Branaon tried to make himself known to the
frantic cop; but the latter was a greenhorn,
and woulrl not bear ·it, but commenced laying
about wildly wi th bis club.
.The detective got mad.
He was a wonderfully powerful man, and,
suddenly seizing the policeman, in his anns, he
raised him aloft, and actually threw him over
the fence into the yard from whence he bad just
come.
Once again tree; the detective started to daslr
away, but the one cop had been re-enforced by
two :ir three others.
A couple got on the fence, and one on the
rear builrling, and all three commencea a pistol
tusilade.
The whole neighborhonrl had oecome aroused.
1 he period for explanation had passed.
It now became a matter of life and death
with the king o~ the detectives.
It was about the hottest spot he had ever been
in, in all 4is lite.
· He managed to leap a fence and get beyond
the range ot fire of the policemen, but suddenly
tbe rear window of the house of the yard wh -crn
he had taken refuire was raised ar;ll a man appeared with a 1ifle in bis hand.
That tbe last t:bap v.·oula not take an ex-
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planation was most certain, and poor Br1mdon
did about the tallest gymnastics be hall ever in dul ged in.
Death appeared to grin at him al every tum.
Over he bounded into another yard; but a
cop had managed to strike the iencc, and commenced blazing away.
Afterward, in relating the wonderful experience ot that fearful night, the detective always
said that it was a mystery to him h<tw, amid
such a perfect hail-storm of bullets, he escaped
without a scratch.
By rapid jnmµing, however, he managed to
get beyond his immediate pursuers, and finally
found a place where he lay low for a while.
At length he stole forlh. aud thou ght he was
all right, when sudaenly a man sprung upon
him.
"Bold on , my hearty! I 've Jl:Ot you safe and
sound now!" was the salutation that tell upon
Brandon's ear.
CHAPT.Fm XXlV.
A CLEW AT

LAST.

OuR hero's troubles, however, for the tim e
being, were over.
Ile recognized the voice ot the man, who
proved to be a brother detective who was on the
search for the supposeil burglar.
lt took Brandon but a ser.ond to make himseli known and expluin matters, and the thing
was all right.
'l'he detective who was looking tor him had
sent all the cops away, and it wa!t an easy matter for Brandon to reach his temporary 1.1uarters.
Upon the following day our hero had an interview with Lady Kate.
Brandon was just prepnring to go out to Jersey, when Lady Kate entered nis office.
"l want. lo see you," said the woman.
"Well, 1 am glad you have come!"
u Why?"
·" I was just abnut leaving town."
" On what lay?"
"l don't think it would be wise to tell yon
just ut present. "
" You have found a clew to Renie Ruthendale?"
"Supporn I have ?"
"You must tell me about it."
'·'Not vet."
"You ·m ust!"
" lo good time."
"No, now; my life is in t.langer; I know
not at what moment I may be murdered!" ·
"By whom ?"
. "Bayard Knight: he has discovered my
identity and is on my track!"
" If he has di scovered yom identity, he has
succeeded in domg what 1 have failed in ., .
" Rave you not suspected since recent occurrences~"

"Yes; I have had a suspicion."
" What have you suspected?"
"Should I speak 1ight out?"
" Certainly."
" I have suspected that you were the widow
ot old Ruthendale, the mdher ot the missing
Reni e."
"You are right!" answered Lady Kate, as a
pallor overspread her handsome face.
" Why have you found it necessary, Mrs.
Rutb edale, to go in dis.!!:nise?"
" l have had two reasons."
" Name them."
" In the first. place I assumed the role ot a
detective in order to learn the business , ana
gather the necessary experience that might
some day aid me in recovering m:v child."
"You have always suspected she Jived ?"
"Yes."
" What other reason had you for hiding
yourself?''
"Do you not know?"
"I do not."
" 1 am und er indictment tor murder."
"You unuer indictment for murder ?"

"Yes."
"How comes that?"
" It waR accomplished by that villain, Knight ;
he could not have had me convicted, but the
excitement of a triul would have killed me."
"Bayard Knight's career ot villainy is clrawiog to a close."
" I fear not ; even if I should find my child
I could not establish her identi ty."
"Oh, you might!"
"No.,~ou do not und erstand all the circumstances.
"Possibly you do not. " saiit the detective
with a strange smile on hi s face.

The king of the detectives saw through
"Y9u may have accomplished something
that I know nothing about; 1 do not forget Knight's game.
that you are the king of detectives."
He had work"d all his plans down fine, and
"Well, if I ever r ecover Renie I will guar- one single murder would win him the estate he
had 'been conspi rini;- so long to steal.
antee to prove her identity."
A decision was to be rendered in his favor,
" I have heard trom my lawyers that the case
ot this Knh!lit against the estate is likely to he but at the last moment the widow mi gbt ap pear on tbc ileld and block bis game again.
decided i11 11iti favor."
" But you can reappear upon the scene, anu
One clean murder, and the game was played.
that will knock him over."
to a successful issue!
'l'hr. detective saw that the ruffian would not.
"I fear not; you have no idea what a deep
hesitate at a murder, no matter how great the·
and cunning man he is."
"Well, you have no idea what e. deep and risk, as it was lose or win on that game.
In a disguise different from any that he had.
cunning man I am! I have got the turn on
yet assumed, but well calculated tor the tine
our mutual friend."
"Ohl I know you are a keen and sharp man, play hehad in hand, Brandon slippcaout of his.
but you have not had as many weeks to w-0rk office and took his way to the point from
whence Lady Kate was to lead the assassins on a
in as tha~ man Knight has had years."
"What game has he worked?"
" gay " tramp.
" Re has managed to prove that 1 was never
Mr. Ruthendale's wife; that Renie was not his
child."
CHAPTER XXV.
" You say he has proved this?"
A DEADLY COMBA'l' IN A CEMETERY.
" Well, he 1~ about to prove ii."
The detective fixed his keen eyes on the
WHEN Lady Kate had left the detective's
woman, and askect, in a nieaning t)ne;
room s, she had proceeded direct to the park.
" \V ill it be true what he proves?"
and had wandered around but a few mon'ients,
" As talse as his own false heart!"
when she ob!!erved the two dark-JookinJl: mer>
"It will "II be concocted proof?"
dodging around behind her.
" Every item of it."
She was not ut all uervouij, now that she knew
"You oeerl have no fear. I have got the that the keen, watchful eyes ot Brandon were
' tnr:i' ou that man, and you arc aware th:.1t 1 on the lookout tor her.
never speak unless 1 know just what I am talkSo much confidence bad she in the man who·
ing about."
was to protect her, that. she was prepared It>
"1'hat man is seeking to murder me; only start on the very minute at the expiration ot th e
last night I was followed by two murder rns- hour.
lookiog fellows."
She knew that the king of the detectives was
" You mnst only be on your guard br a always punctual to the second.
few hours longer, then· I will be in a position
Lady Rate crossed over in front of the Aslo~
I<' proceed; ancl the devil help Bayard Knight, .House, and took a square start, with the men
as the man will speedily be where all his little close at her heels.
Her instructions were to lea<! them to a lonely
schemes will avail him nothing."
"But I fear ere that i1 accomplished my life place, where they would have an opportunity
will have paid forteit to 1hat villain."
to open their game.
"Why are you in such terror ot him?"
She walked along Broadway to Grand Street.
" Two strange looking men, I tell .vou, have
The men were tollowing her, but she saw n<>
been upon my track. and I believe I have only one who would answer the description of the
preserved my life by avoiding giving them a detective.
chance to murder me. I would leave town,
Au idea struck her; she would invite death
hut they are so closely on my track that they where the <lead lay.
would most assuredly trail me, and 1 would be
A Grand ~tr~t -car was passing, and she enat. their mercy.' '
tered it.
"You are right there, Mrs. Ruthendale, you
Fitteen minutes brought her to the Grand
must not leave town; but you can remain SL·~et Ferry.
quietly in your home."
She pusscd on to the boat leading to Brook"They have tracked me to my home."
lyn, and glancing around, feared that slie had
"Ah, ha! that chauges the complexion of thrown the assassins oft the trail, as sl1e saw
things. Those rascals must ::ie attended to at nothin!! ot them.
once.''
Lady- Kate did not wish to go of!' on a wild" lf I were not afraid ot secret assassination, goose chase; and after sit.ting a few moments
although I am but a woman I wouid not fear in the ladies' cabin, came out on the deck, in·
them; but to be murdered in my bedl"
teu<!iog to go ashore.
"1 will protect you, madam _ you need have
As she emerged from the cabin, she beheld
110 fears. W c will set a little trap tor these the two men just passing on board the boat.
' knifers, ' and if they do not come up with a
She re-eutere<l the cabin and sat down.
sharp turn. my name ain't· Brandon, and I ' ve
The cliains were unfastened, and the boat
got no righ t to all the credit 1 have received as swept out into the river.
u detective."
Lady Kate had loolrnd around for the man
"We might lead them on a chase, l\ir. Bran- who was to give her !he signal.
don ?"
She saw no one who answered to tile appear"That is jmt what I was thinking. You ance of Brandon , even in disguise
have seen tllose men who are dogging you?"
She began to grow nervous, bnt rememberm~
" 1 have. "
that Brandon was a man who never failed, she
"Ate they Americans?"
retained her seat.
'J No. sir."
When the boat arrived on the Brooklyn side
"Did ynu detect what count.rymen they slie passed out, and entered an ~ast New York
were?"
car.
" I feel assured that they are gypsies."
After a few seco11ds the car started , and she
"What ?'
•
saw nothing ot the two n1en.
"Gypsies."
It. was about forty miontes' ride to the place
" 1'11 be hanged if they are not new p;ame for where she had determined to go.
me! but we will give these gypsies a lesson in
Shl:l stopped the car, and, alighting, passed
cunning. You go out on the street, make by toward the entrance Jeadiug into Evergreen
yourself as conspicuous as you can, and if they Cemetuy.
lt was late in the atternoon, and although ~he
follow y<•u , lead them out or town to some spot
was a woman of wonderful nerve, she began t<>
where they may be led to show thdr hand.
"Will you come with an open front?"
teel shaky again.
uNo."
She knew that it she entered the cemetery
"Row will you cover?"
and passed any distance irom the entrance, it
" Well, you know the old signal?"
would be dark bdore she could regain the
"1 do."
tlioroughfare.
Arriving within a short distance of the en" You will know me by that."
trance, she stopped and looked back.
"How Jong before you will be ready?"
She saw two men alighting irom a co1·erecl
" Start vour run an hour from now."
wago11.
Once glance was sufficient.
The
" Where shall I lead ont trom ?"
ass11ssins were close upon her track, but no"Take clear from tbe Astor House."
Mrs. Rnthenrlale. or Lady Kate, as our read- where was Brandon to be seen.
Her heart failed her. She dared not proceect
ers have known her, went forth.
Brandon knew that it was not necessary to go any further.
Once within the &hadow of the lonely cemeinto details with the woman, as she was sharp
and shrewd, aocl both would he compelled to be tery she would be at the mercy of the assassins.
A strong arm, and a hand armed with a.
governed in their actions by developments.
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drnife. would make but short work of her, a
weak woman.
Sile turned to retrace her steps, when suddenly
,ghe came face to face with a tall lady dressed
fa deep mourning and heavily veiled.
The veiled woman passed close to her, and
"'·alked on toward the cemetery.
Two hundred feet behind the veiled woman
were the two assassins.
Mrs. Ruthendale stood one moment irresolute,
.a nd tben nl'rved by a stranJ?:e courage, turneci
.and walk Eli back toward the cemetery entrance.
lt wus well on toward sunset, but she walked
b oldly tonvard, having evidently made up her
mind to see the adventure through to the eud.
She struck a winding path, and walked onward until 3he came to a part of the ceru.etery
that was drear and lonely.
She had lost siJ?:ht for a time of the !ally in
black, but suddenly beheld her kneeling beside
,a grave.
Her terrors may have returned, and the pres-ence of any one at the moment wilen sucil a
peril threatened her, appeared better tilan being
alone, and she walked directly toward the worn.t m in blnck.
lt was not out of place for one woman, under
t he circumstances, to address another, and
:Mrs. Rut hendale said :
" Have you a relative bmiecl ilere?"
The woman answered from beneath her vail.
"l have a reason for bending over this
_g rave."
Lady Kate approached nearer the woman in
black, and Vllbispered:
· ' Thev have tollowed me."
" I know it. Hemain here, and we will see
how they show their hands," was the singular
.answer.
Lacly Kate's heart bounded.
She knew that the king of detectives was, ac-1!ording to his usual custom, " on hand."
The two women engaged in conversation,
oancl in a few moments the two tlark·faced men
.drew near.
They stopped near where the two vrnmrn
were standing, and seemed engaged in a cons ultation.
Occasionally they would point toward the
t wo women, and finally both approacil~cl.
Lady Kate had her cue, and paid no attention to them, when one of them stepped di·
rect ly toward her and said :
" Yen are my prisoner!"
"Your prisoner?" exclaimed Lady Rate, re-coiling.
·
" Yes."
" Who are you?"
"\Ve are officers."
"Show your authority."
The secourl ruffian advanced and said:
"Don't stand palavering, Brent; tetch her
:along!"
TM woman in black now stepped forward,
,and in a strange voice, said :
"Gentlemen, this is an outrage!"
" What have you got to say abou t it?"
.. l shall scream for assistance."
"See b~re, madam: would you interfere with
-Officers in the discharge of their duty? "
"I do uot believe that you are officers; you
intend some outrage."
" Take yom prisoner, Brent!" said one of the
·men.
Both spoke in broken English.
Tile man advanced to take hold of Lady Kate,
when the woman in black stepped before him.
" Get out ot the way!" shouted the mau, in
.a fierce. threatening voice.
" Go off aho ut your business I You are not
.officers, but two ruffians."
The men looked around in every direction,
to see if they were watched, when one of them
.exclaimed, in a hoarse voice:
"We have no time to lose, Brent; give it to
.her here !"
" The other witch is in my way."
"Lay her out!"
The man drew a naKed knite from his coal.
"Murderers!" exclaimed the woman in black,
·"what would you? "
"Stand aside, or 1 will cut yonr throat I"
" You can not come near this lady."
"Stand aside, 1 say, or, by Heaven, 1'11 cut
your throat! ·
" Go ofl'l"
"Give it to 'em, Brent; we're losing time!"
The assassin leaped torward, .knife in hand;
·but suddenly he reeled, with a yell, and fell
•Over on the grass, and a second later the other
-villain lay beside him. Burt Brandon had unmasked.

Beneath the folds ot his dress he had carried
a stout" billy," anct no man ever walked who
could use it with more deadly ellect.
The first villain had rolled over and over, and
had risen to his feet; but in a momP.nt down be
went again, with a second blow from that fearful billy.
The second one a!so bad risen to his feet, and
had drnwn a pistol: but before he could raisH
it, Ludy Kate had shoved a cocke<.I revolver under his nose, and, in firm ton es, she bade him
lie dowu .
The man dropped.
Like all secret a•sassins, he was a coward_
At this moment Brandon advanced, and gave
him a severe tap upon tbe head.
The men had shown their hands, and had
been beaten at their own game.
ln a twinkling both had- tile bracelets on them,
and were as harmless as lambs.
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TRANG E T n A L.
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HAVING settled the two assassins, the detect.
ive rapiuly slipped oft the lady's gear, and appeared in male toggery.
l:le lrnd worn the disguise over bis ordinary
clothes.
Rolling the articles in a bundle, he said:
"Yo11 take these, l\'lrs. Ruthendale, and 1 will
march these two men along."
" Will you noln tilem ?"
" I reckon 1 will; and they will serve me as
good witnesses when I come to have my final
accountin!! with Bayard Knight."
The two men were on their feet, and commenced tv beg to be set free.
Brandon laughed in their faces. and ordered
them to march.
The men - whc were miserable. ordinary
assassins, who could be hired by any one to do
a murder for less than a hundred dollars-made
all kinds of offers to confess_
Brandon was not quite ready for their con fession, and promised a little more "billy ·' it
they did not get along.
At the entrance gate, the detective told 1\'Irs.
Ruthendale to go on alone_
" You are safe now," he said, "and will attract too much attention if you remain with
me."
lt was early in the evening, and Brandon put
his prisoners in a car.
A fP.W questions were asked of him; but he
knew just how to put off all curious inquiries,
and soon had bis two prisone1s safe and so und
in the Tombs.
The dny following the incidents related, our
hero laid out to pipe the man Bayard Knight.
For two days he hovered around the fellow's
home betore he caught sight ot him.
On the third day t1.e saw his gnme come forth .
Brandon was on the man's ileel~.
Knight crossed town, and entered a respectable-looking house.
The fellow remained in the house about two
hours, anrl then came forth and returned
straight to his own abode.
•
Tile detective kept upon his track, heel and
toe, until he saw him disappear through his
·own door.
"1 reckon I'll just measure what sort of a
shop that is he has just visited," muttered the
detective, as he retraced his steps to the ilouse
Knight had visited.
.
lt appeared to be a very respectable house,
situated iu a row ot houses "that appeared to be
occupied by 11 very honest sort ot people.
The detective entered the grocery store ou the
corner.
The latter was kept bv a jolly German.
The grocerymun sold liquor on the sly.
The detective speedily" piped" down to that
little game, and determined to make it serve bis
purpose.
He dodgen around !he corner and disappeared
out of sight for a few seconds, and when be
reappeared no one would ilave suspected the
miserabJe.Jooking tramp to have been the trimlooking old nian who had been gazing in t_be
Dutchman's store window a few moments before.
The seeming tramp entered the store and
called for a piece ot pie, and, after eating it,
called for some crackers and cheese.
·
When he came to pay tor what he had eaten,
he showeil considerable money_
·
Tue Dutchman saw the money, and his cunning eyes twinkled. He was evidently amazed
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at seeing so much money in possession of such
a miserable-looking wretch.
Ile had been very gruft and short with the
supposHl tramp; butsucfdenly his whole manmr
changed, autl he became quite pleasant and
talkative.
" You vas hat blenty ot vork clese hard
times?"
·
" Divil a hair's work hev I done these twelve
months! "
"Veil, how it vas you got so much greenbacks'! " ar:d the Dutchman dropped bis voice,
and spoke in a cunning, confidential tone, as he
added: "You v11s make a leetle strike mit a
banli. ?"
" No. sir," answered the suppornd tramp,
with great dignity of manner. "Siue I've·
plentv of money, and l came honestly by it,
at that!"
"Vas your fadder goue dead?"
"No, sir."
'.'. Ven i'. v,~s yoar mudder?"
No, sir.
"Your bruader, eh?"
"No."
"Veil, bow vas it you vas so rich all mil a
sudden?"
"Would ye loike ter know?"
"Ob, 110; it vas none of mine business." ·
"Begorra, but I'd just as lief tell ye!"
''Oh, neler mind; it vas your own business."
" Welt, now, I'll Jet ye into a sacret. l'm
Asthor in rli~guise, an<l I'm jist takin' a walk
around to ~ee how me tenants are geltin' along
these foine clays."
'l'he Dutchman Jr,uf<hed, and asked the tramp
to have something to Llrink.
'' 'l'o dhrink! Why 1 thought tliis was a
grocery store?"
'' Vell, ~o it vas: but, you know, I alvays
keep a bottle ven 1 hat distinguished men
come to see me mit a disguise. "
"Well, ye appear to be a very nice mon, and
I don't moiud it I take a wee dhrop wicl ye."
The Dutchman led the detective to the rear
part of thE' store an cl opening a ceclur chest drew;
forth a bottle.
Unfortunately for the poor there are too many
ot those chest~ around grocery stores.
The Dutchman meant business.
His cupidity wa.q aroused by the siglit of the
seeming tramp's money.
He concluded as a matter of course, the
money had been stolen, and knew well that stolen ntoney went freely.
He had no conscientious scruples, beinJ!: willing to gobble all the greenbacks that Le could.
The customer pretended to drink otf his
liquor, and, smacking his lips, 1•xclaimed:
"Begorra, that's good! And, as ye are a
nice sort of man, suppose ye have another wid
me?"
The Dutchman's eyes glittered with a cunning
delight.
Re bad made up his mind to have a good
share of that money before his customer got
away.
They bad a second drink, the tra_mp once
more rlisplaying his money.
Again the Dutchman said:
"\ou vas make ·a big strike, anyhow. somevare.''
"No, no, Dutchy. I know ye are astonished
to see me wid so much money, but 1'11 just relave your anxiety. It's me sisther's money,
that's livin' wid the people over there in 429."
" Vat I you hat got a sister dot lits of er in
429?' '
"Yes, 1 have."
A strange look came over the German's tace,
and reaching over the counter, be whispered in
the detective's ear:
"Say, mine friendt, vas you know all apout
dot house, 429 ?"
" Well. no: me sisther took sarvice there
about a month ago, and to-day was the first
toime I called to see her."
"Vas your sister a square girl."
"Begorra, 1'11 make yer nose flat toyer cheek
if ye would dare say she was not!"
''Yell, den,.mine friendt, 1 vas dell you somedings; ·• and the Dutchman assumed a very
mysterious air.
" What would ye tell me?"
"Veil, you bad petter look oudt."
" Look out for what?"
" Dot house ofer dere vare you sister vas
Ii fin.'•
"What do ye mane?"
"Veil, now, dere vas somedings strange
aboudt dot house."
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THE KING OF THE DETECT IVES.

"For the love of Heaven, lton't be afther
He passed near them, and at a glance recog" Come and have another dhrink,"' said tlie
shuttin' the door ou me, I'm starvin' , indade! " ni,.ed them as t NO ot the men who had been
tramp; "ye've given me quit(; a tright."
"Troth, that's what they all say!"
with the gang who had forced the young man,
"Yell, ef your siste1: vas a nice girl, it vas
" Wtll, it's the truth l'm tellin' y e. I Diver Charley Brighton, to sign the talse acceptance
peHer dot you got her oudt mit dot honse."
· " Come on, now; spake ollt just what ye beggeu atore in me life; but it's a long- tramp on the check.
l've bad this blessed day!"
"Ah, ha!" muttered Brandon; "1 reckon
ruane. ''
"And they all say that, too!"
this youth smells a mouse. 'Nell, well, come
· •· Veil, dere vas bad tings said mit dot home. "
"Well, may I never call uown bad luck <'n along, gentlemen. We will play a nice little
" Well, what is said?"
yer head for drivin ' a hungry man from your game ot hide and-seek, and it 1 don't get the
"You vould not git me avay?"
brace on you, why, call me a 'duller,' that's
door!"
·
"Not a bit!"
nil!"
" ls it real hungry ye are?"
"Veil, I dell you somedings. About dree
The detective turned down a side street, and
" I am. indade, or 1 wouldn't be standin'
veeks ago, one night, J vas uai some triendts
here begging from su;·h a hard-hearted craythur atter walking a little way, saw that the two men
dot stay in mine store very late."
were on his track, but he could see nothing of
as ye are!"
" ·Well?"
The girl couldn't stand to be called hard- the fellow Bayard Knight.
'' And ven dey vas gone home, l goes mit dem
"Ahal that's the game you're working, eh?"
to der corner."
hearted, and ehe said:
: "Well'!"
" Well , jusl wait a minute: sure ye may Jnughed the Jolly detective, as he sauntered
''Ven 1 vas comin' pack, shust as I vas op- rcJlly be in hade, and ].'m not the one to drive along, still retaining in his manner the assumed
characte1· of ::i poor tramp.
posite 42!J, dere vas a carriage corne up mit der an honest, hungry man from the door."
door.··
"That chap, Bayard Knight, is a gharp one,
The girl went back to the kitchen, and returned in a feu moments with a large piece ot after all," soliloquized the detective. "He
"That was not stran"e was if'!"
clropped to my disguise when 1 was shadowing
" Veil, it vas after t•~eivP o'cl~ck, and it vas bread.
not mooch aboudl rler carriage; bul dere vas a • The tramp commenced eating-, and the girl him J!irs~, and has t umed the tables on me."
T he detective walked on a ~hort distance furscream llot comes omit mit der cnrriage, and I became convinced that he was really an honest
ther, ::ind ::itill snw that the two men were upon
know dot 1t vas a voman dot make der poor fellow.
" Would ye have a cup of could tay?" ohe his track,
scream."
The gamo was an open one. Bayard Knight
askerl.
" How do ye )l:now it was a woman?"
"l<'nith, it would make me happy as a lord! " dill not !mo\7 ~'hat the detective had even seen
" Veil, l vas know by de voice; and d1·n 1
"Well, come in and I'll j ust make ye "hnppy, the ~wo rnen,
know somedings awful, but I nefer says nutting
llt was evident the schemer had known that
about it."
seein ' ye are an honest man and in real nade."
'i'hc tramp winked at an imaginary friend as the two men were at his house, and when he
" What did ye see?"
"Yell, I vas dell you. It vas a hansome he followed th<> good-natured servant into the discovered Urnt hP was being shadowed, he hau
l their services to track the
kitchen, and in a few moments he was engaged returned and Sl'c
young girl, and it vas shust awful!"
detective, and beat him at his own game.
in a pleasant conversation with her.
T<lis was thP theory ot Brandon, and he hat!
It is the weakness of servant-girls to tnlk a
great deal wuen they once get started, and es- hit upon the right. one, aA Bayard Knight had
pecially when they have a fancied grievance worked his cards with the two villains by tellCHAPTER XXVII.
ing them that the man was the one who was on
against their mistre~s.
BRANDON AND KNIGHT TAKE ANOTHER TILT.
The girl was soon openini; her heart to her their track Olr! the little check game.
" Kill him!" said Knight to these men, " and
guest.
BRANDON was on the alert now.
She told how she had been in the house two your roa::l is clear. "
At last he had tracked Bayard Knight down to
"Point him out to us and we wilt give the
months, that the pay was good, bnt there was
where he hail concealed his victim.
undertaker a chance!" was tlie reply.
Tue detective had wondPrful command of his something queer about the people.
Thus it was that the two men were really ou
"Shure, ii 's a board in' -house l was toll!."
countenance, however, and acted his part well.
" Well, it. is, but it's strange boarders. they Brandon's track, intenclin_!! to Jay him out as
He betrayed no excitement, but only showed
their supposed Nemesis, when, in reRlity, they ·
the ordinary curiosity that might be ei::hibited have here, shure."
" An' ain' it aisy for ye to know what is were only doing the job (in case they succeedby a mau of his pretenrJed condition.
ed) tor Knight.
goin' on?''
ln an oft-hand manner he said:
1t was not the fi~·st. time that Brandon •had
" Faith, there's one room in the house no one
"Oil, begorra! that warn't nothing stran.ge;
shure thim things often happen among the big enthers; it is said that it's a crazy woman they had a brace ot forgers and desperadoes on his
have kept there-a sister to the lady ·as kapcs track ''ith the intention of assassinating !Jim.
bugs."
He was forewarned, however, and would not
" 1' es, dot vos all right; but den I dell ycr the house. "
have cared if there hall been a dozen instead of
" Did ye iver see the crazy woman?"
dis wer' somedings else-somcdings wer' de
two
of them.
"Di vii a glimpse ov her did I iver have, or
matter mit dot gal more as vot ,vou vos tin ks."
Knight had tolfl the men it was the " cop "
" Oh, mabbe she hcd been to a ball and "was any one else in the honse; sh ure she was
overr.ome wid the dancin'; I've often seen that brought here from the asylum one night, and who was " heeling " them. He did not tell
she's been kept close in the room iver since, the them that the man was Brandon. The fellows
mesel'. ''
" Ah! dot . vos all right; but hole on, ven 1 mistress bein' the only one who has iver brought kuew Brandon too well to have ever attempted
to lay him out.
dell you dot youngs Jacly made a fight mit dose food to her."
"An' ye say it is a regular boardin'-house?"
tellers ven dey vos . carrying her up der stoop,
''Av coorse."
heh? Vot you link mit dut? It vos no fatigue,
"Any one can get board here?"
CHAPTER xxvm.
or vot you call him."
"Av coorse, it ti.icy are respectable. Shure,
"She struggled wid 'em?" .
FINE PLAY BE'l'WEEN FOUR SHARP MEN.
"Yes, she did; and one of de mens had· a there's nothing agin the house only the mystery
mask-or vot you call him ?-of er his face, and ov the crazy woman above there."
So liltle did the detective care for these fero"And ye don't know whether it is a young cious villains who were seeking his life, that he
he vos de man-Ile put his hand oter de young
woman or an old one?"'
gal's face so dot she can't holler no more."
ma1le up his mind to tntrn a course that would
"Faith, there's uo one in the house iver saw give them a fair chance to open their little game.
"AnQ. did they take lier into the house?"
" 1'. ou can shust bet dot dey took her into der h1rle or hair ov lier."
He was well armed and prepared for any
Brannon hafl gathered all he wanted, and emergency.
house; and shust vonce 1 saw dot gal's face,
and she vos young and a most peautiful gal vot thankmg the kind-hearted girl, got out ot the
He took it leisurely do1Yn town, and at length
as I efer saw; and all 1 vos sorry mit dot gal house.
entered a certain resort where thieves and had
she shust look so awful Jill.e she vos frightened
lie felt assured that he had run Ruight to characters ot the most dangerous description
all of er mil death."
earth.
were wont to congregate.
He had an idea that he kne1v well enough
"Well, give us another drink, Dutchy, and
The man who kept the house, was a "fence,"
r must be goin' ...
who the myslerious crazy woman wt1s, and he a receiver ot stolen goods, bnt in mortal dread
-"All right; but Jet me clell you dot of your was determined to solve the mystery ot that of the detectiYeS, and frequently gave men away
sister vos in dot house, it vos better as you got room, where no one entered uut the landlady.
when he saw no chance to get away with their
her oudt, dot vos al I."
The detective wa~ just passing from the base- "swag." By this playing double with both
Brandon paid tor what refreshment he had ment door, when a man came out ot the upper thieves and detectives, he was able to go through
had and left the store, leaving the Dutchman hall-door.
with quite a number of little games successfully.
much disappointed because he had failed in
One glance was sufficient.
Brandon had this man down fine, and there
making a big hole in the roll of money.
lt was Bayard Knight.
was no man in New York whom Tom Curley
Branlion had learned rnrne important facts.
Brandon was puzzled.
more drerrded and feared, than he did the king
!,Jut it was stilt necessary that he should proceed
Not two hours previously he had sha:lowed of the detectives.
in a very cautious manner. He had been un- Bayard Knight to his own home, and here he
Brandon was the only man with whom he
able to discover the real character of the house, was coming once more from the same house he would not have dared to play any tricks;
although he had his suspicions. He went direct had been shadowed from.
Th e detective had doul:Jled two or three times
about gettin)!; the necessary information. A
The detective, for once, was at a Joss to ac- on the men who were dogging him, "hen I
few moments after the scene in the grocery count for so singular a ci~cums_tance.
most singular incident occurred.
store, a rough-looking tramp knocked at the
To another man it might have appeared as a
Our hero had just t_u rned a corner, and was
oase1I1ent door of the house No. 4211. The door commonplace and ordinary occurrence.
passing through the giare of a corner groggery,
was opened by a smart-looking lrish girl.
There was really nothing strange about a man when he came face to face with the would-be
" Eave ye a bit for a poor man to ate?" asked returning to a house he had just Jett, but to the assaRsins.
the tramp.
detective it suggested an idea.
'I here was nothing startling in that fact, were
"Oh, go 'long, it's nothing but running to
He at once hit upon a little expedient to solve it not that, just as he had passed them, he ran
this door every fin minutes to attend to some the mystery.
.
bang against another man.
such chaps as you! Faith, yees are worse than
He walked away from the house in a slow
The mau whom he had run against was a
pigs; yer always atingl" answered the girl, and deliberate manner, and soon observed that green-looking Dutchman, and yet quick as
making a movfl to slam the door in the seeming Knight was heading in the same direction.
lightning he dealt the pretended tramp a olo'N
beggar's face.
At the corner of the street the detective saw that sent him reeling into the gutter.
ln a voice of real ealnestness, the tramp said: two men.
Burt Brandon would have se~ in on the

THE KLNG OF THE DETECTIVES.
Dutchman, but his quick eye had peLetrated a
mystery.
The Dutcllmau was some fellow jn disguise.
Brandon advanced toward him, so the Dutchman exclaimed:
•·You urnstgo off mit yourself orl will seudt
you flying your heed ofer your heels! "
"Would ye now, Dutchy? Be gorra, but it's
mesel ' that has a moind ter take ye up in me
arums and l'arry ye down to the river and duck
ye, for the blow ye we1' a::ther g ivin' me."
" Yon vos duck me, eh ?"
" W di, 1 have half a moind to duck ye."
The Dutchman went down in his clothes and
drew forth a pistol, and, raising it to a level,
a>kecl:
" How vos dot, Irish ?"
The pretended tramp advanced close to the
Dutchman, anrl said :
" You 're no good I"
The Dutchman suddenly" dropped," and exclaimed in turn:
" llrandou l "
" Ay, ay, Kepler, my lad, you're got up neat,
but 1 trained you at a glance. "
"I' ll be hanged if you didn ' t lllind me! "
"What's your lay 1"
•· The check -raisers. "
"You 're ' piping ' them down?"
" You bet! "
"They 're trailinz n:e to lay me out."
The two detectives had remained together as
long as they dnred, as they knew that the two
forgers might drop to them at any moment.
lt was a double " pij>e " all round, but the
1wo detectives had tile inside trnck.
" WI.Jet's your lead 'l " asked Kepler.
" l 'll turn up on the sailor lay at Tom ()urley's ; drop in. "
" All right, my huukey; I'll be with you."
During the whole time that the tw o detectives
hl\d been talking, they had been acting a pantomime as though they were disputing; and when
they separated they both untle1stootl their
game as closely and minutely as though they
had exchanged all the details with each other.
lt will bt• necessary to explain that the two
forgers had ·' dropped " on the accepted
"check" rncket: but as there had been a clear
" sneak " boud robbery corumittP.d, Keple1· had
an idea that they were the perpetrators, and be
was " boiling " them down for that " tat."
They bad also made several attempts to lay
out Charley Brighton, as they held hilll · as a
squealer on the check job.
Quite a heavy hau l had been made on the
"bond sneak pull, " and it was only a faint suspicion on K epler's part that they were in ou
that " brace."
The two forgers bad watc 1ed the pi ogress of
the play between the two ue1ectives; and although they hall Brandon "boiled down," th~y
hadn 't Kepler on 1he fire at all, and supposed
that he was merely some high-tempered Dutchy,
and laugher! in their sleeves at the mnuner in
which the pretended tramp had been laiu out.
lt was a mystery to them why the detective
did not get back at the Dntchman , but that little mystery was to be opened to them in a most
remarkable manner before the night passed.
Bramlon kept upon his way, and bad the satisfaction ot seeing that the two forgers were
upon his track.
They were out for a clean sweep, but, unconsciously, were runniug strnight into a hole.
They were sharp, desperale men, but were
playing against a man much sharper lhau they
were.
·
Brandon struck 'l'om Curley's place, a lowceiled bar-room, with many rear rooms, where
many a scheme of robbery was concerted, and
where many a lot of " swag" "\YRS divided.
As the detective passed in, be eaw Tom Curley behind the bar.
It took but two words to give the "fence"
rascal bis cue, and Brandon dodged into a rear
room.
In less than two seconds be reappeared in the
bar-room, having made a most wonderful and
astonishing transformation in his appearance.
As the two forgers entered the place they saw
a sailor, a rough and ready sort ot a chnp, lean·
ing over the bar and talking to Curley.
The two forgers were well known to Curley,
and under ordinary circumstances he would not
have playtd against them, but while Brandon
was the man who was on the sbado w, Tom Curley dared not " squeak. "
That wonderfully patient and tireless thiefcatcher held the ·• fence " rascal dead parnlyzed.
As the two forgers entered tlJ11 room they
stepped up to the !Jar, and gave Curley a sly
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sigmLI, and asked him I\ few questii>ns in a
Brandon, however, was on the alert for the
whisper,
movement, and a struggle commenced t;etween
T he purport ot their questions was concern- the other two men.
ing the tramµ who had entered fust ahead of
Both were bnt brief struggles.
them.
The two rlctectives handled. the two forgers
" Ee was a ' cop ' sailing in under close reef. " as t~1 ough they had been children.
" We know that I Where is her"
One ot them saw lbat a game was being
" He sUd upstairs to take a snooze; he's been wor trncl on them at the first show of resistance,
on a ' night hawker ' !"
and had yell~d for Curley.
" Where's his room?"
That gentleman did not choose lo hear the
" What's yer lay?"
summons, and in a fow seconds the t wo torgeru
" Re 's running us clo.::: in. "•
wcro hundcuffcd aud seated at the table, as help.. Well, all right, gr.ntlemen, l 'm with yer ; Iese ns two lamb~ . and feeling r.1 simple as two
but yer cau 't get me iu no deatl racket. "
too:ish school-chi lctren.
"You ain' t going to back-cap us, are you,
:ilu the meantime, Kepler hrct commrnced
:;oiuz thl'ough them, and had L~ ready secured
Curley?"
·• Well, l 'd just litrn to !1ear any one put up cviclence that he bad sprung thu :right lead, and
for me on that ; but ~·:er know yerselves it's no tlil::it t e two men rea ly were ln the sneak-bond
show for me it 1 let yer in on tba~ man when mcl'°t.
he's run in here for ahciterl D-n yees, I 've
It was a qiieer s!ght '.IS the too detectives,
got to look out for mesel'. "
with comical smiles upon their faces, sat aill1
". How long will he lay over?"
looked at th eir game.
" Make yersQls aisy al"onnd !here, j"Cr will be
" You got us dead, gentlemen, " said one of
time enough for him when Ille sails ngaiu : yer the forgers.
kin bet he's only in !or sho~t unchor. "
" A pair of uice plum3! " said Branclon, in a.
The meaning ot thr d ialogue between the satirical tone.
two men was, that cu·rley didn 't care to I.ave
" What are you taking us on, gentlemen?"
any points played on his premises nuder the cir" So you are the lads Bayard Kmght set 01).
cnmstauces, but that they could work their to lay me out, eh ?"
game as soon as the detective had left his house.
" Who in thunder are you, anyhow ?" blurtThe two men were compelled to 1.Je satisfied eel out one of the ::orgcrs.
with that arrangement.
·• They call me Dnrt Brandon."
In the meantime, Curley, who, ns our readers
" T he devil! " exc laimed both men.
well know, was tossing them oft the ~cent,
"And who in thui;ider were we dog~ing? "
played another can! agamst them, and in favor
" You were doggmg me, gentlemen, and if
of Brandon, by saying:
friend Kepler here di<! not want you on another
" There's yer game~ my co vies, " and he nod- 2'ittlc matter, ]['d let yon go free, so tb::it you
derl toward the detective.
might play in again with Knight. "
" Who 's ht? "
"Knight be hanged ! We've got no lay io.
"A brol,er trom Wall Street, full of the with him ."
qucer,_gol up to see underground life in New • "Ah! you only act n little' lay-out' for me,
York; he 's sharp, but tresh. "
then?"
The men exchanged g lances, and mac.le up
" N o, sir."
their mincls to go for the broker.
" Oh, no. "
' " W e would have kn0w11 bette~ than to hy
and play against you, Brannon."
,
CHAPTER XXlX.
" Thank you, gentlemen, but it happens that
iE Jl hadn 't been Brandon, ] might have beeu
LADY KATE SETS IN F OR .\ L E AD.
the victim of a very sarl mistake, anc1 you two
'I RE sailor invited them on by displayiug a pullets would !lave felt very bad about it,
wouldn't you?''
large roll of bilis.
'li.' om Curley took the liberty of introducing
The forgers knew that their little game was
the two forgers to the pretended broker, as. two all gone in.
friends ot bis, gentlemen who, like himself,
T hey counted themselves the t wo smartest
1ikecl sport once in n while.
workers in New York, nnd they hnd been
The part.v were taking their cigars anit were caught as simply ns two rural lambs.
getting along very nir-ely toward an a<'quaintKepler marched bis men oft.
ance, when the door opened and another sailor,
Ile had long been ou their track, as he lmec;·
seemingly of the better class, entered the bar- what dangerous men they were, and at last he
room.
had caught them. E e hru!l ~iteral y run ther:1
T he last comer asked all nnds to drink, and, clean down, and bad ::> cmrc " Genc1 np " o~'.
pretending to be a little uuder the inl:luence, them.
pror.laimed himself captain <llf a fruitin g bnr k .
The forgers offered big terms to be let off, but
All bands were soon engaged in a lively talk, it was like beating the ''incl wit h their haudGto
when the broker suggested a toss of the bones. ofter rnoney to two such men as Kepler un:\
One of the forgers exchanged a significant Brandon.
signal with Curley, and proposed that the party
The day following the incidents we ll9Ve resit down to Iii quiet game of cards.
lated, our hero set up a job to solvo the myotery
The game commenced, und a wpposed doc- of No. 429.
tored bottle was brought u oon the table.
A message brought L11dy Kate to his office,
The brol,<er nod the sea-captain both appeared
Fortune favored him iu 1rh design::;.
to drink f reely, and began to show signs of
ln the · ~H e ral d" he founci '.\n oelvortisement
sleepiness.
tor board at the house h:i was " piping."
At. eugth the sea-captain ent clear off to
Lady Kate arrived in due timo, ::mc1' tl1e c!etect·
the laud of Nod, and a few moments later the ive opened his scheme to herr.
·
broker also dozed oft.
Mrs. Ruthenda k waB greatly :;xcited whe:1
'I he time had come for the forgers to act.
she learned the possi b~llity that. heii' daughte r
One of them slipped bis hand into the aleep- was the supposed crnzy young lady sai d to bo
ing broker's pocket to extrnct the roll of bills confined in that ho sc.
thal tmd fallen under his av aricious gaze.
Lady Kate was gOOcl on disguisec, uni"! withlu
At that moment the sea- captain appeared to two hou,rs from the ti me that she had held ber
wake ouddenly, and seeing what was going on, tal k with the :dng of the etectives, an old lady,
exclaimed:
ver y feeble and uery deaf, CD.lied at No. 420 io.
"Hold on there, shipmate, you 're getting ~nto search of board.
the money ' bunker. ' "
Term: were made, ::md c!Jc secured a rooo ,
The other forger suddenly drew a cocked re- and the same night nrrived at the house with
volver from his pocket, and slipping ft"l; u nder her traps.
the i.ea-captain 's nose, said, in a fierce tone:
At the first table Lady Kate learned that 3hc
" See here, old salt-bead, just ksep qu iet, or waJ in a • eculiar sort of house.
you ' ll never be drowned. "
'fhe boarclers were an o;rdinary class of peo" Would you murder me? "
ple, but Mrs. Wharton, ~he woman who kept
"If you don ' t close your lip-scuppers, l 'll the house, was a charnctcr.
kill you dead, sure! "
She was a blanc:! woman, extremely courteous
'rhe sea-captain suddenly reached forward and pleasRnt in her demeanor; in fuel, too soft
and grasped the fellow 's wrist and turned it and cat-like to be honest.
down , at the same time the pistol was di sShe showed her new boarder overy attention,
ch>1qred and the bullet irn beddecl in the floor.
and Lady Kale played well her part until the
, " Dang you!" cried I he forger, springing to meal was about .half over, when a startling inhis feet, and he grapplctl with the sea-captain. cident occurrecl.
The broker also, hact become aroused, when
Bayard Knight, er most biller foe-the man
the other forge r bid him keep still, os he at - who had robbed her of her child- who had
tempted to shove a pistul under his nose.
hired assassins to murder her, and who bad
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Within that brief moment a world of thought
robbed her of her fortune-entered the room,
:and was assigned a seat right beside her at the flashed through her mind.
She believed that her enemy had triumphed.
-tabfe.
Lady Kate was a brave woman, and, under
That he had accompli~hed his feartul work.
t he most tryiug circumstances, was capable of
It was some moments before she bad regained
<iisplaying extraordiuary nerve; but Lile near sufficient stre:igth to think calmly.
q>resence of tl!is deadly enemy nearly unnerved
Under ordinary circumstances she would have
fallen senseless to the floor.
·her.
She moved toward the coffin with trembling
It required a most wondertul self-command
step, and reached forward to remove the pall.
t o keep from screaming outright with terror.
A sound fell upon her ear.
She fea red Bayard Knight as she did no other
·l iving mortal.
Quick as a flash she slid her lantern mask,
The man bad not been beside btr two minutes and stoed and listened.
.before she discovered that he was watching her
All was still.
Again she reached forth her hand, and pulled
~· ith tiger- like interest.
the pall from the coffin, and as its folds fell to
the floor, something else came with it, causing
quite a noise.
CHAPTER XXX.
Once more she stopped and listened, and
concluding all was right, she slid her lantern
IN THE DEATH-CHAMBER.
mask, antl again guided the rny of light along
AFTER Lady Kale had left the room, Bayard the coffin.
•
Knight asked in au excited manner of Mrs.
The head-piece was screwed down.
Wharton:
The woman, although almost pa1 alyzed with
" Who is that woman?"
awe and terror, drew a small chisel from her
" ' A new boarder."
pocket-an article she had hrought along for
"A new hoarder, eh?"
another purpose-and commenced irntloing the
' ~ Yt!S."
screws.
" ·when did she come here?"
Again she heard a strange noise, and stopped.
<' To-day ."
She looked at. the moment much like a corpse
"What do you know about her?"
herself.
·· ~ Nothinu:."
She felt almost certain that some one was in
Bayard Knight Mtid nothing more, and left the room, and determined :o make a search.
'the room.
She mover! about the 10om, which was spalu the mean time Lady Kate had taken the cious, but could see no signs of the presence of
bearings of tbe house, and learned in what room any one.
the crazy girl was confined.
Again she returned beside the coffin, aud sueBer anxiety urged her to bring matters to a ceeded at length in raising the head-lid.
The cotlin was empty.
bead, and she determined that very ni ght to
;gain admission to. that room, even if she were
With a low, suppressed cry, she started back,
-co mpelled to do so pistol in hnnd.
when a torm rose before her.
Even her tear of Bayard Knight did not !esShe would have screamed, but she could not·,
sen her resolution.
Little did the brave woman dream of the bor- her tongue was powerless 10 utter a single cry.
q-ors that fearlul night was to .reveal.
" ·we have met at last, l\1 1s. Ruthendale."
Mrs. Ruthendale knew that dan_.uer overhnng
The speaker was Bayard Knight.
.,
A fierce look of malia:nant triumph gleamed
-every step, but she was risking all for that cbild in his eyes as he glared upon the disguised
who had been so long separated fron1 Iler.
woman.
·
She wns determined to gain an entrance into
The tones ot the man's voice restored the
'that mysterious room wheie the pretended woman, and, in a calm voice she asked:
.crazy girl w!ls supposed· to be confined.
"Who are you?"
She sa1 in her room, waiting for the hours to
"Oh! you do not know, eh?"
1pass nntil all in the house had rt:lired.
" Who are you?" l ask.
At length she began making her preparations.
" Ila, ha! I was keener than you. I recogEhe still preserved her incognito of an oh! nized you the moment l set eyes on you, and I
woman, but placed about her clothing a pair of am right glad that we have met!"
<Gm all revolvers.
She was a determined woman, who harl
"1' ou have no right in this room."
"Pray, what 1ight have you here ?"
·learned the use of the weapons which she was
.. Begone, eir!"
" well, you are cool !" ,
..hiding upon her person to use in case of emer;gency.
" 1 shall scream for assistance!"
"Do so, anrl I will see bow well you can play
Upon her feet she slipped a pair of moc::aosius, and when all was ready, with a small out your !!lime; but come, come, I want to talk
.masked lantern in her hand, she stole forth from to you-&op your mask."
.her room with the noiseless tread of a cat.
'• Who are you?"
Down the stairs she moved, and a tew min•ules later stood betore the door of the mysteri"You really do not remember me, eh?"
·ions room.
"I demand to know who rou are?"
All was stiH wilhin -solemnly still, so that a
" Well, I am known around here as Bayard
·strange terror be1rnn to thrill that brave woman's Knight; comP. Mrs. RutlJen<iale. l will be more
.heart.
(rank with you than you appear lo be willin~
From her pocket she drew a skeleton key, to be with me."
.
•
.
.-aud was just upon the point of thrusting it. in
Lady Kate sa_w th~t it was u_seless to attempt
the door, when she heard a step as though one to .~onceal her iden tity, and Em d: .
, ,,
were descendin" the stairs.
I
What do you here, Bayard Knight 1
The woman °ran along the hall and took a
" 1 1Vas _going to asK you that question."
.position by the basement stairs, and' strained her
:: Courtesy demands an answer lo mine fir~t. "
-e11rs to listen .
And you want to know what I am dorng
here?"
She had not been deceived.
Some one descended he stairs, moved stealth·
" I • 1."
ily toward the f1ont door 1 opened it and pass~
"Do you see yonder coffin?"
"'out

'

Lady Kate returned to the invalid's room.
She determined to act boldly and quickly.
Well did she know how to open the door and
in an instant sl1e s"tood within the room. '
Sile passed the middle of the floor, and
,stopped and listened.
All was still.
The idea crossed her mind that she must have
·made a mistake, and had got into the wrong
.yoom.
She slicl tlie mask of her lantern, and let the
sharp ray of light move around the room, as she
swayed her hand to and fro.
Suddenly an appalling sight met her gaze.
'fhe awful, solemn stillness was explained.
Not six feet from her, resting on an undertaker's two horses, was a coffin, covered with a
black pall.
The woman staggered, as a rush of blood suf·
::fused tor an instant her brnin.

"Yes."

" Do you know what it is here for?"
'.'.I d~ not."
,,
I will tell yon.
"I listen."
:'. lt l\'US ~rought here to be filled."
Crn~,1' mhuman monster, would you lorture me?
Mrs. Rulh.enrtale little dreamed of the answer
she was to receive.
She was under the impression that the man
would say that it was intended for the body of
her daughter.
His answer camed her blood to run cold as
she tulty realized what a despernte and during
man he was.
" Thal coffin," he said, " was brought in here
since supper-time."
" li'or what purpose, 1 ask?"
"Can you not ~uess?"
" I can not."

" lt was brought in here after I recognized
you."
· An idea ot his meaning flashed through her
minu, and she asked:
" Wilat mean you, monster?"
"1 mean that when you leave this house, it
will be in that coffin!"
"Would yo t1 murder me?"
" That depeuds upon circumstances."
"I defy you!''
"Ah I I don't mind defiance just now, but
there is one way in which you can save your
life."
" I do not fear you I I will scream tor help I"
''The moment you attempt to scream, I will
smother you."
"Do not approach me!"
"It is not necessary; look behind you, and
you will see that l have laid my plans well."
Instinctively M.rs. Ruthendale turned her
head.
She bad been tricked; Bayard Knight leaped
forwnrd and seized her by the throat.
She struggled to free herseH-but was in the
grasp ot a powerful man.
In · the struggle they fell against the coffin,
which was tipped over upon the floor, but the
woman was overcome.
The wretch who had assailed her had torced
a gag into her mouth, after driving her into
temporary insensibility cy aid ot a handkerchief
saturated wilb chloroform.
Wlten the woman came out ot the ell'ect ot
the anresthetie, she found herself gagged and
handcuffed, and as securely bound as a criminal
being led to the gallows.
Bayard Knight raised bis victim to a silting
position on the coffin, and, stepping back, stood
and contemplated her with a demoniacal expression of satisfaction upon his wicked face.
"We have played a deep game, mactam,
against each other, lrnt 1 am the winner in the
end, as I knew I should be."
His poor victim coulcl make no reply.
She merely returned hio wicked gaze of triumph wiLh a look of unutterable agony and
hopelessness.
·
'l'be man drew a rope from his pocket, and
held it before her gaze.

CHAPTER XXXI.
A SCENE ACROSS A COFFIN.

THERE was a terrible significance in the
showing of that rope.
The assassin, however, did not wait for her to
clraw any conclusion. In a hard, cruel voice,
he said:
" 1 menn to use this rope for a noiseless execution. Yon are in my way, and I shall
strangle you!"
The woman believed that he meant every
word that he said.
She had every reason to know that he was
fierce and cruel enough to mnke good his terrible threat.
" 1 wilt spare your life on one condition," he
added. " If you will not assrnt to my proposition . you will be carried from this room in lhat
coffin."
The woman swayed her head to and fro in a
spirit of bitLerness, but was compelled to keep
silent.
" You can answer my questions with signs,"
he said.
She undersloorl hin1, and nodded affirmatively.
"Will .vou sign certain papers?"
She nodded ne7atively.
"You refuse?'
She nodded:
Yes."
The man laughed in a low, fiendish manner,
and held aloft the rope.
The woman had made up her mind to die, to
be s1rangled to death iu that room, bnt she was
determined not to yield. She wou:d die before
she would aid him in any way lo rob her child.
" You arc Pn honorable woman," he sail!;
" will you swear not to scream it 1 remove the
gag?"
She nodded negatively.
"You dety me?"
l::lhe nodcled:
"Yes."
The man's face began to show signs of the
furious passion ra_ging in bis soul.
Be deliberately formed the rope into a noose
before her eyes, and threw the slip-noose over
her head.
She felt that her hour had come.
0
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He bad her at his mercy, and ·he was not a " Had you not arrived just as you did, he
man who ever experienced the quality of mercy. would have killed me. "
" 1 guess not."
"If you sign the pape1s, I will have no ob"I know he would have killed me."
ject in taking your life. It you do not sign
"Well, 1 thougllt it just aR well to be on
them, I will kill you; and, as far a~ I am concerned, that will answer the same purpose. hand, in case of accident, and 1 was there."
"l iear they have killed Renie I"
. Will you sign?"
" You need have no fear."
The woman shoo}!: her head.
"But that coffin!"
"·No."
"Oh! that amounts to nothing. They dare
The w1etch seized the rope, and drew it close
not kill her."
to her tender throat.
" But she may have died. They may have
"Will you sign?"
worried her to death."
She shook her head.
"No; if she were dead, Knight would not
"No.'·
The man drew it tighter, until she began to have closed in on you so fine."
" Yes, he would, because J. would be the only
strangle.
obstacle. then between him and the great fortune
" Will you sign?"
he has been striving to obtain . "1
Feebly she shook her \lead:
The day tollowing the scenes above described,
. "No."
" -fhen, by Heaven, you die!" a.n d he made Brandon was on. the lay for Bayard Knight.
as though to ctraw the rope tightly, when a Matters were gettrng down to a fine point.
He was sa1 istied that Renie was the crazy
most extraordiuarv incident occurred.
A third party suddenly appeared in the room. girl who had been concealed in the house No.
A cocked pistol was leveled at Bayard 429, and that she had been spiriled away to
some other lticlin .~- place.
Knight's hear~, and a cool, firm voice said:
Ilad he felt sure at the time, instead of send" You scoundrel, let go ot that rope!"
Bavard Knight would have given the rope a ing Mrs. Rutbrndale into that h0use: he would
pull, out a strong baud knocked him to bis have gone himseif; and he was determined to
take the matter in his own hands the next time
knees.
· ln an instant the new-comer had removed the be baa a good clew.
He felt satisfied, also, that it was necessary
gag from Mrs. Ruthendale's mouth, and torn
for him to adopt some entirely new disguise.
the rope from over her neck.
.B.e thought the matter over. and at length bit
Bayard Knight had risen to his tee•
upon a disguise thal be felt assured even the
" Who are you ?" he asked.
sharp-witted Bayard Knight could not pene"Don't you know, villain?" .
trate .
. "Brandon? "
.
The detective had been shadowing Bayard
"Well, I am Brandon for you."
Knight's house for over six hours, and l.iad
"Once again you have crossed my path!''
seen nothing of the fellow.
"Yes, villain; and some day 1 will cross your
At length he !!'Ot an intimation that the man
path for the last ·time!"
·
wa& uot at home, and concluded to tramp over
"I know you will!" hissed Knight.
to 429, and shadow therll a while.
"For reasons of my own, 1 will allow yon to
He had reached Broadway, and was ·crossing
sneak out of this house; otherwise 1 would give the street, when he saw a green-looking Dutch-you an excursion up tne river for this night'~ man talking with a coachman.
work!"
The detective might have passed or, paying: "Arrest me if you dare!"
no attention to the fellow, had he not suddenly
"lt I dare?"
turned and walked away.
"Yes."
"Ah, ha!" muttered .i:srandou; "I have got
' .'' By thunder, i.f you· don: t make yourself you now, my covey!"
scarce, 1 will fit you into yonder coftin!"
Bayard Knight could dis!!'uise bis person, but
"You dare not!"
he could not change bis walk.
" Well, let it be so," and Brandon leaped forTile moment he· stepped away trom beside
ward.
the coach, our hero "dropped " to him, even
Knight rnised a pistol, and would have fired, in bis disguise.
but he was dealing with a man who was simply
Knight starte:l up Broadway, and the detectold lightning.
ive struck the trail to follow.
The pistol was wrenched from his grasp, and
Brandon felt assured that already he was
Brandon.. dealt him a powerful blow on the about to run his man down. ·
head.
.B.e had accumulated all the evidence that he
Bayard Knight fell to the floor like a log.
required to kill tne fellow oil in his one grand
The detective raised his arm, as though to scheme, and now he was only waiting to ressttike him again, when Mrs. Ruthendale~tepped cue Renie.
forward, placed one hand on his arm, and whisKnight 1valkcd very slow, and appeared to be
pered something in his ear:
himself on the lookout for some one.
"You're· right," answered Brandon, and he
'' 1 reckon he is on a sort ot_ shadow game
added: " Corne, we will go out ot this house, himself," was Brandon's muttered remark as
and thank Heaven I entered it just in time!"
he followed the man up the street.
·
" You came just in time to save my lite."
The little game of dog was kept up for two
"Yes; 1 thought it possible something might whole hours, until at length Bayard ·Knight led
turn up, and 1 al ways like to be on hand." · the way to an obscure neighborhood, and
"How did you know just where to come?" stopped before a tenemen,t-bouse.
asked l\trs. Ruthendale, as she and the detective
He walked back and forth before the house
moved toward the room door.
two or three times, watching one of the win"I have been 'piping' you for the last halt dows.
hour. 1 followed that villain into the room.:'
At length he made a signal, and a few mo"And why did you not make your presence ments later a woman came forth.
known sooner?"
The woman was dressed like a Dutch girl.
"1 was in hopes that the scoundrel might
The detectiTe caught a clear glance of her
give himself away."
face, but was fm ced to the conclusion that :.ie
Burt Brandon could have arrested Bayard bad never lieen her before.
Knight, but that was not a part ot his game until Renie had been recovered.
He felt assured tbHt she was in the power of
the villain, aud he was satisfied that sooner or
VHAP'l'ER XXXII.
later he would rescue her.
ON .A. SURE TRAIL A'l' LAST.
They passed to tbe ctoor, and were soon on
KNIGHT and the woman conversed for a few
the. street, when Mrs. Ruthendale related all
moments, and then started together up the
that had ocr.urred.
The detective listened to her recital, and when street.
'l'hey bad just turned a corner when a coach
she bad concluded, remarked:
"It is evident tllat Knight recognized you, came along.
Brandon glanced at the driver and recognized
despite your disguise the moment you entered
him as the same with whom he bad seen Knight
that house."
talking · when he first dropped to him in his
" He must have done so."
" What has since occurred proves that we are pre3ent disguise.
The detective hailed the coach.
on the right track; he has rem)ved .his r.aptive
The fellow ·would have driven on, when
t~1e moment he discovered you were in the
Brandon made a spring and climbed up .on the
house."
seat beside him.
"But why had they that coffin there?"
" What in thunder do you mean coming up
"Uhl that was to act in a scenic effect on
here, you Dutch rascal?"
3ou; Knight thought to frighten you."
·
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" Vell, it was . petter dot you stop de next
time, ven l let you know dot 1 vas like to speak.
mit you."
The driver brought his horses to a stand and1
with an oath exclaimed:
'
"BanR you! get off the box, or I'll throw
you off!' ·
A smile swept over the detective's face.
Fortune favored him.
He recognized the driver as a man whom he
bad arrested once for a petty crime.
" Get off!" exclaimed the coachman.
The detective showed the muzzle of a pistol .
and said in his naturnl voir.e:
'
"Drive on, ' \Vax,' I ~m on a' lay;' and if
you don't fall in with me, I'll have you ride me
around to headquarters."
The driver gave a low, meaning whistle, and
said:
"Oh, l see! That's the racket, is it?"
· " Yes, my mau; that's the racket."
"I'll be hanged it you ain't got up well!"
'' 1::.. es.''
"Who are you? 1 don't know you, anyhow."
"You may call me Brandon ~"
The driver became meek as a lamb.
"What can 1 do?"
"Commence to drive on slowly, and I wm
tell you."
·
The driver started bis horses.
" You are engaged to meet a man some.where
around l'ere?"
"Yes; two blocks from here."
" The man you are to meet is the fellow 1
am' pipin.g.' ''
" Who is he?"
"Well, l reckon it don't mak e 11111Cl1 odds toyou; but 1 want to ride with yo11, ,,ml you must
play in for me."
" All right, I'm your man."
.
Th~ driver whipp~d up his horses, turned the
corner of a street, and there stood the pretendecl
Dutch cduple.
·
The carriage was stopped near them.
It was just dark, and a lonely neighborhood.
Bayard Knight noticed the man besidll the
driver, and asked: ·
.
" Whom have you got up there with you?"
The driver proved himself a witty chap, for
he answered quickly:
.
"My time's up; l'rr. off: for the night; this
man will drive instead of me. I only run the
carriage in the daytime."
" Who are you 1" asked Knight, addressing:
the new driver.
"What difl:erence is . it to ye who 1 am?'
Faith, it'e a quare sort. of an old man ye urewhin yer so over particular."
The woman who was with Knight said tobim in a low tone:
" There is something strange about th\s.
change ot drivers."
"l guess it's all right," answered Knight,
adding: "besides we have not got much time
to spare."
,
·
·
"8uppose it is Brandon?" whispered the
woman.
Knight turned pale.
He knew that the detective was seemingly
omnipresent.
An idea struck him.
" You get in the coach," be said.
"What will you uo?"
" It will be all right. I will fool that Bran.
don just once."
,
" Where shall I have the coach driven?"
"To No. 421!."
This conversation was carried on in a luw
whispei, so that Brandon could not overhear
one word that was said.
The woman got in the coach, and Knight.said :
"Well, 1 suppose it is all right; you know
where lo go; drive on."
Bnindon was bothered.
lt was evident that the maµ and woman were
about to separate.
Ile asked the driver where he was to drive.
'l'he coachman mentioned the house No. 429~
The detective was nonplussed.
It might be that, by trailing the woman, he
would be all ri ght, and then again it might be
all wrong.
He determined to keep on the man's track.
The coach -was driven away a few blocks,
when the detective leaped· off.
.
lt was not long before he was on Knight's
track again.
·
Brandon had hoped .to intercept him. and hncl
succeeded, and trailed the fellow to his own
house.
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ive managed to leap from it and reach the did when slie fhst came here, but outwardly
ground in safety.
acts as quiet and rational ai> any one."
Rapidly he moved back toward the stati 0 n.
" 1 should say that W8S a good sign."
IT was certain once more Knight had dropped,
He was within a few yards of it when he
" You have not had my experience."
and had played sharp.
came face to face with Bayard Knight.
" What do you argue from the change?"
The detective hastened to his own office.
The deep game, however, was in progress, and
"She meditates something."
Arrived there, he met Lady Rate.
it was expertly playelt.
"What?"
" l am going out uf town," he said, " and
During the briet moments before he leaped
" Suicide."
y ou must lay low tor a few days."
'from the car, the detective had transformed his
"And that makes her contented and happy?"
" Have you struck a trail?"
whole personal appearance.
" l'. es."
" I think l have."
Bayard Knight cast a keen, searching glance
" ls she watched?"
Brandon had jumped to a c.e rtain conclusion. at him and passed on his way.
"Yes; but she is dangerous; there·may be a
A certain little incident had given him a
'l'he detective gD.ve an inward chuckle and mon1ent when she may accomplish her purpose;
.clew.
passed beyond observation; he then turned and her contentment argues that she knows just how
He felt assured that at last he was upon the dogged the man's steps whom he was so cun- she can accomplish any purpose siie may have
s ure track.
ningly" piping.'.' •
in view "
He exchanged a few more words with Lady
Knight proceeded along until he ca·me to a
" Do ·you suppose she has had any communiKate, giving -her certain directions how to act house standing back some distance from the cation with any one trom outside!"
under certain circurustances, anr! started forth. , road, when he entered through the gate, and
"No; who could communicate vlith her
Once again he had changed his disguise, and walked toward the house.
here?"
·Dow felt certain that he would run Mr. Bayard
The detective was close at his heels, and, tak" l trust no one, and yet there is one of the
Knight to his lair.
ing up a irood position, settled down for a shrewdest men in the United States on my
It was a most trifling discovery he had made, patient wait.
·
track. "
By some stran.ge instinct, Brandon appeared
"Who?"
.seemingly, b~t it told .volumes to him. .
The detecl!ve left .his office, and made his way :0 be able to anticipate the movements of any
"Brandon, the detective."
•t oward lhe Jersey City ferry.
one he was tracking.
Little did Bayard Knight dream that at that
He walked to and fro opposite the entrance
Half an hour passed, when a man came forth very moment the detective he was talking about
way.
irom lhe house.
.had his ear under the window ot the room where
?'hi~ wonderful man was act ing under the inThe one who came forth presented a far difl'er- lhe conversation above recorded was in progress.
.sp1ratJOn of the .small.es~ sort o~ a clew, 1md yet ent appearance from the one who had entered;
The office where the two villains were holding
he was so certam of his be~nngs that he had b1it the keen detective recognized him as the their talk was on the first floor.
-n ot the least doubt ~ut t.hat, Ill a few mom.ents, same individual, nicely traastormed from a
When Kniµ:ht had passed within the buildthe correctness of his theory would be VPnfieil. seemi'ng tramp into a respectable-looking man. ing, Brandon had taken a glance through the
Be had paced to aurl fro for about an hour,
Bayard Knight came down the path Ie1<cling open dour, and in that brief glance had go t a
when a man came along, passed by the fe~ry- from the house, and, turning up tne road, p1rtial view of .the lay ot the lJ1Jilcling.
maste~. and went toward the b0at that had JUSt walked briskly nlon g.
He had passed around to the side of the .house,
·come Ill. • •
Brand'.ln still kept at his heels until ))Jl sa,.w and following lhP. light, tracked the Vl8itor to
The det~ct1ve was close upon the man's heels. him enter the courtyard ot .a large public build- the room where he met the doctor.
The man was dressed as a tramp, but our in~.
When Knight mentioned the na~e of Bran·
llero had seen I hat suit of clothes before.
The detective felt a glow of satisfaction.
j don , Hilker gave a start, and exct:umed:
In fact, at that very moment be held in his
He felt that now his Jong search was drawing
"l hope that man has no su~picwn that the
hand a liltle bit of pasteboard that he ha(,'! ex- to a close.
j il"irl .i s i~ this b,~ilding, especiall7 if he has.any
'trnctec! from those very clothes.
Be recoo-nized the buil<ling that Kni ol th d mte1est m her.
.
.
Tile rnan walked on the boat, but kept llis entered asb an iusane asylum, and ther; ~asa a
:: Why c1o you esl?ecially fear hun ?"
·eves wandering from side to side, examining the coincident signiti~ance in the fact.
_ 1 had some clealmgs with that !1111n once; he
face ot every one he met.
Bayard Knight went directly towaril what 1s a dan g~rous m.an to hav~ on on.es t~~ck. You
"Oh, yes, my hearty, l am here," chuckled appeared to be a private entrance, and rang do"not th!nk he is on yours to-~1ght?
the detective ; and he added, "l .will be there, the bell.
. No, sir: be may be a ctmm~g man, but. l
t oo, just about as soon as yo1i are! "
Quite a time passed, when the door was pr-de mys~lf lam hts match. Ive played hrm
Brandon was rejoiced.
opened by a grufl:-looking man.
all..alongl
. ,,
It appeared as !hough the good fates had
Kniirbt spoke a few words and was adIs he on the lay to find the girl?
0
•
"No "
smiled upon him in a most auspicious manner.
. ht h ave 1iad a 1oag searc h • b ut th ere rnitted,
"" 1 !,Im
. J:,,a
I d 0 t tliat · "
H e mig
The man who had opened the door lerl the
was the scoundre.I Knight most probably pre- way throu,gh a lon1! passage, and ushered the
.. Why 1
.
·
n w
.
pared to lead him straight to his ultimt1te desti- visitor into a room which, seemingly, was part
B~cause he,~s not the ma 1 ould hke to
nation.
sittiug.roOlli and part b11siness office.
mee~ Just. now. . .
.
The detective had disguised himself in a most
.. ~it down,,, sa id the man, and disappeared.
Litt.le did the v1llum .Bilker dream that Bran>efl:€ctual manner, and it would have required a
A few moments passed, and a middle-aged, don was n?t onll'. on h!s track, but had already
man to have been even keener than himself to sharp-eytd man, evidimtly a foreigner, entered seen ~nd 1ec_ogu1zed him.
have been competent to penetrate it.
the room.
~mght said.:
..
The detective walked over across the deck, and
, , Ah, good-evening, Mr. Grant; I am glad
~randon 1s .not p1pmg !,or the gal, he is
-actually brushed against his man.
you have come!''
tr~~kmi; me on. anothe~ deal. .
?"
Tile movement was so careless that Knight
" l:iow is the patient. Hilker?"
He has no mterest rn the girl, then,
'8cowled on him fiercely, and said:
"None"
"Be careful, mister."
well, 1 am very
"All ng
: ht! b ett er f.or vou an d for me. an d
our"Ah!
patient."
· much alarmed about
"What is the matter?"
"s·ck?"
now
let's
come to busmess. You have arranged
1
"Keep to you rself." '
to marry that gi rl to.night?"
"I have doue nothing to you.''
''No."
" Yes." ·
" What are you alarmed about ?"
T he pretender! vagrant walked away.
"Aie you prepared to fulfill your agreement
Brandon indulged a quiet inward laugh, and
"I am afraid that she has really lost her with me?"
-went and took a seat in the cabin. Matters had mind."
"As to the money?"
turned out very nice for him, and he felt good.
"Nonsense."
"Yes."
The seeming tramp went through the gate
" Oh! you n1av say nonsen~e! but you have
" Partly."
leading from the ferry to the cars.
not hart so much experience as I have in these
" I will not be satisfied with a partly fulfilled
The detective was on his heels, and took a matters."
agreemeri.t. 1 n1ust have every do1Jar ~·e agreed
seat in the same railway carriage_
"What are her symptoms?"
upon !"
Both were just in time, and a few moments
" The worst that may be ant icioated."
" l can pay you half, and give security for
af ter they had sealed themselves the train
''Does she rave?"
•
the balance."
.started.
"No; l wish she did."
"That won't do!"
Brandon had drawn a newspapP.r tr om his
" What leads you to think she is insane then ?
"lt must do."
pocket, and was pretending to be reading, but Extreme melancholy?"
"Hold on, Grnnt ! ] know you o.t old; you
every time he would raise his eyes he would
'·No, I wish she were melancholy."
can not come a double deal on me!"
..
catch the eye of the seeming vagrant fixed upon
" If she ctoes not rave and is not melancholy,
" I might briog in Brandon to my assistance !"
him.
·
~
what sign does she exhibit?,.
asserted Knight, at a venture.
.
It was late in the afternoon when our hero
"i::lhe is as contented and merry as though
Dr. Hilker turned pale, and a wicked gleam
took the train, and it was >ifler nightfall when she were to be a bride."
shone in his eyes, as he said:
they reached the town for which both had purAs the doctor uttered the exptanation, he
"I see you are up to yo•H' old tricks; but
chased tickets.
smiled in a peculiar manner, and fixed a singu- listen: 1 have arrangerl matter~ to match you;
Brandon was compelled to play a deep and lar glance upon Knight.
and besides, I have st11died into this case, it
dangerous game.
" What do you mean ?"
might pav me to rna1'1' /1" tllat girl myself I"
· ·
b a cl evident
·
ly aroused
" ,.ust
what 1 say."
Some strange mstmct
J
Bayard, Knight laughed in a pleasant manner,
Kui.g ht's suspicions.
·
"You are either jokin!!, or talking in rid- and said:
When the train reached the depot, Knight dies."
" l was but joking; but seriously, you must
arose and left the car. The detective, however,
"I am neither talking in rirldles, · nor jok- not demand all the money clown."
kept his seat.
ing."
"Every cent! 1 have taken large chances,
A moment the train stopperl, and then moved
" Well, please speak out plainly just what you 'Ind I have had to buy the silence of two or
'onward.
· do mean."
three in this building. "
A tew yards beyond the station, and Brandon
"l have done so: listen. At first she raved,
"1 know when silence cost you less, on one
went out upon the platform.
then suddenly she became melancholy, and now occasion."
It was night, and no one could observe his suddeuly she has become pleasant and merry
" Shout off any more of that, and matters
movements from the station.
and shows every sign of contentment; she does may go lrnrd with you!" exclaimed the doctor,
The car had struck full speed, yet the detect- not repiue, does not beg to be released, as· she in a threatening tone.
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" A truce to quarreling; what is the lowest
.sum you will take?"
"Every dollar agreed upon; no less."
" 1 want to see Renie."
That was the first time the girl's name had
been mentioned, and a great thrill went through
Brandon's heart.
All doubt was solved.
Tbe beautiful girl lived, and he was near by
to deliver her from the hands ot the two coJUbloodeu villains wbo wertJ bargaill'ing about her.
" l will take you to her room," said the doctor, adding, " but remember our agreement
must be closed to-night. 1 dare not take the
risk ot her keeping any longer. "
" A sndden change has come over you?"
''Yes."
"You fear Brandon?"
"I do."
"1 tell you he has no interest in the girl."
"1 have learned not to risk much on your
word," said the doctor, bluntly.
" 1 want to see the girl alone."
" You are up to some game."
" 1 have no game to play."
"Don't attempt any, as I have matters all
arranged to play against any sort of tre11chery."
"1 have no game to play, only with your assistance."
The doctor roee from his seat, took a lamp,
and said:
° Come!"
Bayard Knight also rose, and the two conspirators left the room.
'l'l•e detective t;-ied the sash of the window
-Opening from the- otlice.
lt yielded to his pressure, and raising it he
leaped into the room, and seatin~ himsell in a
c hair, mutlertJd:
" 1 will await the doctor's return."

CHAPTER XXXlY.
STRANGE ADVENTURE IN TUE MAD-IIOUSE.
BRANDON felt that there was no time in his
life when he was more in need ot calmness than
when he sat in that room, waiting for that doctor.
He knew that lhc house was tull ot able assistan ts, who were willing and prepared to aid
their master in any und ertaking, no matter how
<le&perate.
He had reason to believe also, that the house
was full ot traps, pitfalls, rearly to take in any
un wary intruder.
The detective bad been waiting tor some time,
but the doctor did not return.
" lt may be that 1 am being fooled!" muttered Brandon; and he ar.ose from his seat, intending lo pass out to the hall and explore a
little.
He found the passage dnrk.
This little circumstance arou5ed h is suspicions. ae it is always customary in large buildinge to keep at least a dim light burning in all
the hall ways.
, Re advanced a few .steps, when a sound fell
u'pon bis ears that warned him of the approach
<>f some one.
lt took but an instant to retreat back into the
office.
A moment passed and he listened.
The party appeared to have turned back.
" 1 reckon I must be getting insane," muttered the detective, as he arose again to go to
the door.
Suddenly a most startling apparition met bis
gaze.
The door was pushed partly open, and the
pale, startled face of a woman was thrust
through the opening.
For an instant the disiruised detective was too
g reatly surprised to speak; but, quickly getting
down to the emergency. he asked:
" What do you want?"
The woman motion eel to him to be silent, and
with a noiseless, cat-like step mo-.:ed into the
room , but every second cast a furtive glance
behind her.
The detective concluded that one of the
patients had broken loose, and was wanderin·g
like a ghost about tbe house.
The situation wag an awkward one.
He could not sumlllon assistance, as his own
serious business required that he should not
show his hand ahead of time.
The woman, who did not look like a lunatic,
save that her face was ghastly pale, crossed the
room, and in a convulsive manner, seized the
detective's arm.
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"You are au· outsider?" she said, in a low,
clear whisper .
Brandon nm.lded affirmatively.
··You have no connection with this house?"
"None whatever."
"You came· in here in a clandestine manner Y"
" 1 did."
" You are D1Jt in the pay ot tb.e doctor?"
"1 nm not. "
" You are not bis fri end?"
"I am not."
"You tell me truly ?"
"l do."
"ThaI!k Heaven:" ejaculated the woman.
'l'be detective began to think that the woman
was not a lunatic after all.
She spoke iu "too direct manner for a person
having a deranged intellect.
Her next ren1ark convinced llim that his first
conclus10n a'> to her sanity was a clear mistake.
" l am one of the female keepers in this
house."
"Has something happened'/"
"Hist! they would kill me it it was ever
known that 1 sni<i one word."
" You ·need not fear to confide in me, I will
renrler you all the ·assistauce you need it you are
in danger, or aur one e1se."
"You will never btJtray me ?"
" Never I but tell me how did you di scover that
1 was in the house, and noL connected with
it?"
" 1 saw that assassin enter; 1 noticed fI om my
window that you were dogging him, and I have
been w;atching your movements ever since."
"Well, what have you to tell me ?"
The woman placed her lips to our hero's ear
and whispered, distinctly:
"You have been dogging a murderer!"
" Who has he m urderea ?"
" Oh! if l were sure you would not hetray
mel"
" 1 swear not only not to betray you, but I
will protect you iron: any harm I"
The woman cast a sharp glance over her
shoulder, ancl then whiPpered in a low, startling
tone:
" There has teen a murder committed in the
house !"
The detective 's blood ran cold, and it cost
him an extraordinary effort to ask:
"When ?"
" Thi8 very n ight, within this v ery hour~
since vou have been beueath this rooJ !"
Brandon thought that he could now explain
the delay in· the doct0r's return; and, again, he
could not understand, from the conversation he
had overheard, why they should desire Renie's
death.
A fresh suspicion shot across his mind" What if the doctor had murdered Bayard
Knight?"
The dt:tective well knew that the man was
fully capable ot any dark deed.
'I he woman again whispered :
" Come, 1 will show you the body."
" Who has been mnrdered-a man or a woman?" asked Brandon.
"A woman. "

" Do you know her name ?"
"Yes."
" Tell it me."
"You will betray me ?"
"Never!"
" The victim of the assassins is a beautiful
young girl, whose name is Re-"
"Heavens!" almost yelled the detective," do
not say more, but lead me to where 1 can behold her body, anrl Beaven haye mercy upon
her murderers, tor 1'11 not spare them!"
" Folio w me," said the woman, amt she stole
on tip-toe from the room.
The detective stole a!ter her, his eyes gleaming with smothered glances of vengeance.
He now felt assured that after all his wearv
weeks of "piping," scheming, and shadowing,
he had arrivecl at the goal one hour too late.
Ee did not doubt for a moment the woman's
story, ancl explained the murder on the ground
that 1he doctor and Knight must have got into
a llispnte, and that the girl had become the
poor mnrdered victim of their quarrel.
The woman turned off from the main passage,
and procceaed raviclly throu gh a narrow ball
that led laterally from the main bf!!.
Suddenly she came to a halt, and whispered:
" We must go carefully or we will be discovered."
"I;ly whom?"
" The assassins."
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"Never you mind them, let us be discovered
-1 am prepared!"
The woman opened a door, and sairl:
" You go down first, 1 am ah aid. "
The detective had his little masked lantern
with him, and slipping the slide, htJ let a ray of
light through the opening.
The light disclosed a stairway evidently leading into a sub-cellar.
•
"Go down quick !" said the woman, in a
weird whisper.
" Why shall 1 go down there?"
"Nobody is down there I"
"Did they murder her down there?"
" No, they carried the co~pse there after the
murder. "
A second suspicion flashed through Brandon's mind.
The suggestion presented itself that after all
it might be that he was being fooled by a lunatic.
She had not, up to this time, talked like one,
but there was still a possibility that 5he was.
He thought the matter over in his mind and
readily perceivec.t when he came to think it over
how improbable her story was.
lt would have been easy enough for her to
have gathered sufficient points to have founded
her terrilile tale upon.
!nsane people have frequently done even
more wonderful things.
Brandon thought fi e would humor her, and
slipped through the open door.
"Go down!" she whispered.
He stepped down two or three steps, when
suddenly the rloor flew to, and a wild, demoniac.
laugh rang through the house.
Brandon, however, had been prepared for the
movement.
His foot was braced between the door and the
casing.
Ifo forced the door ha.ck and came forth,
when I.he poor crnzy creatnre fled like a deer.
"Fooled just ouce. and by a lunatic !" muttered Brandon, as he returned to the doctor 's
office.
CHAPTER XXXV.
VILLAIN MEETS WITH A SURPRISE.
A FEW moments passed, ayd a step 1vas heard
advancing aloni.; ti.le hall.
"Ah!" he comes," said ' Brandon, and he
calmly awaited.
In a second the dnor opened , and Dr. Hilker
entered the room .
The latter uttered an exclamation of surprise,
and stood gazing at the strange intruder, with a
glauce of amazement.
"Good-even in' , rloctor," said the detective, 11ssuming an Irish brogue.
" Who are you?"
" A frind that has just stepped in to se yer."
"Who let you in ?"
"Begorra l lletmysel'in."
"You rascal ! how dare you enter this building !"
"Wasn't 1 just afther tellin'· yer I cum in to
hev a talk wid yer?"
" I want you to get out ot here the way you
came. just as quick as you can travel."
·
" Shure that's no way to trate a gintleman
who has dropped in to hev a lalk wid yer."
The docto r cr ~ssed the room, went to a desk 1
and drew forth a cocked revolver; as he turned
round with the weapon in his hand, he started '
upon seeing that he was covered with the muzzle
ot a pistol in the hands of the audacious
stranger.
"Take it cool, doctor, and sit down. " ·
" l shall summ~n assistance."
"1f ye raise yer voic.i, it will he the last time.
yer tongue will ser"l'e you."
"Would you murder me? "
"No, I'll not harum a hair ot yer head, et
yer will only act dacent like; but 1 ain't going
to let yer mu,rdber me in cold blood, ayther."
"What do you want here ?"
" 1 want to talk wid yer."
1t flashed across tile doctor's mind that some
inmate of the asylum had broken loose and
had found his way to the private office; and yet
he coul1l not. remember ever having seen his bold
visitor's face among any of his present or former patients.
" It you want to talk with me you must allow
me to summon one of my >1s~istants."
"No; take it aisy nu' yer nll right."
" A tap ot th at bell will bring half a dozen
strong men to my ass isl ance. ''
"Ye had betther not tap that bell; it will be
yer last tap. "
A
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" We had better understand ·each other, " he thirty -three, and swiftly dashed in, carrying:
"You threaten me?"
the doctor with him.
" Sit down and take it aisy, and no harum said.
Once"within the room Brandon proceeded to"Wliat are we to understand?"
will come to you."
·
" Do you wish to be ushered into the room effectually gag and handcuftl his victim.
"Al!ain, what do you want?"
right where Knight is, or do you wish · to have
The whole little game had not occupied more
" l want ter ta]'c wid yer."
a l?OBition in an actjoininf,( room, from where than a minute in its completion. R aving
"Taite about what?"
you can watch his movements?"
secured his would-be assassin, Brandon tossed
''The girl ye hev confined here."
While lhe doctor was talking, he had stood him on the floor in a corner ot the room, aud
"l have a gt"eat many girls under my charge;
thrumming with his fingers upon the door ot the took his station at the door. .A. few moments
about which one dp yo11 wish to talk?"
room, betore whicJ;i the L\vO men were standing passed, and the keen ears of our hero detected
·• The young lady."
An oruinary listener would have observed the sound of steps along the passageway.
" They're 1111 young ladies."
.
Be knew that the murderer was on the way
"Well, the one Bxyard K night, or Mr. Grl}nt, nothing unusual.
Be wpuld have thought it a mere idle tap.
to perform his ghastly job.
as you call him, has j ust gone to talk with."
~ot so the detective.
·
ln the detective 's hand was a short" billy"lt t3atan himself had :mddenly confronted Dr.
As the thrumming fell upon bis ear, hi~ i:yes a small locust..club, and a most terrible weapon
Hilker, he could not have shown more terror
than he did at the words of his singular vis itor. dilated, bis ·ears were strained, and liis hands in the hands ot an adept.
Tlie assassin came along, and wl:en he arrived
"You aie not what you appear!" elf.claimed twitched convulsively.
Never before had he realized what a cool and in tront of the door where the murder was to be
the doctor.
."If I am not what I am, who am I ?" asked consummate demon was the man with whom he committed, halteu .
The detective was on the alert.
had to deal at that moment.
the detective.
The thrummin g on the door with his fingers
The assassin opened the door.
"I demand te> know who you arel "
The deteclive was behind it, and moved to alwas nothrng more nor less than a secret and cun"Dr. Hilker, l belave, ye call yersels?"
ning telegraphy to some one in the room.
low it to spring open.
" Are you nu escaped lunatic?"
With those seemingly idly thrumming fiLgers
The assassin made one step within the room,
"Well, 1 reckon I'm not, and to prove it 1
tell yer who ye are; when I knew yer tust yer the doctor wa8 conveying minute instructions when the " billy " sudd enly cut the air like a
for a most ·diabolical and cold-blooded murder. meteor, and tlie assassin, a la1ge, heavy man,
name was Lenaire l"
"A detective is on rny track, Jacques," was fell like a log upon the fioor.
The <loctor's pistol flew up, and he would
•
Brandon knew just how to strike, and where
have sent a bnll craehing througJJ tho detective's the first message.
Brandon was up to the secret hand-manual to ~trike.
skull, had not the latter been prepared for the
As the would-be assassin fell, the detective
movement. Quick as a flash Brandon leaped telegraphy, aud. understood every word as disacross the room and seized the 1loctor's arm, and tinctly as though the scheming doctor had jumped upon him , and, ia less time thau it takes
· to tEil it, had him bound and gagged as securechanging his voice, said, in a firm tone: "Bold spoken every word with his lips.
" He holds eecrets that will ruin us."
ly as the man who, by the finger-tel eirrapb, had
on, you v11lainl none of your old tricks!"
Then
the
doctor
talk.,d
to
the
detective,
and
urged him on to attempt the deed of blood.
"Brandon!" ejaculated the doctor.
again
thrummed
with
his
fingers
on
the
door.
Thus far everything had worked fortunately
" Yes, Brandon, Dr. Lenaire, and you and 1
and
well with our hem.
"·we
must
kill
him;
but
we
must
go
very
have met again."
carnfully
about
it,
as
he
is
a
brave,
cunning,
and
Now that the two murderers were secure, he
"Are you man or devil?"
leit the room and entered thilty-one.
" 1 reckon I am the man and you are the desperate man.''
•· Thank you i:or the compliment," mentally
His quick, keen eye speedily took in the whole
devil I And now, how is it, will you make terms,
ejaculated Brandon, also adding !n wardly, " you situation.
or must 1 lay you to rest ?"
do uot halt know how cunmu g · 1 am, Mr.
The room had been cunningly constructed,
"How make terms ?"
Lenairc."
so as to serve as a sort of observation-point.
" 1 am on the track ot Bayard Knight; you
"1 will lead him to the room ad joining numBrandon struck the lookout loopholes, and
are not my game now."
g lanced into the adjoining room.
ber twenty-·nine," thrum meet the doctor.
" You are a man of your word?"
Be again addressed Brandon and again
A dramatic sight met his gaze.
"I am."
thrummed.
Bayard Knight sto9d at a table, holding a pen
"Will you promi~e not t.o put me up if 1 turn
"Arm yourself wilh the double-barrel shot in his hand, pointing toward a papu.
over ?"
gun, load heavily with slugs, go 10 room thirlythe floor, on her kuees, a perfect pict" I'll not disturb you unless you have in any three, take aim throu~h the watch-hole, and ureUpon
of misery and despair, was Renie Ruthenway harmed the girl, Renie Ruthendale." ·
blow our foe to atoms.'
dale.
" Renie Ruthendale! Is that the name of the
A thrill shot through Brandon's hea·rt.
" A nice little win<l-up to the career of Brangirl Bayard Knight.placed in my charge?"
don!" thought our hero.
A thrill such as he had never experienced
t' Unquestionably, yes!"
·
Again the doctor thrummed.
·
before ia all his lite.
"Tile villain!"
Oh! liow beautiful was the girl!
"'You must move carefully and at once. I
" lt d•>n 't sound well for you and me to call will have to stick by the enemy, but you can
Be had cari·iecl a memory of her, but the
each other bad names; but I will take this little enter the room anct do the job well and sure, memory
not represented her to him as
' b~rker, ' !lnd you and I will talk matters over. " and it is worth a thousand to you when done !" beauliful had
as she now appeared to him in life.
" )' ou need not fear me."
lt were as thou gh he were gazing upon one
"1 do not fear you, but 1 will not trust
risen from the dead.
you."
CHAPTER XXXYl.
For a moment his emotions and agitation
"What do you want me to do? "
were so great tnat he coul<l not see.
THE ATTEMPTED MURDER.
" I want you to lead me to the room where
He was not the man, liowever, to long yield
the girl is confined."
h• must be remembered that all the conver- to emotions.
" I have your word tliat you will not ' lay sation tecorded in our preceding chapter passed
He looked back into the room, attracted by
me up '?"
·
.in a few briet seconds, during merely a IDoment- hearing Knight's voice .
... Yes."
ary stoppage.
" Sign this paper, Renie, und from hence
" Your word is good ; follow me."
While .thmmming his murderous plan, the your life shall be one of joy and happiness I"
" I do not watlt Knight to know 1 am after scheu1er had been asking Brandon certain ques" 1 can not sign ill"
him. "
tions.
" You mean you will not sign it?"
"You need not fear."
· The detective's first intention had been to go
"Have you no merCJ' in your lieart ?"
,,.Be promise1l you five thousand?"
right into the room and confront the girl and
" I am acting mercifully to you in giving yoll
" lt's re.st now! "
Knight.
·
an opportunity to sign tlri3 paper."
"Not if you stand right up to the Jacket with
Re had however changed his plan.
"Was it mercy to steal me from my home by
me. "
The murder plan set him upon anolhtr imffie . trick and device, and immure me in this place?"
••You can depend that 1 dare not do other- diate lay.
·
" l <'.fid all for your own good."
wise."
Re had all the information he needed for the
" 1 do not believe you are capable of doing a
" Thats honest; lead the way."
moment, and he had set out to catch the doctor good action I" exclaimed Renie, suddenly leapDr. I:lilker took the same lamp be had carried at his own game.
ing to her feet, and speaking in a tone of disTlie doctor led the way along the hall toward dain.
when leading Kuigllt, and · the detective followed hlin:
the rear of the house, when he followed a pas" What! a moment ago, and you were suing
Lenaire was a· despernte man.
· sage lead ing to some rooms located in a wing of for mercy."
He bad said to the detective: " I'll take your the building.
,
" Yes to a demon I"
word;" but he was not the man to take any
'l'he doctor stopped in front ot a room on
"And' now you are determined to do what?"
one's word.
which was painted the number, thirty-one.
" Defy you!"
Be had walked on tiptoe, and had cautioned
" Listeu to me one moment, and learn the fate
Even at the moment, while talking to Bran,
tl.Jat awaits you it you do not sign that paper."
don and bargaining with him, he bad his cun- the detective to do likewise.
" 1 do not wish to hear."
·
ning brain working on a plan to destro\' him.
Arrived in front of number thirty-one, J.i.e
Lenaire, or Hilker, knew that the detective motioned toward room twenty-nine, and whis"You must hear."
possessed secrets concerning his past life, ot tile pered:
"Nay, nay."
most important nature.
"The girl is in there; you and 1 can go in
" Beneath this building you will find your
He had got into a good thing as superintendent number thirty-one, and watch them."
grave."
of the insane asylum, and he did not wish to
The moment had arrived for the detective to
" 1 would rather fi11d my grave there than belose it.
act.
come your wile."
Thousands lay at the command of any bad
Be suddenly seized Lenaire by the throat.
A wieked gleam shot in BayHd Kni~ht's eyes
man in the same nosition .
He knew just where and how to seize him, so as he hissed:
The doctor had· more cases on banct than the that he could not make even the first outcry.
" Before it becomes your grave, yon will be
one ot Ka.ights, and he was just on the eve of
In his·powertul grasp the doctor was like an my wife in tact, if not in name."
reaping a rich harvest of gold.
infant.
"1 know what you would imply."
He was prepared to take large chances.
Brandon bore him along toward room thirty, · " Ay, and this very hour shall my threat be
After procedjng along the hall in advance of three.
·
accomplished."
the detective, he suddenly came to a halt at tile
Already the villain's torm had become limp.
''You dare not.''
door of a room opening from the main ball.
Quickly the detective opened the door of room
"Dare not? Why, this is a madhouse, where
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yells of delirium are of hourly occurrence. You
might scream and scream, and you would but
arouse a lot of maniacs, who would laugh at
your agony as the maniac only can laugh."
" Death is dearer to me than the fate you
paint."
.
.
" T ell me why :vou are thus obstinate?"
" 1 loathe you !"
·
" And you are determined to refuse all my
<>ffers ?"
u I am . "
.
Bayard Knight threw down his pen, and took
<>ne step toward the gi rl.
.
Oh, how beautiful the latter appeared, as, in
.a,low voice of passion, she exclaimed:·
" Bold I Come no nearer to me at your peril I''
" 'Tis useless, Renie, you have resisted all
.arguments."
"Come no nearer !"
"Your hour has come !"
"Come no nearer !"
"You shall be mine, now!"
" Come no nearer !"
At first Kmght h(l.d h::i,1tcc1; but he took nn<>ther step toward ~be gid.
"Be wurned !" he exclaimed. " 1 tell you
your hour has come!- mine you shall bet "
.Sudc!enly. Renie drew a g littering poniard
trom the folds of her dress, and, as her eyes
.gleamed with a maniacal :dare, she exclaimed,
·in a tone of frenzy :
"Do you see this, monster? Back! back! 1
SS)

!"

CHAI:''IER XXXVll.
A DE'l'EC'l'IVE ON 'i'HE WATCH.
WREN Renie flashed the dagger before Bayard
1{night's eyes, the lntter came to a halt.
The secret of her sudden calm wns explained.
Tile symptoms that Dr. Hilker had spoken of
were explained.
Renie had mana ged to l)E!Cure a dagger, and
ik new th at, at the last moment, she could end
a ll her troubles by 1.:iking her own life.
AnrJther startling suggestion was presented:
lf she had a poniard. she must have an ac<:omplice-some one within tl.at asylum must
be in collusion with her.
" M.y dear girl, no one intends to harm you ;
put away your knife."
" Bayard Kni ght, I can not trust you. Leave
my presence, or 1 will plunge this knife in my
bosom, and you will be my murderer."
·• Do nothing rash."
" 1 am determined.""
" I will go from your presence."
" Do so, and never _enter this room again."
"Will you calmly listen to a proposition I
have to make?"
" 1 will not."
" Well, 1 will go a way," said Knight; and he
t urned and took a step toward lbe door.
flis movement was a trick, and it proved suc<:essful.
·
,
Renie, but an innocent girl, really thought
that he was going from the room, and restored
the dagger to its hiding-place amia the foills
<>f her dress.
Knight had anticipated such a movement, and
turning suddenly, he crossed the room at a
s pring, and had the girl in his arms · before she
could draw it again.
The villain pinioned her hand, and, while
struggling with her, managed to secure the
knife, which he cast across the room. He then
relea-qed her, and stepping back, indulged in a
sneering laugh.
"My dear, 1 have outwitted you," he said,
in a tantalizing tone.
"Monster! you shall not long enjoy your
1riumph !"
" I do not wish to enjoy my triumph; I wish
to enjoy yours."
lt was as much as Burt Brandon could do to
restrain himself from bursting into the room
and knocking the rascal down.
The detective, however, was playing forcertain pointij; and as he knew that he was near to
.g uard Renie trom any real harm, he was not
.uneasy concerning her.
. " Bayard Knight, you have done me wrong
.enough."
" But I may right all that wrong."
" You can by leaving my presence, and keeping out of my sight forever."
.
" 1 possess the secret of your life, Reme; I
never told you that before."
A strange look of interest came over the beautiful girl's face.
Bayard Knight saw the look of interest, and
at once recognized llis power.

Reuie had al ways guessed that her pretended
guardian possessed the secret of her lite, and
she had long yearned in h.,r heart to learn it.
" Are you speaking truly?"' she asked.
" 1 am, on my honor."
" Why withhold the truth from me?"
" Become my wife," and you shall know all.
1 will take you to your mother, a woman. though
older, not less beautiful than yourself."
"Oh, why attach such a condition?"
" You really hate me, then?"
" 1 do not bate you, .but 1 fear you."
Bayard Knight knew that matters were closing clown upon him that might at any moment
spoil all chance for the accomplishment of the
purpose tor which he bnd been so Jong scbem·
ing.
·
It had come to such a pass, that, rather than
lose all, he was willing to make a sort of compromise.
" Suppose I should tell you that you are a
great heiress ?"
" 1 would willingly resign all claim to any
money if 1 could only find my mother."
·
"Will you sign certain papers if I will
promise to take you to your motlier?"
'' l will."
" When'/''
"At once."
Bayard Knight drew some papers frum his
pocket and laid them i'.Jeside those !hat bad ken
lying upon the table duri•1g the whole time the
detective had been watching him.
·
" There are the papers, Renie ; come nnd ~ i g n
them, and] will resig n all claim to your hand,
and lead you to your mother."
" WhenY"
" '!'his verv night..,
•• {)an l trust you!"
"You crin trust me; as by signing these
papers 1 accomplish all that 1 have been scheming for."
"v\.'b11t are the conditions in those paper~? "
"Merely a promise to pay me :i ~ 1u:1dred
thousand dollars when you come into yonr
fortune; and that amount is no• more than onctenth of the mone; you are to receive."
Renie put no faith in the honor of Bayard
Knight, but the cunning man bad presented
the matter in., such a light as led her to believe
that tor once be meant what he said.
'fhe girl's emotions were strange enougb.
'l'here had always lurked in her mind a suspicion that she bad relatives living; and she was
not astonished when Knight told her that she
was an heiress.
She thought that she could perceive that the
man's object all the time had been to make
money out of her in some way; and now that
he confessed it, she felt that for once she could
trust him.
" It 1 sign those papers, you will take me to
my mother at once?"
" ·Yes.''
" Where is my mother?"
" Not more than two hours from here."
"And vou swear to take me to· her at once? "
"I do:;,
" 1 will sign the papera."
Renie advanced to the table, and as she did
so, and stood with her back toward Knight, a
smile ot triumph came over his face, expressive
of bis great joy.
His last device bad succeeded.
At last she was to become bis victim-ay, bis
victim forever.
Had Renie had more experience, she would
have known the danger of signing papero without studying their contents; and although nhe
bad no faith in Knight, she dio not 4ream of the
cunning trap he bad set for her.
" Where suall l sign?" she asked.
Knight advanced to the table, aud pointed to
the place where she was to sign.
ln an instant the deed was done.
" Thank you, darling," said K night, in a
peculiar aud wondrously signifkant tone.
Renie was &tartled by the strangeness of his
tone. and made a movement to catch ho!O. or ihe
papers, but Knight had transferred them to his
..
pocket.
A fearful pallor overspread Renie's face as
she asked, in a trembling tone :
"Did you tell me the truth about those
papers?"
0
l'es. ''
"Were they merely an agreement to pay you
a hundred thousand dollars in case 1 bad it to
transfer?"
"Well, yes, in a certain sense, that was the
nature ot them."
"Tell IDe plainly, what have l done?"
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" 1 promised to take you fo your mother?"
")oudid."
.
" l will keep my word."
" To-night?"
" We will start to-night, ·but on! yon one condition."
"Ah, hat you would already make another
condition?"
"No; the condition is here in these papers."
"Name it."
" On your bended knees swear before Beaven
to abide by the contract you have signed."
"I muse read the contract fl 1st!'
"No, you must swear blindly."
"1 will not unless you let ine read those
paper.::.. "
" lt makes no difference whether you ::iwear
or not : ~!l!ere is no l:lw on t.he statute book that
will release you. "
" What havo l done?"
"\'.ou have become my wife !"
Renie uttered a shrill scream, and exclaimed:
" l t is false!"
" No; it is the truth."
" l5uch a contract is not binding."
" Indeed, darling, you are my wife by all
1aw, both sacred and secular; and now you can
read those papers!'' and Knight drew them trom
hfa pocket and held them for the poor deluded
girl to read.
During all Ibis scene the detective kept bl!!
post.
.
A h, if be could have only prompted Renie a
few words just at that moment, she would have
captured, within the second, all the little poin,ts
he was so patiently and keenly waitiug for.
Renie glanced at the papers. and gasped:
"Ah! even if t,hey are what you say, I am
not bound by them."
•
" 'Ji..l y dear, you can never establish that in
court. You am my w!l'e, morally and legally."
"Oh, have mercy upon me!" moaned.Renie. ·
"ll!a.ire mercy upon yourself. Yield to what
i$ !.uevitable."
& r speaking to herself, Renie murmnred:
"'i'. have struggled against this; 1 can but
(l)o."

" Do you not wish to see your mother?"

" ! do."

" You shall."
Knight. had made an attempt to outwit Dr.
Eil!rer, and he thought he had succeedt!d by the
little scheme he had carried through.
It was his intention on the following day to
demand Renie's release, and be did not intend
to pay the doctor tbe sum agreed upon between
them.
Now that Renie was his wite, no action for
false incarceration wonld amount to anything.
l n fact the villain had at last accomplished all
that he had set out to accomplish.
I'oor Renie! I n her !!:nocence she felt th:it
::ibe really was the wife oi the wreich who liad
pl11yed such an ignobl.c trick ui:on her.
The very next words that fell from her lips
brought joy to the heart of her betrayer.
'~'hey were an indication of the acceptance of
tl.!c situation.
Alns! the man was misled.
Poor Renie had been foully deceived ; but
never i n life wou1d ::ihA accept the :iituation.
Al 2'.l:ltters stood, but one desire remained to
her.
CHAPTER

xxxvm.

A '1ItAGEDY.

DURING those bd ef moments Renie had been
revolving a certain line 'ot action through her
mind.
She would pretend to accept the situation,
beguile the man into taking her ·i o her mother,
and i hen, it his words were true, she would
seek legal remedy.
!C i::i n k nown >act tbat the near presence of a
:friend, (}Jough unseen, will mysteriously suggest hls or her image to the mind. .
We do not attempt to explain or account for
this :}ingular psychological phenomenon, but it
is of !UOSt frequent occurrence in the experience
of every 1ensitive per::!on.
A:~ tho moment when Renie stood in that room
alone with Bayard !Knight, she felt the necessity
of a friend, and most strangely at that moment
a thought swept across her mind that, ah! if
Brnndon only knew of Iler peril, how he would
hasten Lo J.Jcr rescue.
At the moment she could not have bad the
remotest suspicion that he had any intere.st in
her fate at all.
All these thoughts passed through her mind

•
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The detective was disguised, and at tlrst the
"Yes, but I fear you will never have a chance
during the few brief seconds succeeding her
villain did not recognize him.
to get square with Knigh~ in this world."
betrayer's startling announcement.
}ie thought it was one of I he attendants in the
" What has happen:d . Do not keep rue in.
"I am ready," she said; "take me to my
ayslum, who had been attracted to the spot t>y suspense?"
mother. "
Renie's
scream.
"Knight
has undertaken to square matters
"Not to-night. but shortly."
"Who are you?" he asked, fiercely.
himself."
.
" You promised me to-night."
"It don't matter who· tam ; unhand that lady
"flow? how? tell me quick!"
" I will tell you about your mother."
at
once!"
"First,
promise
me
to
do
all
you
can to right
"Do so."
Knight did unhand Renie, but putting his all the matters you have had a hand in setting
Bayard Knight proceeded, and told a long
hand in his pocket, he drew forth a pistol, and wrong."
story.
" I promise."
.Be ha:l touched the ground at last that Burt said:
" You urnst make up your. mind to keep>
"Leave this room, or you are a dead man!"
Brandon had been unt:cipating.
"Drop that pistol, or you are a dead man!"' .your promise. or, as sure as my name is Bran'fhe man told facts that Brandoti believed to
Knight suddenly discharged the weapon.
don, you will be in the undertaker's ·hands in.
be true, and', among other things, told Renie
Brandon was prepared for the shot, and a few hours."
that Ru then dale was her 1eal name, and that ·she
" You can depend upon me. "
was . the daughter who had been supposed to dodged in time to save his life.
Tile next moment he leaped across the room,
"You know the risk you run?"
·have been drowned in the lake in her iather's
and with one blow of his billy, knocked the
"l do."
1iark.
The detective now stated to the doctor just;
The man admitted the tacts and related cor- pistol trom Knight's hand.
The latter, at that moment, recognized the bow be wis!Jed him to acL under the circumroborative circumstances that no one but he
stances, and tolrl him just what explanations he
rescuer.
could have furnished.
wanted him lo make.
"A.bl ha! Brandon!"
· · He also furnished clews sufficient tor Brandon
The doctor readily ngreed,.and the two men·
" Yes, Brandon."
to make a clear case of the whole Ruthendale
"By Heaven, I'll have you settled forever!" together entered thP. room where the fearful exmystery.
" You speak my sentiments loward yourSQlf." plosion had taken place.
The hou'r of deliverance had come, and yet
More light~ were ordered, and soon the nature
"We'll see!" exclaimed Knight. And the
the detective hesitated about rushing into that
man's face gleamed with a te1riblc cx:pression. of the horror was revealed.
room.
Brandon was prepared for any desperate
The detective noticed Renie's clothes wereo
He bad bis game well in hand, and wished
move, and kept his keen eyes on the man covered with blood.
to watch the piny.
The beautiful girl was standing in the centel'
· BE.I had his fish securely hooked, and could whom he had so patiently run down.
of the floor, with clasped hands, gazing upon.
"You think you have run me to earth?"
a:fforct to let him tug• awhile.
"Well l know 1 have. villain!"
When Knight had concludBd, Renie said:
a most ghastly sight.
"As you value your life, leave this room!"
Lying on the floor, in one corner, lay Bayard
" You will not ta1rn me to my mother to"When I do I shall take you with me; your Knight.
·
night?"
car•'er of villainy is about run."
The mnn was shattered and mangled in a
" 1 can not to-night."
Brandon had stepped over beside Renie ; as he most horrible manner.
"'Well, go away; now; come early to-morrow
did, Knight suddenly cast something upon the
and fulfill your promise."
"Let me lead you from this room," said
Brandon, tak ing Renie by the band.
Renie's ll.lanner bad changed. It was a part floor.
A most wonderful prescience ~eemed to warn
of her purpose to play a game-a deep ii;ame.
·• Wbat has happened ?" as ked the girl, in a
Her last words caused a most .singu!&.r look the detective of his danger.
trembling voice.
He saw the man '3 arm upraised.
to flash ficross Bayard Knight's iace. ·
" That wrelch cast a hand g renade upon the
lt was too late to prevent the villain's fel1 floor, seeking by one rash act to kill you and
" You will go now," cried Renie.
purpose,
and
there
are
but
tew
men
living.
"Darling, yo1,1 forget that you are my wife."
me and himself!"
'Ihere was a fearful meaning in these words, who, upon the impulse of the momenl, an<l
"And you saved my life! You shielded my
and t!Je first intimation of a most fearful peril who, with tl1u same quickness, could have done body wil b your own I"
the next best 1'1ing.
flashed across her mind.
"Never mind that; I have much to do, and:
Brandon, king of the detectives, however, you must not remain amidst this scene of
"You say I am your wife?"
" You are my wiiP., and I have a right to was just the man for such a fearful emergenr.y. horror."
As Rui2:ht's hand went up, the detective sudremain in thi3 room!"
"But you are injured! You are wounded
And the look of passion upon the man's face denly threw Renie to the floor and threw him- to death!" said Renie, in a tender, anxious
told all that he implied when he made the asser- self upon her. completely shielding her beauti- toae.
ful form.
tion.
" No. I :Oave received but a few slight
"Ah, Beaven I" exclaimed R11nie, in wild,
The next moment there came a terrible cmeh. scrat.cbcs.
But come, you must ga from
despairing tones, "you do not mean th at!"
'l'!Je room was fi1led with smoke and debris. here."
A minute passed, and t!Je feartul explosion
"Beautitul darling, I do mean that!"
"Do not drive me away, 11fter all I have passed
was fo1lowed by an awful silence.
" You promised to tairn me to my mother."
throu gh," pleaded Renie.
" When you were my wite."
At length the silence was broken by the de•·But would you remain amidst this scene
• " You say 1 am your wife."
tective.
of h<Jrror ?"
"You.must be my wife in fact, as well as in
Re called the name " Renie."
" ls Bayard Rni.ght dead!"
name, before 1 take you to your lllolher. I
lo a clear. firm voice came lhe inquiry:
'' 1 do not know."
" What has lrnppened ?"
have not played my game to be balked at the
" He may be dying," said Renie.
last moment "
"Thank Heaven!" exclaimed the detective.
'" I should not be surprised."
"Monster! you are not my husband! 'l'hose
At llrnt moment a light flared iuto the room,
" Then 1 m llSt go to him."
and a man stepped through the shattered doorpaper~ are a fraud!"
"Why?"
" I will be your husband in tact, betore to- way.
"He may be conscious ; he may know that
morrow 's sun."
he is aboat to die; he may relent."
"Never!"
" He can do you no more harm."
CHAPTER
XXXIX.
,; You may as well submit to the inevitable."
"But he.can do me a great deal of good."
A
VILLAIN
AT
BAY.
" Dr. Hilker is bound lo protect me irom such
"How ?"
an outrage."
.
TnE man who came into the room was the
" Do you remember that that man charged
··Dr. Hilker is in my pay."
janitor, and a most horrible sight met his gaze. me with theft ?"
. " I still defy you!" suddenly exclaimed
The detective had managed to rise to his feet,
" The charge amounts to nothing."
Reni e.
although he was aware that be wus bleeding
" But it has nevtr been 1etracted."
"Then I must use force; you are my wile, trorn several wounds.
" lt matters not if it never is retracted."
and my wife you' shall be within tllis very
" What has happened ?" asked the man.
" Ilut there are other matters he may assist.
hour !"
" Seay !JP.re with the light," said Brandon; me in."
Oh i what a beautiful sacrifice it was to a and he staggered out of the room, and entered
"Name them.".
cruel heart.
the adjoining room, where he . had left Dr.
" I beli1we he knows my history."
That beautiful woman in the power of such Bilker.
"My dear young lady, there is not a word
a heartless monster.
Removing the gag from the dor.tor's mouth," that man can tell you about your history that l
But, thanks to a merciful fate, deliverance the detective said:
can not tell you just as well."
was near at hand, and th at horrible crime was
"I will let up on yun for all the past if you
"You tell me about my former history?"
not to be successfully carried through.
will act like a man at this juncture." ·
"Yes ; 1 kn<Jw all your history."
Urged by his increasing passion, Knight
"What has happened?" asked the doctor, in
" Are you telling me th!' truth, or are you
asked:
a fearful tone.
merely telling me this lo pacify rue, so as tCI get
"Darling, are you determined to compel me
" Knight was playing you false."
me to go from .this scene of horror?"
to use force?"
"No, si r."
" 1 am telling you the actual truth. Iii a.
"I will die before I will yield!"
" 1 tell you yes."
most remarkable manner, all th e facts of your
· Bayard Knigllt's pa•sion would not permit
" But l had matters fixed so he could not early life have come in!o, my possession. But,
him to restrain himselt longer, and he leaped play me talse."
come; you must go away."
forward and caught Renie in his arms.
" l tell you he has t.ried to play you false,
Dr. Hilker bad entered the room.
The poor girl uttered one long, piercing and having been caught, he has attempted a
!:le was a skillful physician, although he bad
shriek, while, goarled beyond all control, most diabolical revenge."
been a rascal all his life, and the instincts of his
Knight sought to bear her to an adjoining
"What has happened?"
profession led him to go to the side of Knight.
IQODl.
" Knight was trying to force Renie RutuenA slie:ht examination was sufficient to satisly
"Mercy!" screamed Renie.
dale to sign a forged marriage contract."
him that the man was beyond all hope 0f reThe man yelled in an~wer:
"lf he has succeeded, 1 will have his life," covery.
" You're mine! You"re mine! "'
fiercely exclaimed the doctor."
Be still lived, however, and the doctor sen~
At that moment the door of the room opened.
" Ile did not succ'6ed."
his janitor to the office for stimulants.
Burt Brandon stepped in, and confronting the
" l will get square with him for attempting
In the meautime the detective had led Renie
villain, said, in a perfectly calm voice:
to play false on me. You know, Brandon, I to the office, and had returned.
"Hold on, Knight! unhand that lady!"
am a had man to cross. "
" ls he dead?" asked Brandon.
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" No: but he has not long to live. "
" Will be be able to speak ?"
" l can not te:J."
The man returned wit.h the stimulants, and
Hilker soon so far restored Knight &s to cause
him to ask:
" · W bat has banned?"
" Let me answer him," said the detective;
and Brandon knelt beside the dying man.
" You are dying. "
"Ah, ha! Brandon !"
''Yes.''
" You have laid me out. "
"No."
"Ah! I remember now; and you escaped?"
"Yes; ·l esca:i:ed."
' ' .And Renie ~"
·• Thank Heaven, she is sate. You are the
only victim ot your devilish crime."
· "Where is Ililker?"
" He is here. "
"Doctor, how is it with me ?"
" You have less than an hour to live."
"You are telling me the truth?"
"1 am.,,
" I ran not be saved? "
" You can not."
"Well, 1 must. do something for my soul."
" Do what is ri ght and just," Fomi:ted
Brandon.
"1 never thou ght to come to this, Brandon."
"You brought it on yourself, my man."
"You have trium:i:hed over me at last, Brandon."
"No, YL•U have only been brought to a stand
by an offended ProviCJence."
" You are a wonderful man, Brandon. 1
wish 1 contd have made you my friend, and
not Lave been forced to play against you."
"You never could have made me a friend to
aid you in any wicked 6cheme."
" You say Renie has escai:ed?"
"Yes.,,
" She is not harmed at all ?"
" Thank Heaven! I think l can say she is
not harmed at all."
"Well, she is a wonderful girl." '
Dr. Hilker stepped forward and said:
" Knight, you have not much time to spare;
it you have any reparation to make, you bad
better be about it."
" And must 1 really di€?"
" There is no hope for you."
"Brandon, tell me one tl!ing. Whal. started
you to take up Renie Rutheadale's case?"
•' Your false charge against her in court.''
"Had you never seen her until that day?"
" I never had."
" And it I bad not made that charge against
her, you would not have been in the race against
me ?"
" Possibly not."
"Answer me one more q uestion.
Were
J<OU and Hilker in together?"
"No."
"Then you shadowed me to this place ?"
''Yes."
"You were the man l met at the depot?"
"Yes."
" Brandon., you are a wonderful man."
CHAPTER XL.
HE ESCAPES AT LAST.

BRANDON was compelled to smile at Knight's
strange remarks, and yet lie was anxious to
have the man speak upon other subjects.
" You have but a little time, Knight, and
you had better use it to some service."
·
" Hang you Brandon, two or thrP.e times 1
came near having the ' collar-brace ' on you."
"Well, it was a closely pluyed game," answered the detective, di@posed to humor a dying
man.
"How much time have l, Hilker?"
"You are a dying ·man."
"Dead sure?"
" Yes, sir.,.
"Well 1 have got to get something oft my
mind." '
" Do it quick, or you will never get it off."
" Bring pen, paper and ink. "
Dr. Hilker secured pen and paper, and in a
feeble voice Bayard Knight confessed facts that
were sufficient to place Mrs. Ruthendale in
complete possession of her rights.
The poor man who had led such a scheming
life, had but just time to subscribe to his con• fession, when he died.
It was now time for Brandon to attend to his
• own wounds.

An examination proved that Qnce aguin he
had met with a mo•3t miraculous escape.
.He bad received cuts ana flesh wounds, and
his clothing was riµped and cut in a most won·
derful maune1; but he bad not received one
really serious wound.
Dr. Hilker wr.s on his 9ood behavior, and
bound up all the detective s lacerations in the
most effective and skillful man11e1.
Our hero again sought the presence of Renie.
Oh! how beautiful she looked, despite all the
fearful trials through which sl!e had passed!
Brandon told her of Knight's death.
" How came you here to rescue me?" asked
Renie.
"My dear girl, I have been upon your track
ever since the hour you .first so mys~eriously dis·
appeared."
"What led you to take euch an interest in
my fate'/" .
" Pure sympathy for one so beautiful, innocent, and unfortunate."
"You are a noble wanr'
" Oh! never mind that. But do you remember what Knight told you about yourself?"
" Yes, yes, and it was all a falsehood, I be·
Ii eve now."
'' My dear girl, l have reason to believe that,
tor once in his life, that man told tile truth. "
"And <10 you . believe that l have 1 mother
living?"
" l know that you have a dear and loving
mother, who has spent :ill tl!e years of her life
searching for yon."
Renie uttered a scream, and felt insensible
into Brandon's arms.
She had fa.::ed danger and sorrow, but this
surlCJ en joy was more than she could bear.
lt wn<i eome time before Brandon succeeded
in oring ing the lo-:P.ly girl round.
When Heuic did revive, her first words were:
" You told me l had a motlier?"
•·You have."
" And a tather?"'
"Your fath er is dead-died many years ago
-but your mother li ves, and at this moment
anxiously waits to clasp you in her arms."
. "And l really h!lve a mother. Joy, joy!"
exclaimed Renie, in tl!e joyful m anner of a
cllild.
"Yes, you have a motlwr - beautiful, de·
vote<l, brave, and true. She has passed through
many peri Is searching for you."
" And how clid you discover that l had a
mother?'
'l'he detective related the history of th e f cm ale
detective who was kno wn in the profe;;ion as
Lady Kate.
It was arranged that the detective and Renie
should remain at the asylum over nigl!t.
Dr. J,enair ,. or Bilker as he was known iu
the asylum, was very att entive, and in every
yvay appeared desirous of showing some extra
attention to Brandon.
At length the suspicions of the latter were
aroused.
He tell that Lenair's open enmity was a safer
reliance than his professed friendsl!ip.
He determined to be upon his guard.
The doetor was a man of great resomces in
any scheme of villainy.
Brandon had promised him · immunity; but
Hilker was not a man who trusted to pwmises.
He was an indil•idual who preferred trusting to
his own cu nning.
It wr.s within a few hours of daylight when
Bayard Knight had finished his confession.
lt was broad dayligbt when Dr. Hilker invited the detective apd Renie inlu hi~ diningroom.
The latter had improved an oppo1tunity to
prepare herself for a journey.
Since she bad been in the asylum all her
former wardrobe had been restored to her, and
when she appeared ,before !he detective,
dressed 1n elegant attire, her ravishing beauty
became even more striking.
'
The detective had learned from her the story
of her abduction, and had learned also that she
had been in the asylum ever since tl!e day following her capture by Knight's agents.
The detective learned by her story tl!at she
could not have been the person who had been
confined in that mysterious room at the house
in New York, No. 429.
The doctor, as he showed bis guests into the
breakfast-room, was as pleasant and polite as
though the parties were old friends, and not
people whom he had tried to make his vjctims.
Brandon was on his guard.
He feared the man, and felt certain that he
was up to some game.
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'They were seated at the table, and one of the
matrons sat at the head of th.e table to pour the
coffee.
·
The detective &tudied this woman's face:
The coffee was passed to all hands.
Brandon hlld warned Renie to neither eat nor
drink until she should receive a certain signal
from him.
The detective had appearerl to be busy glancing all over the room, hnt. in reality he was
watching every movement '" tl!at table.
Be saw both Hilker and the matron drink
their coffee and eat of what was upon the table.
The signal was passed to Renie to eat and
drink.
The girl raised the coftee cup to her lips.
when a certain change of expression passed!
OVPr the doctor's face.
Brandon saw that expression, and to him it
told volumes.
·He reached across the table, and seizing the
cup from Renie's. hand, stepped around, -an<l
seizing hold of Hilker, said:
" Drink that coffee."
"Ab, you have a suspicion," said the doctor, in the blandest tones ; nnd raising the cup
to his lips, be rlrained it lo toe dregs.
Neither Brandon nor Itenic could eat any:
thing after what hart occurred, and a short time
alter they Mt the house which had been Renie's.
prison.
When half way to the depot, Brandon remarked:
" I reckon that was a false suspicion in regard to the coffee."
The king of the detectives would have thought
otherwise, l!ad he known that the moment Hilker
leit the table he bad hastened to his laboratory
and had hastily drunk the contents Qf a little
vial.
Tl!e contents of that vial was an antidote for
the poison in tl!e cup of both Renie and her rescuer, and both would have been poisoned had
they drunk the fatal draught prepared tor them.
The doctor would have had no antidote for
them.
He had thrown I.ti~ last die, and had lost. And
one hour after Brandon's departure, Dr. Hilker
also stole !orth.
CilAPTER XLI.
THE doctor did not trust Brandon's word,
and he bad gone out upon the world to find a
new field for bis peculiar talents.
He had sinned ali his life to gain a sudden
fortun e, and, wherr gray -haired, was no . nearer
to his goal than when he first commenced.
He feared Brandon.
A mau who never had been faithful himself
could have no faith in any one else.
In a moment of reven ge he had tried to poison two innocent persons, and having failed in
his wicked attempt, he feared exposure and ret1ibution, and voluntarily became once more a
wanderer on the ±ace of the earth.
In the meantime Brandon and the rescued:
Renie had reached New York.
On tl!e way tb.iy had enjoyed a long talk,
and many explanations had followed.
'rhe detective told Renie manv tacts concerning her mother, who still lived; and her father
who w~s d,ead-mur?ered by that villain, Bayard Kmght, wl!o churned to be a neighbor, but
who in reality was merely the son of a stepbrother of old Mr. Rutbendale, and not 11 blood
relation to any ot the dead Rutbendale family.
Renie did not appear greatly surprised at the
detective's startling revelation.
bhe had suspected all along that she was a.
stolen child, and had always entertained a.
taint smpicion that Knight was at the bottom
ot her original abduction.
• Arrived in New York, Brandon .took his
charge to a hotel, and started off in search ot
!hat noble woman who had spent so many years·
searching for her lost child-found at last
through the keenness, and courage, and wonderful cunning ot tl!e King of the-Detectives.
Brandon had sent a telegram to Mrs. Ruthendale, ordering her to meet him at his office,
and, when he reached there, he found the anxious woman awaiting him.
Her handsome tace was contorted with anxiety, and, so great was her agitation, her trembling lips would not shape the words she wished
to speak.
Brandon knew that good news seldom killed.
and that suspense was more dangerous t!Jan an
open declaration:
"ll's all right, madam," he exclaimed, in a

THE KING OF THE DETECTIVES.
c heerful note, as he grasped her hand, and
-shook it cordially.
At length the a.11;itated mother found strength
t o artic:ulate the words:
"Have you found my child?"
" lhavc."
"'Alive ?"
.... Yes."
'" No doubt as to her identity?"
... Not the least."
•• Oh, heavens! wh ere is she?"
4
' Safe and sound."
••Under your care?"
••Under my care."
" Senct me to her at once ! delay not a moment!"
"Rave you strength to meet her ?"
.. Yes, yes!"
" ·wm vou not listen first to what has hap_pened ?" •
''No, no, tnke me to my child!"
" Bayard Knight is dead," said the detecti ve, abruptly.
"Bayard Knight dead?"
"Yes."
"Ditl you kill him? is my child injured, and
yo11 rlare not tell me?"
"Yonr child is uninjured."
" Bayard Knight-how did he die?"
"'By his own band."
•· Did be make any confession?"
• •Be did."
" Has he done my child justice?"
"He bas-full , ample justice; but only because he was dying, and further injury would
;not avail him. "
" Take me to my daughter."
" I must tell you all that has happened first."
And Brandon proceeded and related all that
had occurred .
At length Brandon prepared to unite the' long
separated mother and daughter.
H was one ot the happiest moments of his

life, and he considered his last piece of detective work the greatest he had ever performed.
A carriage "as at the door, and the happy
mother was placed in it.
A short drive, and they reached the hotel
where Renie was temporarily quartered. ·
A moment later, and mother and daughter
were clasped in each others' arms.
lt needtd not for Brandon to say :
··Mother, the1e is your daughter; daughter,
there is your mother."
Nature anticipated him ; and the head ot
poor R enie, after many years of snffering and
pain, was once more buried in her mother's
bi>som.
The moment Renie's eyes had rested upon
her mother, the long closed wel ls of mP.mory
were reopened, and at a glance the vision that
had so long haunted her became a living picture
Old memories crowded thick and fast upon
her, and now that her mother's face had reawakened these memories, she wondered that
all had not been clearer to her in the past.
Brandou had disappeared the moment mother
and daughter had become claspe1! in each
others' arms.
After an hour he entered the room.
Both the -b eautiful women turned toward
him, and began professions of gratitude.
" li you do not stop thanking tne, " ei.:claimed
the blunt Brandon, "] shall go away and never
£ee either one ot you again!"
His threat dill not appear to fri ghten the two
graterul women, who warmly protested that
they owed all their present happiness to him.
General explanations, at length, were in order.

Brandon, having secured Knight's dying declaration, needed no furth er proof, and within a
few days released Bruno from prison, also th e
two wretches who had sought to murder Mrs.
Ruthendal~, on condition that they would all

leave the country and promise never to return.
Two tlays later, Branrlon, accompanied by
the mother and daughter whom he had served
so well, proceeded to a certain town in the west.
em part ot the State of Jl.<ew J;ork.
They called in a botly upon certain lawyers,
and astonished them with the wondertul story
they had to tell.
The· stoly nlone woulil not have served, but
the careful detective had brought along authenticated documents and sworn proofs of all he
had to state.
lt req uired but a few weeks to settle all legal
formalities, and Mrs. Rutbendale, after many
years of sufl:ering and wrong, was once again
put in possession of the property she had so
long been deprived of, through the wickedness
and treachery of Bayard Knight. •
We woulct bavP. .many pleasant after scenes to
relate, b ut ·we leave them to the imaginations
of our readers.
Our purpose has been cbiefl.y to narrate the
incidents in which the great detective was engaged.
.
We have but one secret to disclose, and it is
with a smile that we record wl!at, after all, is
no secret to our old readers, who have !!One
with us so often tluough so many stirring
scenes.
The king ot the detectives bas a heantiful
wite, and that beautiful wife was once Renie
Rutbend ale, and the detective first mtt his wife
as a priEOner before the bar.
ln after years, he has often told lier th at he
krpt her from goi ng to jail, and she has as
laughingly replied ; only to bring her to a
worse imprisonment. She does not think so,
however, judging from the pleasure that lights
up her face at the return ot her husband after
some weeks' absence on a professional trip.
Burt Brandon is a born detective, and the job
that yielded him a wife bas not weaned him
from his chosen trade.

THE END.
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